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SUMMARY 
The Transfer of Needs Assessment Methodologies and Post-Harvest Technologies for 
Non-Grain Starch Staple Food Crops (NGSS) in sub-Saharan Africa project was 
initiated in Tanzania in July 1993 as a collaborative venture between the Natural 
Resources Institute (NRI) and the Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC). The 
project was funded by the UK Department For International Development (DFID). 
The main project involved activities in Ghana and Tanzania but this report deals 
exclusively with activities in Tanzania focusing on the transfer of needs assessment 
methodologies, the application of needs assessment in identifying post-harvest 
problems and technical interventions for NGSS and the identification, validation and 
dissemination of a technology to improve incomes and reduce post-harvest losses 
associated with marketing of fresh cassava roots from rural production areas to urban 
markets in Dar es Salaam. 
In the first stage of the project a range of needs assessment methodologies were 
successfully validated under field conditions through the mechanism of three case 
studies, which were carried out in Lake Zone, Tanga Region and Dar es Salaam of 
Tanzania. Following the case studies, two training in needs assessment workshops 
were conducted in Tanzania to disseminate needs assessment technologies to key 
personnel from research organisations and institutes in Tanzania, Mozambique, 
Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Rwanda and Ethiopia. 
The needs assessment case study in Tanga Region highlighted post-harvest problems 
as a major constraint facing farmers and traders involved in the marketing of fresh 
cassava to urban areas, and formed the basis for a more detailed study of the 
marketing system for fresh cassava from rural production areas to urban markets in 
Dar es Salaam. Semi structured interviews with key stakeholders in the marketing 
system demonstrated that reductions in quality resulting from poor handling and 
delays in marketing lead to serious reductions in income throughout the market chain. 
Farmers and market personnel identified the criteria for a technical intervention to 
reduce income losses incurred when marketing fresh cassava. 
After considering various options a simple low cost storage technique for fresh 
cassava originally developed by the Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical 
(CIAT) and NRI and later modified with DFID RNRRS funds by the NRI and the 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MoFA) in Ghana was selected for validation in 
Tanzania. Validation exercises in Tanzania demonstrated that low cost fresh cassava 
root storage technology had the technical and economic potential to alleviate post-
harvest problems associated with marketing of fresh cassava and improve the incomes 
of those involved in the cassava market system. 
In the final stage of the project a flexible dissemination strategy was developed and 
used to carry out a limited technical dissemination campaign in the major cassava 
markets in Dares Salaam and selected villages ofKisarawe and Ruf~i Districts in 
Pwani (Coast) Region, and to promote wider awareness of the technology throughout 
Tanzania. Needs assessment techniques were used to develop practical approaches 
for dissemination and two impact assessments (November 1996 and December1997) 
were carried out to assess effectiveness of dissemination activities and allow for 
optimisation ofthe strategy. 
The first impact assessment (November 1996) was used to highlight the strengths and 
limitations of the initial dissemination strategy, so that a more effective strategy could 
be developed in collaboration with representatives of the Agricultural Extension 
Services and key stakeholders in the market system. In December 1997 a second 
impact assessment was made to assess the effectiveness of the revised dissemination 
strategy and to highlight any problems. The wider awareness campaign was found to 
have been effective and a number of expressions of interest had been received from 
organisations and individuals interested in fresh cassava within Tanzania. 
A high level of interest and awareness was found in markets and villages where 
training activities had taken place, but a number of problems were identified which 
were hampering uptake of the technology. The two main problems were: (a). to be 
effective the technology needs to be implemented at all points in the market system 
but individuals were unwilling to take the risk ofbeing the first to use the technology 
without proof of the economic benefits of the technology; (b). the market system is 
dominated by a large open type of package called a lumbesa which is not suitable for 
application of the technology or for transport of cassava but is used for other reasons 
related to transport charges. 
To overcome the first difficulty the project team developed a marketing demonstration 
to provide a practical demonstration of the financial benefits of low cost :fresh cassava 
root storage technology to potential beneficiaries within the marketing system. The 
second difficulty was addressed by representatives of various village governments and 
market co-operatives in collaboration with the TFNCINRI project team. In November 
of 1997 the village governments of Jaribu and Bungu villages in Rufiji District 
enacted bylaws to encourage adoption of close packaging for cassava and adoption of 
the new storage technology. To support this initiative the Agricultural Extension 
Service in Rufiji District have agreed to integrate the technology into their extension 
programmes, and in addition the village government in Jaribu has initiated its own 
training programme in the sub-villages around Jaribu. In December 1997 the village 
governments of Masaki, Sungwi and Gumba villages in Kisarawe District villages 
decided to follow the lead taken by villages in Rufiji District and develop bylaws and 
training programmes to promote uptake ofthe new technology. The Agricultural 
Extension Service for Kisarawe District have acknowledged the importance of 
cassava as a source of income generation in the District, and have agreed to integrate 
the technology into their extension programmes. If co-operation between the various 
stakeholders is maintained it seems likely that the technology will start to be adopted 
during 1998. 
This case study within the main regional Africa project has demonstrated not only that 
low cost :fresh cassava root storage technology has the technical and economic 
potential to reduce post-harvest losses and improve incomes, but has also shown that 
key stakeholders are genuinely interested in adoption of the technology and are 
willing to co-operate and spend their own funds to promote uptake of the technology. 
However, for successful uptake of the technology a wider dissemination at both local 
and national level is required. It is also clear that lack of funds in rural areas could 
constrain producers and country buyers from adopting this technology. To meet the 
needs ofthose involved in marketing of fresh cassava throughout Tanzania a sustained 
campaign of dissemination is required, involving close collaboration between the 
Agricultural Extension Services, selected NGOs and key stakeholders involved in 
marketing of fresh cassava from rural areas to various urban centres in Tanzania. A 
concept note for wider dissemination of low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology in Tanzania is included in this report (Appendix 5). 
The fmdings of this case study have shown that successful adoption of this technology 
would improve the quality of cassava reaching urban consumers, and contribute to 
poverty alleviation by improving the income generating potential of marketing of 
fresh cassava. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A new project should be initiated in Tanzania to build on the achievements of the 
existing project by extending the low cost fresh cassava root storage technology more 
widely within Tanzania. The new project should include the following: 
• To use needs assessment techniques to clearly identify the areas of Tanzania (not 
covered in the current project) where fresh cassava is most important as an income 
generating crop, and to identify the main urban markets for cassava (other than 
Dar es Salaam). 
• To use needs assessment techniques to investigate the importance of the cassava 
export market in Zanzibar, and assess the potential for dissemination of the 
technology in Zanzibar. If appropriate to disseminate the technology in Zanzibar 
via the Agricultural Extension Services. 
• To extend the technology to all areas of Tanzania (where fresh cassava is 
important) by providing training to agricultural extension officers at district and 
village level, and incorporating the new storage technology into the existing 
T&V (Training and Visits) programme of the Agricultural Extension Service. 
• To identify and involve appropriate non government organisations in 
dissemination of the technology, and post training support for users via the 
mechanisms of user groups and micro finance schemes. 
• To continue to actively involve key players from the market system in 
dissemination activities as community trainers, and to continue to make use of the 
media to increase awareness of the technology. 
• To incorporate the new storage technology into the curricula of the Ministry of 
Agriculture Training Institutes (MATI) to ensure that newly trained extension 
officers are familiar with the technology, its importance and methods for 
dissemination. 
• To ensure that the wider issues that affect uptake ofthe new technology into a 
market chain are incorporated into training materials. 
BACKGROUND 
1. Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) together with potato, sweet potato, 
cooking banana and plantain are the main non-grain starch staples in Tanzania. The 
production of cassava has tended to fluctuate over the last 8 years for which data is 
available (1985/86 to 1992/93), but overall production increased by 17.5% over the 
period (Ministry of Agriculture, 1994). For many people, cassava represents food 
security and an inexpensive source of daily calories particularly for those in low 
income groups. For people living in production areas close to major roads within 
approximately 150km of major urban centres such as Dares Salaam cassava 
represents an important opportunity for income generation through its marketing to 
urban consumers. 
2. Cassava is widely consumed in Tanzania. Fresh cassava is especially 
important in Tanga, Pwani (Coast), Dares Salaam, Morogoro and Mwanza Regions. 
Traditionally, cassava is grown as a domestic, subsistence crop for home 
consumption. Trends in urbanisation, however, have opened up a new and growing 
demand for fresh cassava in towns and cities. With high urbanisation rates, for 
example the population of Dares Salaam was considered in 1992 to be expanding at 
4.5% per annum (Government of Tanzania), the demand for cheap staple produce 
such as cassava is expected to rise considerably in the years ahead. This will place 
even greater strains on current marketing systems; a problem exacerbated by the 
perishable nature of fresh cassava itself. 
INTRODUCTION 
3. For centuries in sub-Saharan Africa, a spectrum of root crops have supported 
and contributed to the nutritional requirements ofboth rural and urban communities. 
With increasing populations, the role of root crops is destined to become even more 
critical, not only to provide sustenance, but also as a vehicle by which those involved 
in the production and trading ofthese commodities can generate income. The present 
and future challenge is to link possible improvements in the productivity of root crops 
on the farm with more efficient post-harvest handling systems that will minimise 
wastage in terms of physical loss, quality depreciation and monetary value. Success 
in this area will improve the quality of food reaching the consumer and improve the 
income of rural producers. 
4. This report presents the findings of a United Kingdom Department for 
International Development (DFID) funded Regional Africa project entitled "Transfer 
of Needs Assessment Methodologies and Post-Harvest Technologies for Non-Grain 
Starch Staple Food Crops in Sub-Saharan Africa". The project is managed by the 
Natural Resources Institute (NRl). The Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC) 
is the counterpart organisation for East Africa and responsible for field management 
in Tanzania. One aspect of the project involved validating needs assessment 
methodologies through case studies and the follow though of these studies with 
appropriate technology transfer activities. The results presented here demonstrate this 
approach and its benefits. In this case study, work commenced in 1993 to address the 
following issues: 
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(a) to examine typical marketing systems for cassava which link areas of 
production with urban markets; 
(b) to assess the major needs and opportunities for greater efficiency within 
these post-harvest systems; 
(c) to assess the level of losses and quantify the depreciation of fresh cassava 
entering urban markets; 
(d) to validate and assess the feasibility of using modified handling techniques 
to ameliorate losses within the system; and 
(e) to adapt and disseminate appropriate post-harvest handling methods to key 
individuals and organisations. 
5. Needs and loss assessment studies carried out in 1993-1994 identified 
reductions in income resulting from post-harvest losses as a major problem facing 
stakeholders involved in production and marketing of fresh cassava roots from rural 
production areas to markets in Dar es Salaam for sale to urban consumers. The most 
likely technical intervention for alleviating this problem appeared to be a modified 
version of a fresh cassava root storage technology originally developed by Centro 
Intemacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) and NRI in Latin America and later 
modified for Africa by NRI and the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in Ghana as part 
ofDFID funded research project (R5448cb). In the period between October 1994 and 
December 1995 adaptive research was carried out in Tanzania by the TFNC and NRI 
to enable the transfer of a technology for low cost ambient storage of fresh cassava 
from Ghana to Tanzania. During this period the technology was tested and validated 
at TFNC (Mikocheni), two markets in Dar es Salaam (Tandale and Tandika) and one 
village (Masaki) in Kisarawe District, Pwani Region. The results of this work clearly 
indicated that the technology was feasible and appropriate for local conditions 
pertaining around dar es Salaam. A flexible dissemination strategy was developed 
and applied from January 1996 until the conclusion of the case study in February 
1998. Assessments ofthe dissemination strategy were made in November 1996 and 
December 1997 to evaluate performace of the strategy and to allow improvements to 
be made. 
6. For convenience, the project activities reported here have been divided into 
three phases. These phases represent the chronological order of activities during the 
life of the case study and so follow a logical sequence. 
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PHASE 1: TRANSFER OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES, AND 
USE OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITISE POST-
HARVEST PROBLEMS FOR NGSS 
TRANSFER OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES 
7. Two case studies were made in Lake Zone and Tanga Region to validate a 
range of needs assessment techniques under field conditions (Reports NGSS 93/94 V5 
& NGSS 93/94 V6). These studies proved useful not only for assessing 
methodologies and approaches but also proved invaluable for identifying problems 
and opportunities in the post-harvest area from a farmers perspective. Following on 
from the case studies, two training workshops were organised in Morogoro to provide 
training in needs assessment techniques for potential users at both regional and 
national level (Report NGSS 93/94 V7). Participants were drawn from research 
institutes and organisations whose work is focused on non-grain starch staple food 
crops. The regional workshop was attended by personnel from Tanzania, 
Mozambique, Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Rwanda and Ethiopia. Training materials from 
the two case studies and the workshops were compiled into a needs assessment 
manual for wider circulation (Kleih et al. 1997). 
USE OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITISE POST-HARVEST PROBLEMS 
FORNGSS 
Needs assessment study 
8. The first stage ofthe study was the identification and characterisation of 
marketing channels. Urban markets were selected on the basis oftheir role and 
function in the marketing system, with a cross section of major wholesale/retail 
markets (such as Kariakoo, Tandale, Tandika and Buguruni) and smaller retail 
markets (such as Urafriki and Ubungo). The major supply areas were identified on 
the basis of information provided by market traders. The study focused on the 
marketing chain between Kisarawe District in Coast Region and Dar es Salaam, 
which is an approximate distance of 65 kilometres. 
9. Secondary information, collected to supplement and support the primary data, 
included that concerning market prices, production and household expenditure. The 
sources of this information included the Marketing Development Bureau, the Bank of 
Tanzania and the City Council. 
10. Primary data collection was largely based upon individual and group 
interviews (methods described in liED 1995) with purposively sampled 
representatives at key stages of the marketing chain. Key informants included: 
consumers, market masters, retailers, wholesalers, cooking vendors, country buyers, 
village traders and farmers. The number of informants with which discussions were 
held was judged on the basis of ensuring the information collected was deemed 
consistent and valid. The survey team consisted of two food scientists, one marketing 
economist and one socio-economist. 
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11. Check lists of key issues were prepared for each of the informants identified. 
Observation was used as a key tool to cross check information elicited during the 
interviews and as a means of facilitating discussion with interviewees. 
12. A schematic representation ofthe marketing chain from the producer to the 
consumer is shown in Figure 1.1 (Appendix 1 ). Representatives of each of the 
participants in this chain were interviewed and the system thereby characterised. This 
information is detailed in Ndunguru et al. (1994). 
13. The needs assessment study confirmed that the cassava was mainly consumed 
in Dares Salaam without processing. Fresh cassava is consumed in one of three 
forms: steamed/boiled, deep fried or roasted, with boiling the most common. The 
most important quality criteria as defined consumers are summarised in Table 1.1 
(Appendix 1 ). 
14. The performance of the marketing system was assessed into two ways. The 
first examined marketing margins, which when combined with the information gained 
from each of the various marketing agents, offered an indication of economic 
performance. The second assessed post-harvest losses throughout the marketing 
chain. Marketing margins are detailed and discussed in Ndunguru et al. (1994) and 
are not further discussed here. 
15. An indication of the potential post-harvest losses is indicated by consumer's 
quality criteria described in Table 1.1 (Appendix 1 ). Time is a key factor in all the 
quality changes. This can be translated in actual market terms by the price I grading 
criteria identified. The level of price discounting associated with age is presented in 
Table 1.2 (Appendix 1) for each stage in the marketing chain. The quality changes 
associated with time include discoloration, mould growth and withering. 
16. At the farm level, delays were associated with unreliable transport and were 
reported as a problem by farmers and village traders. Country buyers, who are often 
urban based, hire their own transport and largely circumvent the problem of relying on 
truck operators or buses. At the urban market, delays in selling produce were found to 
affect country buyers, village traders and farmers. The absence of an end user with 
predictable and regular requirements appears to contribute to the uncertainty of 
predicting market demand on a daily basis. 
17. One of the conclusions from the needs assessment study was that there is 
significant price discounting for old cassava. Delays were possible at various stages 
in the marketing system. It was recognised that the needs assessment study only 
provided an indication that losses were an issue and a more detailed assessment of 
loss was recommended. If this study confirmed the losses then the possibilities for 
extending the shelf life of cassava should be examined. 
Assessment of post-harvest losses for cassava in Dar es Salaam 
18. In order to measure and confirm the extent of post-harvest losses of cassava in 
the market environment, data were gathered from consignments of cassava delivered 
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to an urban market situated to the north of central Dar es Salaam. Where possible, the 
number size, source, age and varietal content of cassava consignments were 
determined on a daily basis. Records of unit (sack) weight, pricing profile of units 
over time (0-48 hours), size distribution of roots recovered from sample sacks, and an 
assessment of external damage and internal quality of the roots were also monitored. 
Natural splits, insect bore holes, bruised skin (not broken), gashes, sharp cuts and 
ragged tears were the categories of wounds observed most often. Note was made of 
their frequency and location relative to the stern and distal end of the root and finally 
the incidences of superficial rots were also recorded. 
19. The internal condition of roots was assessed by scoring their cortical tissues 
for five different characteristics: physiological deterioration, physiological browning, 
evidence of internal microbial rots, extent of dry corky tissue and potential sale 
category as defined by market traders. Scores taken from sections along the root were 
used to determine which part was more prone to damage. 
20. Baseline data on quality and losses was collected over a 3 week period. 
Routinely sample sacks were chosen randomly, weighed and their contents examined 
in detail. Both the external and the internal condition of the roots were assessed at 
this time (1-2 days after harvest). For comparison purposes, additional sacks were 
purchased and held back for a number of days prior to inspection. In this way, it was 
possible to determine the likely rate of quality depreciation over time (from 2-8 days). 
21. The principal results ofthe case study indicated that the perishability of fresh 
cassava was a major factor dictating both production and marketing strategies. In the 
absence of other storage methods, for the producer there is the option of retaining 
roots in the ground for a period following their optimal maturity. This may be a 
useful and sometimes necessary alternative to marketing, however, ultimately the 
central cortex of the cassava will become fibrous, corky and prone to rotting so 
diminishing the quality of the roots when ultimately offered for sale. Once harvested, 
neither transporters, traders, wholesalers nor retailers generally practice options that 
would help conserve the quality of the roots and those handling fresh cassava usually 
rely on a rapid turnover of produce before physiological deterioration degrades the 
quality of their produce. In most instances the greater proportion of roots delivered to 
the market are damaged to some degree that accelerates the rate of root deterioration. 
Much of this damage results from poor harvesting and handling practices and could 
be either avoided or diminished. 
22. In most instances deterioration becomes increasingly evident after 3 days and 
with the passage of time market traders could recognise some five categories of root 
quality: 
- those with a premium price; 
- those saleable at a discounted price; 
-roots sold for rnakopa (dried cassava pieces) production; 
- roots used for animal feed; and finally 
- roots with extensive rots that retained no value. 
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23. In the markets trading cassava in Dares Salaam, prices are extremely volatile 
with dramatic changes reflecting the balance of supply and demand over time. When 
cassava supplies are abundant, unit prices fall and customers demand cassava of the 
highest quality. Conversely when cassava is in short supply, prices rise and 
wholesalers and retailers are still able to sell their produce despite the fact that the 
produce may show signs of advancing physiological deterioration. 
24. The outcome of the needs assessment study (Ndunguru eta/. 1994) was 
presented at a national project co-ordination workshop. As a result, potential post-
harvest interventions were identified and a number of case studies initiated. One of 
these was to reduce the losses of fresh cassava which occurred during marketing. This 
could be best achieved through a technical intervention to improve both harvesting 
and post-harvest handling techniques. Discussions with respondents in the major 
cassava markets in Dar es Salaam (Tandale, Tandika & Buguruni) and at Masaki and 
Sungwi villages in Kisarawe District indicated that their would be strong interest in 
uptake of new handling methods if the technology was simple to apply, involved 
limited outlay and improved income for users. 
PHASE 2: TECHNICAL INTERVENTION TO ALLEVIATE PROBLEMS 
FACED IN MARKETING OF FRESH CASSAVA 
IDENTIFICATION OF A SUITABLE TECHNICAL INTERVENTION 
25. To meet the needs of people involved in production and marketing of fresh 
cassava in Tanzania, suitable technical interventions would need to fulfill the 
following criteria: 
• Maintain quality of fresh cassava roots for 7-10 days. 
• Simple to apply, using readily available materials. 
• Very low capital outlay and operational costs. 
• Improve nett income (inclusive of cost of application) of user. 
• Be adapted for transporting cassava by road (or sea). 
• Suitable for both rural and urban use (for use by producers, traders and consumers). 
26. Traditional Tanzanian solutions to the problems of fresh cassava spoilage 
include burying cassava roots in pits or sun drying pieces of root to make makopa. Pit 
storage meets most of these criteria but is not suitable for transport purposes or for use 
in urban markets where the cassava must be readily accessible. Makopa production is 
not a method for keeping cassava fresh and does not provide good economic returns. 
Makopa is normally seen a last resort which can be used to prevent a total loss of 
income if cassava has deteriorated to a point where it cannot be sold as fresh roots. In 
Latin America fresh cassava for export is preserved by freezing ( -20°C) or by dipping 
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the roots in a suspension ofhot wax and fungicide. Neither of these methods is 
appropriate for farmers and traders in Tanzania because ofhigh capital and 
operational costs and requirement for specialised facilities and technical personnel. 
27. In the 1980s, as an alternative to traditional techniques, a project undertaken 
by the Centro Intemacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) and the NRI developed a 
simple conservation strategy based on cassava root storage in polyethylene bags 
combined with a chemical treatment to control secondary microbial (fungal) rotting. 
Storage times ofupto one month were achieved. This was sufficient to permit the 
provision of fresh, high quality product to consumers and for at least one week at 
home storage. This system proved suitable for the marketing of cassava in Latin 
America. In recent years, NRI in collaboration with the Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture has worked to adapt the technology to conditions in Ghana. 
28. The original CIAT/NRI technology consists ofharvesting and selecting high 
quality, relatively undamaged roots from low cyanide cassava varieties. The roots are 
washed or cleaned and then dipped or sprayed with a fungicide, thiabendazole, which 
is widely used as a post-harvest treatment for banana and potato. The drained roots 
are then placed in polyethylene bags that are sealed. The respiration of the roots 
within the bag causes the relative humidity (RH) of the enclosed atmosphere to rise. 
The high RH in combination with a temporary holding of the bagged roots at high 
temperature causes root curing which promotes an extension of shelf life (CIA T, 
1989). 
29. Experience gained in Ghana suggests that, for most practical purposes, simply 
dipping sound roots in water and maintaining them at high humidity for several days 
in the shade will extend the useful self-life of fresh cassava for periods of 7 to 10 days 
without the necessity to use fungicide. Given the limited level of funds available to 
potential users of the modified storage technology it seemed likely that the Ghanaian 
option would be most appropriate for Tanzania. 
Low cost fresh cassava root storage technology. 
30. This technology involves a series of steps which link together to create 
optimal conditions for storage of cassava roots under field conditions. The steps are 
as follows: 
(a). Harvest roots carefully with roots intact on stem. 
(b). Remove roots from stem taking care to avoid wounding the roots. 
(c). Separate damaged and undamaged roots into two heaps. 
(d). Use a sharp knife to cut away damaged pieces from damaged roots by making 
clean smooth cuts. Allow cut surfaces to dry before dipping roots in water. 
(e). Pour water into a large container and dip roots in the water. 
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(f). Put dipped (wet) roots into sacks. 
(g). Tie sacks with string. 
(h). Place sacks on a platform oflogs in the shade. 
(i). Wrap sacks with plastic sheets or sheets made from old sacks sewn together. 
VALIDATION OF MODIFIED HANDLING METHODS 
31. Three storage trials were conducted during the period of November and 
December 1994 to demonstrate the feasibility and potential of different elements of 
the cassava storage technology. The first was conducted on two day old cassava to 
illustrate the ability of high humidity and fungicide (thiabendazole- Reg. Product 
STORITE) treatments to prolong the storage of fresh material for periods of one to 
two weeks respectively. With the help of local wholesale agents, two further market 
based demonstrations were carried out to show the effectiveness of different elements 
of the storage technology. A five day investigation highlighted the contribution of 
shade to diminishing the rate of cassava deterioration and finally cassava traders were 
introduced to the concept of creating a cassava clamp using polyethylene sheets to 
conserve sacks of cassava in the open market. The internal conditions of sample roots 
derived from a range of different storage treatments were assessed at the end of each 
trial and categorised using several measurements, including their likely market value. 
Table 1.3 (Appendix 1) illustrates the experimental approach adopted throughout the 
trials. 
32. In general, observation ofthe external condition and the incidence of 
superficial damage to cassava roots fails to provide a reliable impression ofthe 
physiological quality of the internal tissue of cassava roots. Only by dissection can 
the quality of the roots be determined. An assessment of material recovered from the 
storage trials suggests that uncleaned/undressed roots have a much less wholesome 
appearance when recovered from store. Treatment with STORITE is able to 
ameliorate this to a certain extent but such a process represents an expensive option in 
comparison to storage in ordinary sacks alone. Table 1.4 (Appendix 1) provides an 
indication of the variable scores recovered from roots stored under different 
conditions. 
33. The mean score values show quite clearly the benefit of shade and fungicide 
treatment on the physiological condition of roots stored for 8 days. In comparison to 
roots maintained in the open market under sun, cassava treated with STORITE and 
held in a clamp showed no microbial deterioration. Scores given by market traders 
indicated that cassava retained in the market outside the storage clamp was unlikely to 
be used for anything other than animal feed whereas materiel recovered from the 
clamp was considered to be of almost the same grade as fresh roots. The present 
results indicate that post-harvest treatments had no great impact on either the level of 
secondary browning or incidence of dry desiccated areas within the cortical tissue of 
stored cassava. Provided cassava consignments are relatively free from serious 
physical damage or have had such damage components cut away, storage in sacks 
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under plastic or canvas tarpaulin will extend the storage life of the produce by 4 to 5 
days at least. Under normal circumstances, the use of the fungicide STORITE can be 
circumvented unless cassava consignments need to be stored for periods in excess of 
1 0 days. This is not a normal requirement at the present time. 
34. Cognisant of the limited financial resources available to the cassava producers, 
traders and retailers, a judgment of the feasibility of the cassava storage technology 
focused on the likely provision of water, man-made fibre sacks and polyethylene 
sheeting (the use of the fungicide, thiabendazole, was not considered to be a viable 
option because of very high cost ofthis chemical). All these materials are essentially 
available to all potential beneficiaries in the market chain at affordable prices and 
hence, from a purely technical point of view, the methodologies have the potential to 
make a considerable impact on the storability of fresh cassava. However, for 
successful uptake the improved handling method has to lead to a significant increase 
in nett income as this was considered by potential users in both rural and urban areas 
to be the most important criterion for adoption ranking well above quality 
improvements and prolonged shelf life. 
ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF IMPROVED LOW COST FRESH CASSAVA ROOT STORAGE 
TECHNOLOGY 
35. To assess the economic potential of low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology a micro-survey of the marketing chain for fresh cassava from villages in 
Pwani Region to markets in Dar es Salaam was made in collaboration with the 
Marketing Development Bureau (MDB). This survey highlighted the major post-
harvest problems faced by key players in the marketing system and the financial 
implications ofthese problems in terms of reduction in income. The major problem 
faced by farmers was damage to roots during harvest which often lead to a 5 to 10% 
loss of marketable cassava. Country buyers were affected by delays during 
transportation and in the market, and by damage caused to cassava roots during 
transportation. Root breakages during transportation could lead to losses of between 6 
and 10% ofvalue of the consignment. Losses due to delays varied according to the 
severity of the delay. Market personnel were affected by losses due to delays in 
marketing and transportation problems (Appendix 2). 
36. It also became clear that post-harvest problems and income levels from fresh 
cassava marketing are closely correlated with the time of harvest. Although cassava is 
available in the markets throughout the year three distinct cassava seasons were 
distinguished. These were; January- May, June- August and September-
December. The factors of volume, price and quality were all subject to seasonal 
variations (Table 2.1, Appendix 2). 
3 7. A comparative economic analysis indicated that low cost fresh cassava root 
storage technology has potential to improve nett income levels for all of the key 
players in the marketing system. Incomes for farmers could be improved by 5 to 10% 
dependent on season. In the case of country buyers, in the January to May season 
application of the technology could improve profits from 6.9% to 8.7% (expressed as 
a percentage of the total cost), in June to August profits can be increased from 1.2% to 
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5.8% and from 2.4% to 4.4% in the September to December season. For retailers in 
the January to May season application of the technology could improve profits from 
14.3% to 16% (expressed as a percentage of the total cost), in June to August profits 
can be increased from 8.5% to 13% and from 10.5% to 12.5% in the September to 
December season (Table 2.4, Appendix 2). 
38. Overall it was clear from the work carried out during phase 2 that low cost 
fresh cassava root storage technology has both the technical and economic potential to 
improve incomes for potential beneficiaries at all points in the marketing system as 
well as improving the quality of cassava reaching urban consumers. However, it was 
also clear that this could only be achieved if the technology is applied consistently 
from the point of harvest through to the final consumer. To achieve this an effective 
dissemination campaign was required to sensitise all potential users to the benefits of 
uptake of the technology and the need for co-operation between farmers, country 
buyers and market personnel. 
PHASE 3: DISSEMINATION OF LOW COST FRESH CASSAVA ROOT 
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
39. To assist in the development and implementation of an effective strategy for 
dissemination of low cost fresh cassava root storage technology a number of 
subsidiary objectives were defined, these were: 
(i). To develop methods for dissemination of the technology. 
(ii). To carry out a limited dissemination campaign to selected groups of potential 
beneficiaries in two districts of Pwani Region, and to promote awareness of 
the technology throughout Tanzania. 
(iii). To maintain flexibility by ongoing evaluation of the dissemination campaign 
so as to determine the overall effectiveness of the dissemination strategy. 
(iv). In the light of the ongoing evaluation, to modify and improve the 
dissemination strategy with a view to establishing a protocol for widespread 
dissemination of the storage technology to potential beneficiaries throughout 
Tanzania. 
INITIAL STRATEGY FOR DISSEMINATION OF IMPROVED STORAGE TECHNIQUES FOR 
FRESH CASSAVA 
40. As a starting point an initial strategy was developed for limited dissemination 
of improved storage and handling methodologies to a several groups of potential 
beneficiaries, so that the effectiveness of dissemination techniques could be evaluated. 
The initial strategy involved three main areas of interaction. The first involved 
teaching representatives of organisations that already have a remit to transfer 
knowledge and technical expertise to personnel working in the agricultural sector. 
The second area focused on direct interaction with individuals and communities 
involved in the production, trading and sale of fresh cassava. The third area of 
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activity sought to publicise dissemination activities through various forms of mass 
media. 
41. Procedures for monitoring the effectiveness of the dissemination initiatives 
were incorporated in the work programme. By continually assessing the level of 
success and recognising difficulties, the project team sought to refine its 
dissemination activities and retain flexibility. Activities monitored included: the 
number of active trainers; the number of demonstrations organised by each trainer 
over a given period; the number of individuals within the community or market 
adopting and practicing the storage methdologies over an extended period of time, and 
periodic monitoring of key informants to assess their experience of the technology 
over time and under different marketing conditions. 
42. The initial dissemination strategy was implemented between December 1995 
and October 1996 with the intention of disseminating the technology in two of the 
main markets in Dar es Salaam and in selected villages which supply those markets 
with fresh cassava. The approach taken was to identify key personnel (cassava 
traders/commission agents, retailers, market administrators, members of women's 
groups, village agricultural extension officers, school teachers and community 
development officers in Tandale and Tandika markets and Masaki village (Kisarawe 
District, Pwani Region) and train them in the theory and application of the storage 
technology so that they could train others in their respective communities with some 
support from TFNC during the initial stages of the dissemination programme. It was 
hoped that the community based trainers would train others who in turn would train 
further groups of people thus leading to inductive spread of the technology with only 
nominal support from TFNC and NRI. During this period, TFNC made a number of 
follow up visits to the markets and village involved in the exercise to assess progress 
with dissemination, uptake of the technology, and to provide additional support as 
required. 
43. In November 1996 the project team carried out an impact assessment at the 
markets in Dares Salaam (Tandika and Tandale) and villages (Masaki, Sungwi and 
Gumba) in Kisarawe District to assess the effectiveness of the initial strategy, identify 
problems facing users ofthe technique and limitations associated with the design or 
practical application of the dissemination strategy. The impact assessment 
highlighted the strengths and limitations ofthe initial strategy and enabled the project 
team to develop an improved approach for the second stage of dissemination 
activities. 
44. The main strengths and limitations of the initial strategy were as follows: 
Strengths 
• Participation and ownership of dissemination strategy and technology was 
encouraged at community level via the active involvement of potential users as 
community trainers and disseminators of the technology. 
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• The involvement of women (farmers and farmer/traders) in Masaki village as 
community trainers and disseminators proved particularly effective. These 
women not only trained people in the area around Masaki but also sensitised 
farmers and farmer traders in the nearby villages of Sungwi and Gumba. 
• In areas where TFNC trained community trainers inductive spread of awareness of 
technology occurred without further support which indicates a high level of 
interest among farmers and considerable potential for effective dissemination and 
uptake of the technology in rural areas. 
• Excellent relationships were established with representatives of the market co-
operative organisations in Tandale and Tandika markets. Representatives of 
Tandika market demonstrated that the market co-operatives could take the lead in 
promoting the technology to farmers and traders in the markets supply areas, and 
reported requests for training received from representatives of Jaribu and Bungu 
villages in Rufiji District. 
Limitations 
• The linkages between supply areas and specific markets were not adequately 
described thus limiting opportunities for spread of awareness of the technology 
within the market chain. 
• The initial strategy concentrated on dissemination in markets rather than at farm 
level. The impact assessment indicated that this was not the correct approach 
because cassava root quality was perceived by market traders to be an issue for 
farmers and country buyers and not market traders or retailers. 
• Although dissemination in areas targeted by the project team was good, inductive 
spread did not continue into new areas. Effective dissemination of the technology 
in rural areas would be greatly facilitated by forming closer links with the 
agricultural extension service, village organisations, market co-operatives and co-
operative development officers, and by integrating the dissemination strategy for 
low cost cassava fresh root storage into existing national extension programmes. 
• Potential end users and community trainers often failed to appreciate that cassava 
storage is their problem and did not see themselves as owners of the technology. It 
was apparent that this problem could be overcome if partnerships could be 
developed between the project team and key players in the market chain. 
• The project team had not developed a complete understanding of end users 
thoughts on the new technology and its applicability and relevance for them as 
people involved in marketing of fresh cassava. Market traders did not fully 
appreciate the reason, for applying the technology in the markets. Farmers and 
farmer/traders demonstrated a theoretical knowledge of how to apply the 
technology but did not understand why the technology should be used, and did not 
see the economic benefits. The project team perceived benefits in terms of 
improvements in product quality and shelf life but these were seen as being 
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irrelevant by the majority of potential beneficiaries whose thoughts focused on the 
need for economic benefits versus cost of adoption ofthe technology. 
• The community trainers concept of training was different from that of TFNC/NRI 
team which expected the community trainers to organise practical demonstrations 
of the technology. In reality community trainers carried out verbal sensitisation 
but expected TFNC to return and provide practical training to sensitised 
communities. Furthermore community trainers lacked the resources for running a 
demonstration and did not appreciate the importance of practical demonstrations 
in the dissemination process. 
• Community trainers demonstrated a good understanding ofhow to apply the low 
cost storage technology, but could not explain why each step is carried out. It was 
evident that the education of community trainers needs to be strengthened to 
enable them to answer queries raised by end users. It was also clear that the 
revised strategy should include increased support for the community trainers by 
the TFNC/NRI project team in the short to medium term. 
• All community trainers and potential users of the technology commented on the 
importance of appropriate supporting literature, and many commented on the lack 
of newspaper and radio coverage of project activities. 
45. This review exercise proved invaluable for identifying problems with the 
initial strategy which had limited the uptake of the technology by potential 
beneficiaries. To overcome the limitations stated above a series of meetings were 
held with representatives of the agricultural extension service, market co-operative 
orgnisations and potential users in 5 villages (Jaribu, Bungu, Masaki, Sungwi and 
Gumba) in Pwani Region, and the three major cassava markets in Dares Salaam 
(Tandale, Tandika and Buguruni). Participatory appraisal techniques were used to 
identify the key issues for successful dissemination and to develop ideas for a revised 
dissemination strategy. Further discussions were held with the various participants 
during implementation of the revised strategy so that modifications could be made in 
the light of field experience. 
REVISED STRATEGY FOR DISSEMINATION OF IMPROVED STORAGE TECHNIQUES FOR 
FRESH CASSAVA 
46. The objectives of the revised strategy were: (i). to disseminate the improved 
storage technology effectively to selected villages in two districts within Pwani 
Region that supply cassava to markets in Dar es Salaam and to potential users in the 
three major cassava markets within the city and (ii). to promote wider awareness of 
the technology amongst policy makers, potential disseminators and users throughout 
Tanzania. It was very important to distinguish between dissemination and promotion 
of awareness. In the context of this project dissemination involved direct transfer of 
technology to potential users and provision of training for potential disseminators. 
Dissemination can be considered to be effective if it leads to uptake ofthe technology 
by users and further dissemination activities by disseminators outside of the project. 
Promotion of awareness involved sensitising target groups and the population as a 
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whole to the existence and importance of improved handling practices for fresh 
cassava. An effective promotional campaign should generate strong interest in the 
technology among target groups and pave the way for technology transfer activities at 
a later date. 
Dissemination of improved storage technology to potential beneficiaries in 
selected areas 
47. The main objectives of this component ofthe work programme were to 
develop and validate effective techniques for dissemination of the new storage 
technology to potential beneficiaries, and to apply these techniques on a limited basis 
in selected areas. It was anticipated that successful dissemination would not only lead 
to uptake within the target areas but encourage potential disseminators to transfer the 
technology to areas not covered by the project team. 
48. As a starting point discussions were held with representatives of co-operative 
organisations in the three major fresh cassava markets in Dares Salaam and a small 
workshop was held to promote the technology to the market co-operatives and discuss 
issues relevant to uptake of the technology. These discussions enabled the project 
team to identify the key issues and develop approaches for dissemination in 
collaboration with the market commission agents. 
49. Representatives ofthe market co-operatives expressed a high level of interest 
in the new storage technology but made it clear that the technology would need to be 
applied at all points in the marketing chain for it to be effective. After further 
discussions it was agreed that a link should be made between markets and supply 
areas for dissemination purposes, and that market personnel should take an active part 
in transfer of technology to villages that supply cassava to their respective markets. 
Given that fresh cassava trading is a business activity it was agreed by all parties that 
farmers and country buyers would be more likely to co-operate with representatives of 
the market co-operatives who are themselves involved in marketing of fresh cassava 
rather than relying on project personnel who have no obvious connection with the 
cassava marketing. To further strengthen the link between the co-operatives and the 
dissemination activities the logos of the market co-operatives were placed on the front 
cover of the leaflet designed for distribution to potential users of the technology. 
50. To establish links between markets and their supply areas for dissemination 
purposes the relationships between the markets in Dar es Salaam and the production 
areas were determined. The relationship of the cassava supply areas to their respective 
markets is illustrated in Table 1.5 (Appendix 1 ). It is immediately apparent that 
supplies of cassava for Dar es Salaam are derived from villages with access to major 
roads within 150km of the city. For this reason production areas are confined mainly 
to three districts ofPwani Region and two districts ofTangaRegion, although small 
amounts of cassava are received from Morogoro by Tandale market at the peak of the 
season in February. It is also evident that villages only supply cassava to one or at 
most two markets. This is due to the location of the markets in relation to the major 
roads out of the city. Tandika market is in the south of the city and thus receives all 
of its cassava from villages in Rufiji and Mkuranga Districts which lie to the south. 
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Tandale market is in the north ofthe city but close to a major bypass road and thus 
receives the majority of its cassava from villages in Tanga Region which lies to north 
but also has access to cassava from Rufiji in the south and Morogoro in the west. 
Buguruni lies in the south west of the city close to the Kisarawe Road and is thus 
confined to receiving its supplies exclusively from villages in Kisarawe District. 
51. To make the best use of available funds it was decided that dissemination 
activities should concentrate on the three main cassava markets in Dares Salaam and 
selected villages in two districts ofPwani Region. The markets were considered to be 
important in part because they are the end point for all cassava marketed from 
production areas into Dar es Salaam, but also because training in the markets would 
not only raise awareness but provide a supply of trained market personnel for use in 
the demonstrations at village level. The selection of villages could be considered as 
demand lead because the selections resulted directly from requests received from 
villages in the production areas. Requests for training were received from Masaki, 
Sungwi and Gumba villages (Kisarawe District) as a result of villagers involvement in 
validation exercises in Masaki in 1995. Requests for training were received from 
Jaribu village (Rufiji District) after a farmer trader from Jaribu saw part of a practical 
demonstration carried out by the project team in Tandika market. Following a visit to 
Jaribu in November 1996 by the TFNCINRI project team and representatives of 
Tandika market co-operative it was agreed that Jaribu and its surrounding villages 
(Bungu and Mjawa) would be included in the limited dissemination programme. 
52. Initial training sessions were carried out by the TFNCINRI project team in 
Tandale and Tandika markets. Training was provided for representatives of the 
market co-operatives, commission agents, retailers and the local Community 
Development Officer. Following these demonstrations volunteers were selected from 
Tandale and Tandika markets who were willing to carry out training activities in 
Buguruni market and in selected villages. Demonstrations at Buguruni market and in 
village locations were organised and supported by TFNC but the actual training 
activities were carried out by commission agents who normally purchase cassava from 
the target village. 
53. Two types of demonstration were developed. The first type was intended to 
provide a demonstration of the storage technology and practical training in the use of 
the technology for potential users and extension workers. The second type of 
demonstration was intended to show the low cost storage technology in use in the 
marketing system and provide a practical demonstration of the economic benefits of 
using the low cost storage technology at all points in the market chain. 
Practical demonstration and training in application of low cost fresh cassava 
root storage technology for potential users and extension workers. 
54. The arrangements for training sessions in villages and markets were essentially 
similar, except that good harvesting practices were not demonstrated in the markets. 
The description that follows is appropriate for any ofthe training sessions organised 
by the project team. As a prelude to the demonstrations a member of the project team 
or a commission agent would visit the target village to meet with representatives of 
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the village government and local Agricultural Extension and Community 
Development Officers to discuss issues of cassava marketing, arrange for training 
sessions to take place and distribute literature (extension workers manuals, user 
leaflets and posters). The village government would also be asked to publicise the 
event in the village, and ensure that key personnel would be available for training 
(representatives of village government, teachers and other prominent figures in the 
community who might take a part in further training activities). 
55. The training and practical demonstration was divided into three one day 
sessions spread over an eight day period. The first day was devoted to classroom 
activities discussing the issues that relate to fresh cassava marketing, post harvest 
problems and the financial and technical implications of these problems and 
explaining each step ofthe technology in detail (Plates 1.1 & 1.2, .lppendix 1) with a 
simplified explanation of the science behind the technology. After the theory an 
opportunity was provided for discussion. The discussion sessions were always of a 
lively nature. Most of the people attending these demonstrations derive 30 to 80% of 
their annual income from fresh cassava. For this reason it is hardly surprising that 
they should be very concerned by the prospect of reductions in income which could be 
avoided. However, it was also normal for potential users to be very sceptical about 
the practicality of the new technology. Most people felt that the technology must fail 
because it involved two steps that appeared to contradict the practical experience of 
the trainees. Potential users felt that making the cassava wet would cause it to rot 
more quickly, many also felt that placing cassava in a closed sack would lead to 
premature rotting because the cassava would be unable to breathe. These comments 
illustrate the importance of practical demonstrations in technology transfer. To assist 
extension workers in future training activities examples of questions and answers 
from training sessions were included in the final version of the manual for extension 
workers. 
56. On the second day of training participants were taken into the field to 
participate in a practical demonstration ofthe application of the technology. The cost 
of the cassava used in practical demonstrations was covered by either the project team 
or by the village government. For the practical demonstration a very strong 
emphasise was placed on participation by the trainees as practical experience is vital 
for building confidence in the practicality of the technology. Each step ofthe 
technology was first demonstrated by a commission agent from the market and then 
carried out by all of the trainees. A sequence of photographs illustrating a typical 
practical demonstration is given in Appendix 1 (Plates 1.3 -1.8). 
57. The low cost cassava storage technology involves a number of steps which 
have to used together to achieve the maximum improvement in shelf life of fresh 
cassava. The simplest form of practical demonstration would involve dividing freshly 
harvested cassava into two batches. The technology would be applied to one batch, 
the other batch being handled in the conventional manner would provide a control for 
comparative purposes. However, early trials of the demonstration technique indicated 
that potential users would be tempted to miss out some of the steps, hoping to achieve 
an improvement in shelflife at a lower cost. To demonstrate the importance of using 
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all ofthe steps in combination freshly harvested cassava was divided into six batches 
which were then handled as follows: 
Batch 1: Batch 2: Batch3: Batch 4: Batch 5: Batch 6: 
Roots Sorted 
- + + + + 
Wound 
- - + + + 
Dressing 
Dipped in 
-
- - + -
Water 
Sacks 
Wrapped in 
- - - - + 
Plastic Sheet 
The second day of the demonstration was completed when the various batches of 
cassava had been labeled and placed in a shady spot to be stored for 7 days. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
58 The third and final day of the practical demonstration took place seven days 
after day 2. Participants were given an opportunity to compare external appearance 
and internal condition (by simple dissection) of cassava from each of the batches 
(Plates 1.9 & 1.1 0, Appendix 1 ), and also to taste raw roots to evaluate freshness. In a 
typical demonstration trainees can clearly see that if all of the steps of the storage 
technology are correctly applied cassava roots will still be fresh after seven days. If 
the technology is not used cassava roots will be in very poor condition after 7 days. 
The demonstration will also show that the technology will not work effectively if 
some of the steps are missed out. 
59. As a follow-up to the practical demonstration the project team made at least 
one further visit to answer queries raised by potential users and provide support to 
those wishing to extend the technology within the local community. 
Practical demonstration of the financial implications of using low cost fresh 
cassava root storage technology within the market chain. 
60. Practical demonstrations oflow cost fresh cassava root storage technology, 
demonstrate to potential users that the modified storage technology has the technical 
potential to keep cassava fresh for at least 7 days after harvest. However, potential 
users remained sceptical about using the technology because of uncertainties about the 
economic benefits of the technology coupled to an awareness that the technology 
increases handling costs and requires more effort to apply. The majority of potential 
beneficiaries were unwilling or unable to take the risk of adopting the new technology 
on a trial basis. 
61. To overcome this problem the TFNC/NRl project team decided to provide 
partial financial support for potential users to evaluate the technology from harvest to 
final consumer under real conditions, with the objective of demonstrating that 
application of the new technology at all points in the market chain can improve the 
incomes of all persons involved in marketing of fresh cassava. To encourage active 
participation and ownership amongst farmers, country buyers and market personnel a 
scheme was divised to defray some ofthe costs of trying out the technology, and 
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eliminate the element of financial risk for those wishing to try out the technology as 
part of a marketing demonstration. 
62. Marketing demonstrations were organised from selected villages through to 
each of the major cassava markets in Dares Salaam. The demonstrations followed a 
common format and made use of farmers, country buyers, transporters and market 
personnel selected by their respective village governments or market co-operatives. A 
member of project staff supervised the demonstration and kept a record of costs 
incurred and sale prices so as to calculate the financial benefit of using the technology 
at different points in the market chain. The format for marketing demonstrations was 
as follows: 
• Purchase of two truck loads of cassava by country buyer. Project team covers cost 
of purchase and recovers funds at point of sale. 
• One truck load treated with low cost storage technology, remaining load handled 
in conventional manner. Project team supplies plastic sheets and covers cost of 
sacks and 50% of transport costs and recovers funds at point of sale. 
Non-TFNCINRI project team dissemination activities 
63. As part of the dissemination process it was hoped that some of people who had 
received training in low cost fresh cassava root storage technology from the 
TFNCINRI project team would be interested in sensitising or training others within 
their communities. This can be a very effective method for promoting inductive 
spread of a new technology into areas not covered by the project team. However, it is 
vital to be aware of the capabilities and limitations of any individual or group who 
express willingness to participate in dissemination activities. The most common 
limitations faced by individuals and groups are: 
• Lack of finance. 
• Limited time. 
• Narrow geographical focus . 
• Lack of understanding. 
In the present case study a group of twelve female farmers and farmer traders from 
Masaki village proved highly successful at sensitising farmers in villages and sub-
villages close to Masaki and showed a good understanding of the elements of the 
technology but were unable to carry out practical training due to lack of funds and 
limited time. In Jaribu village the village government obtained the permission of the 
J aribu villagers to spend village funds on carrying out practical demonstrations of 
fresh cassava technology in the sub-villages around Jaribu and proved highly effective 
in carrying out this job. However, the village government could not extend the 
technology any further because it does not have a remit to operate outside of the 
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Jaribu area. These two examples demonstrate the potential for inductive spread of the 
technology at local level, but also illustrate the importance of involving organisations 
with a wider remit and better access to external funding in the dissemination process. 
To disseminate low cost fresh cassava root storage technology more widely it would 
appear to be vital to integrate dissemination activities into the existing programmes of 
the Agricultural Extension Services and to involve relevant non government 
organisations (NGO) in the dissemination process. 
Promotion of wider awareness of the improved storage technology within 
Tanzania 
64. The main objective of this component of the dissemination strategy was to 
promote wider awareness of the improved storage methodologies for fresh cassava 
within Tanzania. The target groups were identified as policy makers, disseminators 
(Government and NGO) and potential users, and the routes for dispersion as being via 
promotional material (leaflets, posters and video presentations) and mass media. 
These routes will be discussed in tum. 
Promotional materials 
65. Promotional materials which can take many forms including brochures, 
posters and videos can used to promote wider awareness and can be used as an 
integral part of technology transfer activities. The major promotional materials for 
this project were descriptive leaflets, a promotional poster, a set of training posters 
and two videos. 
66. Following discussions with community trainers and potential users leaflets 
were designed for potential users and extension workers. The leaflet for potential 
users took the form of an 12 page "A5" format booklet portraying each step ofthe 
technology in pictorial form with simple written captions in large clear print 
(Appendix 6). The booklet was designed so that it could be used to promote 
awareness, and also be used during and after training sessions as a memory aid for 
anyone using the technology. To help establish a clear link between the technology 
and the marketing of fresh cassava, and to encourage the involvement of market co-
operatives in dissemination ofthe technology the logos of the co-operative 
organisations of the three main cassava markets in Dares Salaam (Tandale, Tandika 
and Buguruni) were included on the front cover. 
67. The manual for extension workers took the form of a 24 page "A5" format 
booklet (Appendix 6). This booklet was designed to provide an introduction to the 
technology, technical rationale, economic justification (in practical terms), a detailed 
illustrated description of each step of the procedure and a selection of questions and 
answers relating to application of the technology. The questions were derived from 
training sessions and discussions held in villages and markets. Economic data were 
derived from a survey carried by the Marketing Development Bureau (MDB) as part 
of the project. The objective of this brochure was to provide would-be disseminators 
with enough information and understanding of the elements of the technology to be 
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able not only to provide training in use of the new handling procedures but also to be 
able to offer support and answers to the many questions raised by users. 
68. Both manuals were originally produced in Kiswahili for use in Tanzania and 
field tested before final printing. Field testing highlighted the need for larger print in 
the user leaflet and a small modification to one of the illustrations. Both manuals 
were designed for ease printing using simple equipment (either a photocopier or 
printing press). All of the illustrations took the form of simple line drawings because 
farmers had expressed difficulty in understanding some of the photographs contained 
in existing extension brochures. Once the Kiswahili versions of the brochures had 
been finalised English versions were prepared for use by non-Kiswahili speaking 
persons interested in the low cost storage technology. During the second stage of the 
dissemination, requests for information were received from Zanzibar, Kenya, Zambia, 
Malawi and Sri Lanka. Appropriate materials were sent to interested parties in these 
countries. Copies of both manuals were distributed to extension and education offices 
in all parts of Tanzania that produce fresh cassava, government offices responsible for 
agricultural policy development and implementation, NGOs, village governments and 
market co-operatives. In addition brochures were made available at the World Food 
Day and the National Farmers Day meeting held in Arusha and attended by 
representatives of farming communities from all parts of Tanzania. A detailed 
distribution list is given in Table 1.6 (Appendix 1 ). 
69. As part of the awareness campaign for rural areas, a simple "A3" format poster 
describing the elements of the technology (in pictures with short captions) and 
potential benefits of adoption was prepared (Appendix 6). The poster was originally 
intended for display in rural extension and village government offices and in the 
offices ofthe market co-operatives in Dares Salaam. For this reason presentation 
followed the same principles as for the user leaflet with large bold print, simple text 
and clear illustrations to stimulate the interest of anyone reading the poster. To 
prevent deterioration under field conditions posters were laminated using a 
lightweight (150J.Lm) laminate. Copies of the poster were sent to extension offices in 
areas of the country which cultivate cassava, and also to the offices of various NGOs 
and other organisations having possible interest in dissemination of fresh cassava 
storage technology (Table 1.6 Appendix 1). 
70. In addition to the promotional poster described above a set of nine "A2" 
format posters showing each element of the technology in pictorial form without 
captions was prepared as an educational aid for use in training sessions. The 
durability of the posters was enhanced by laminating with a heavy duty (250J.Lm) 
laminate. Sets of posters were distributed to each ofteams involved in training 
sessions in markets and villages. 
71. Video presentations can be a very effective way of sensitising an audience to a 
new idea because the message is communicated in an easily assimilated and attractive 
form. The present project built on material from a research project (R5448cb) carried 
out in Ghana. As part of the Ghanaian project a quantity of raw video footage had 
been prepared showing the various elements of the technology. This footage was 
assembled into a 15 minute training video titled "Always Fresh Cassava" showing 
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ordinary people applying the technology and highlighting the potential benefits of 
using the technology. The original video was prepared in English and then dubbed 
into Kiswahili for use in Tanzania, and French for possible use in Francophone 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa. The Kiswahili version of the training video was 
evaluated at TFNC and then released for use in promoting the low cost storage 
technology. The training video proved useful for promoting the technology at small 
workshops held in Dar es Salaam for representatives ofthe market co-operatives and 
media organisations and at presentations conducted in rural areas (Jaribu, Bungu and 
Masaki) to promote the technology to village governments, representatives of the 
local extension services and potential users of the technology. Presentations at village 
level were conducted with the help of the Agricultural Extension Services who 
supplied a mobile theatre vehicle equipped with generators and video projection 
equipment. 
72. Reaction to the video from Ghana was generally of a highly favourable nature. 
In villages people were interested to see the technology being applied in another 
African nation and readily absorbed the underlying message of the video. It was 
apparent however that many people did not feel confident enough to apply the 
technology on the basis of having seen the video. These people felt that although the 
technology might work in Ghana it would not work in Tanzania because certain 
elements of the technology appeared illogical in the context of their own experiences 
with cassava. This point underlines the need to follow-up video sessions with training 
sessions that include a strong element of practical participation on the part of trainees. 
73. The training sessions in Jaribu and Bungu villages were covered by a film 
crew from the lTV television company. Although only short sequences of film were 
required for transmission as part of news programmes the lTV crew agreed to record 
video footage of all stages of the training activities and practical demonstration ofthe 
technology. In all three hours of video film was compiled on a VHS format cassette. 
Although this footage was mainly recorded for possible future use in training films, 
some of raw footage proved useful for sensitisation pwposes at village level. Parts of 
the Tanzanian footage were shown to villagers in Masaki village as an 
accompaniment to the training video "Always Fresh Cassava". Villagers were 
interested to see people from the same region of Tanzania participating in training 
activities and applying the technology. It was evident that this increases their 
confidence in the practicality of the technology for Tanzania. 
Mass media 
7 4. Within Tanzania mass media can be said to comprise of radio, newspapers/ 
magazines and television. Radio is probably the most effective medium for reaching 
both rural and urban communities as it has been estimated that >90% of the rural 
population have some access to a domestic receiver, in urban areas this figure is 
estimated to be closer to 100%. In rural areas the choice of programming is often 
limited to Radio Tanzania so it is relatively easy to reach the majority ofthe target 
audience. Newspapers and magazines are useful for accessing urban populations and 
reaching those who are involved in policy development and implementation. 
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Television is a relatively limited medium because access is limited mainly to high 
income urban populations. 
7 5. As part of the initial strategy it had been hoped that media interest would be 
aroused in the projects activities but this passive approach was not successful. In the 
revised strategy a proactive approach was adopted. Representatives of media 
organisations including Majira newspaper, Daily News, Radio Tanzania, Radio One, 
lTV television network (both of Tanzania) and the Fanners Education Unit of the 
Ministry of Agriculture were invited to attend a media briefing at TFNC. At the 
briefing session participants were provided with an outline of the project and shown 
the K.iswahili version of the video "Always fresh cassava". The reaction to the video 
was favourable, but the representative from Radio Tanzania was sceptical about the 
technology as he felt that wet cassava would rot very quickly. All media 
organisations expressed interest in assisting with dissemination of the new 
technology, and it was agreed that a media team should be formed to provide 
coverage ofkey project activities. The media team comprising of representatives of 
Radio Tanzania, lTV, Radio One, Majira and the Fanners Education Unit (MoA) 
provided coverage of training sessions at Jaribu and Bungu villages and Buguruni 
market in Dar es Salaam. A journalist from Majira newspaper provided coverage of 
several other project activities. 
Articles in newspapers and magazines 
76. To maximise sensitisation newspapers and magazines were selected for their 
ability to raise awareness in selected target groups. To reach policy makers and 
potential disseminators feature articles highlighting project activities and the 
importance of the improved storage technology were published in the Daily News and 
Pasua magazine (Appendix 3). The Daily News is an English language daily which is 
circulated to all government offices in urban areas and is widely read by Tanzanians 
in senior positions. Pasua is a K.iswahili monthly review magazine which has a 
similar readership to Daily News. Majira is a popular K.iswahili newspaper with a 
daily circulation of>60,000 copies. Majira is widely read in urban areas of Tanzania 
and also reaches some of the more accessible rural areas. Majira also publishes a 
women's special interest section on a weekly basis. A number of reports of project 
activities were published in Majira over a period of months, and a special feature 
article was published in the women's section (Appendix 3). This article was 
specifically aimed at women in urban areas who are responsible for purchasing and 
preparation of fresh cassava at household level. 
77. To reach rural populations (potential users and Agricultural Extension Service) 
with printed media articles describing the technology and project activities were 
published by the Fanners Education Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture in the 
newsletter of the Agricultural Extension Service and Ukulima wa kisasa (fanners 
magazine) which are distributed nationally via the extension services. 
78. During 1997 the project team gave permission for a UK based freelance 
journalist to prepare articles on the technology for possible publication in international 
journals relevant to Africa. In August 1997 a small piece on the technology appeared 
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in Africa Analysis a business review magazine which circulates in a number of sub-
Saharan countries (Appendix 3). 
Radio features 
79. Radio was selected as the best means for reaching all of the target groups 
(potential beneficiaries, policy makers and disseminators) in rural and urban locations 
because of the very high levels of access to radio receivers (>90% of population) in 
Tanzania. Two stations agreed to provide coverage of project activities (Radio 
Tanzania and Radio One). However, most programming was concentrated on Radio 
Tanzania because this station has a nationwide coverage and concentrates on news 
and feature programmes rather than popular music. Radio Tanzania featured the 
project on the national news on eight occasions during 1997. In addition the Farmers 
Education Unit (FEU) and the Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC) each 
produced four special feature programmes for transmission during 1997 in the regular 
timeslots allocated for agriculture and Food and Nutrition respectively. The FEU 
incorporated interviews with participants (farmers, farmer traders, market agents and 
village government officials) in project activities into its programmes. Coverage on 
Radio One was restricted to brief news items on project activities and announcements 
of forthcoming events as this station concentrates on popular music and is limited to 
areas close to the main centres of population. 
Television presentations 
80. Television is a relatively new form of media in Tanzania. At the present time 
(1998) their are only two television networks operating in Tanzania (lTV and DTV) 
and both are privately owned commercial operations. Coverage is limited to Dar es 
Salaam and the other major urban centres in the country. Due to the high cost of 
television receivers the target audience is limited to urban high income households, 
although lTV has established several large public screens in open spaces in central 
Dares Salaam that provide coverage to a wider audience. However, inspite of the 
limited coverage television still offers a useful avenue for raising awareness because it 
has a high profile and its target audience includes those who are in a position to 
promote dissemination and uptake of the new technology. 
81. To publicise the practical demonstrations and raise awareness ofthe 
technology, lTV television reported the projects activities in the national news 
programme at 20:00 and 22:00 on 28/06/97. The reports lasted for two minutes and 
included clips from the Kiswahili version of the video "Always fresh cassava". All 
the elements of the technology were shown and the activities ofTFNC and NRI in 
Tanzania were summarised. During the training sessions at Jaribu village (Rufiji 
District) the project was featured on the lTV news on 4 evenings. lTV featured 
training sessions at Buguruni market and Bungu village (Rufiji District) as part of the 
news on two further occasions. A five minute feature on the technology and project 
activities was transmitted as part of the weekly news review programme in July 1997. 
In addition lTV provided the project team with three hours of unedited video footage 
showing all aspects of the training sessions filmed at Jaribu and Bungu. 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF INTERVENTIONS IN MARKETING 
OF FRESH CASSAVA 
82. To monitor the impact of interventions in the fresh cassava marketing system 
two assessments were made by the TFNCINRl project team (Nov 96 and Dec 97). 
The primary objectives ofthe impact assessments were to assess progress made, 
identify problems with the dissemination process and suggest improvements to the 
dissemination strategy to increase potential for uptake of the storage technology 
within the marketing system. 
83. The first impact assessment was made in November 1996 and covered 
dissemination activities for the period from December 1995 until October 1996 (initial 
dissemination strategy). Visits were made to two of the main cassava markets 
(Tandale and Tandika) in Dares Salaam, three villages (Masaki, Sungwi and Gumba) 
in Kisarawe District and the District headquarters of the Agricultural Extension 
Service in Kisarawe to discuss dissemination and uptake of low cost fresh cassava 
root storage technology. Semi-structured interviewing techniques (with checklists) 
were used to obtain information on the following topics: 
• Level of awareness and interest in using the new storage technology. 
• Understanding of the new technology amongst potential users, extension staff and 
community trainers. 
• Inductive spread of awareness of the new technology within rural communities 
and markets where training had occurred. 
• Uptake of low cost fresh cassava root storage technology by potential users. 
• Problems associated with the uptake ofthe technology. 
• Strengths and limitations ofthe dissemination strategy 
• Improved approaches for dissemination. 
84. At all of the markets and villages visited the level of awareness ofthe 
technology was close to 100% and all respondents were able to describe each step of 
the technology accurately. In the villages the level of interest in adopting the 
technology was also close to 100%, but in the markets the level of interest amongst 
commission agents was around 80% and only about 50% of retailers expressed any 
interest in adopting the technology. Market personnel felt that the technology would 
have to be adopted at village level prior to adoption in the markets, and many felt that 
the technology was too time consuming to be useful in the retail section. 
85. Extension workers in Kisarawe demonstrated a complete understanding of the 
principles of the technology and were able to answer questions relating to application 
of the technology. However potential users and community trainers were unable to go 
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beyond describing the steps of the technology and some of the community trainers 
had not understood the importance of using all of the steps in combination. 
86. In Tandika market community trainers (originally trained by the project team) 
had sensitised market personnel in the wholesale and retail sections and organised one 
practical demonstration with the support of the TFNCINRI project team. In addition 
the community trainers at Tandika had successfully sensitised several farmer/traders 
from Jaribu village (Rufiji District) and established links with the village government 
at Jaribu. In Masaki village (Kisarawe District) a group of 12 community trainers (all 
female farmers) had sensitised 65, 21 and 3 farmers and traders in Masaki, Sungwi 
and Gumba villages respectively. There was also evidence that these women had 
raised awareness of the technology in some of the small sub villages in the Masaki 
area. However, inspite ofthe successes of the community trainers in the villages there 
was no evidence of uptake ofthe technology in the villages in November 1996, and 
only a few commission agents and retailers in Tandika and Tandale markets were 
making use of some of the elements of technology. 
87. A number of factors were identified as being responsible for the lack of 
evidence ofuptake ofthe technology in November 1996. These were as follows: 
• Potential users did not appreciate that the technology could provide improvements 
in income which would outweigh any increases in costs and effort required to 
apply the technology. 
• Without proof ofthe economic benefits individuals were unwilling to take the risk 
of being the first to adopt the new technology. 
• To be successful the technology must be adopted at all points in the market chain 
simultaneously, but in November 1996 it was clear that farmers, country buyers 
and market personnel were unwilling to co-operate with each other. 
• Cassava arriving from Rufiji and Kisarawe Districts is packaged in large open 
packages known as lumbesas (Plate 1.11, Appendix 1 ). These packages are 
unsuitable for use with the new storage technology and do not represent a good 
system for packaging cassava. However, these packages are popular with country 
buyers and market personnel for differing reasons. Market personnel prefer the 
lumbesa because they feel that the quality of the roots can be quickly assessed 
without have to break open the package. Country buyers prefer the lumbesa 
because of the issue of transport costs. In Tanzania transporters charge on a per 
package basis, a single large lumbesa is equivalent to about 3 sacks of cassava 
thus reducing transport costs by >60%. 
These factors were taken into account when developing improved approaches for 
dissemination of the new storage technology. 
88. The strengths and limitations of the initial strategy for dissemination and 
development of improved approaches for dissemination are discussed in detail in the 
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section of the report dealing with dissemination and hence will not be discussed 
further here. 
89. The second impact assessment was made in December 1997 and covered 
dissemination activities for the period from December 1996 until November 1997 and 
ongoing activities due for completion in March 1998. To assess the limited 
dissemination campaign visits were made to the three main cassava markets 
(Tandale, Buguruni and Tandika) in Dar es Salaam, three villages (Masaki, Sungwi 
and Gumba) in Kisarawe District, two villages in Rufiji District (Jaribu and Bungu) 
and the District headquarters of the Agricultural Extension Service in Kisarawe to 
discuss dissemination and uptake oflow cost fresh cassava root storage technology. 
The project team were unable to visit the headquarters of the Agricultural Extension 
Service for Rufiji District in Utete during the assessment due to problems at the Rufiji 
river crossing. Semi structured interviewing techniques (with checklists) were used to 
cover the same range of topics as the first impact assessment. 
90. To assess the wider awareness campaign a detailed questionnaire was sent out 
with a prepaid reply to all the organisations which had received literature and posters 
as part ofthe awareness campaign (Table 1.6, Appendix 1). The questionnaire was 
designed to assess the effectiveness of the dissemination materials and to gauge the 
respondents level of interest and suitability for involvement in future dissemination 
activities. In addition visits were made to key persons in the Ministry of Agriculture 
(Commissioner for Extension, Deputy Commissioner for Training and the head of the 
Farmers Education Unit), the Tanzania Home Economics Association (TAHEA) and 
the Community Development Trust Fund (CDTF) to discuss their reactions to the 
wider awareness campaign and their interest in possible future dissemination 
activities. 
91. At all of the villages and markets visited the level of awareness of the 
technology remained at close to 100% of the community. However, the level of 
understanding of the technology had dramatically improved. In addition most 
respondents had realised the importance of the technology in terms of improved 
income and this had lead to a greater practical commitment to adopting the 
technology. Although the technology had not been adopted as ofDecember 1997, key 
stakeholders were taking action to resolve the issues that hinder uptake of this 
technology. The village governments of Jaribu and Bungu had organised meetings 
with the market co-operatives in Tandale and Tandika and representatives of the 
project team to discuss practical co-operation to ensure adoption of the technology 
throughout the market chain. 
92. During these discussions the issue of closer collaboration between producers 
and market personnel was resolved and the village governments passed a series of 
bylaws to encourage adoption of the technology and the resolution of the lumbesa 
issue. Initially the issue of lumbesas versus closed sacks appeared to be a sticking 
point with country buyers and transporters who felt that it would be difficult to 
calculate transport charges and purchase price at the market. This issued was resolved 
by the representatives of Tandale market who pointed out that they receive cassava in 
closed sacks as well as lumbesas from Tanga Region and hence have already 
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established scales that allow prices for consignments in different forms of packaging 
to be agreed without weighing. Traders in Tanga Region have avoided the issue of 
increased transport charges by sewing closed sacks together to form larger packages 
which command the same transport charge as a lumbesa. Most respondents expressed 
confidence that the technology will start to be adopted by mid-1998 if the project 
team provides practical proof ofthe economic benefits of the technology. 
93. Discussions with respondents in the markets, villages and District offices of 
the Agricultural Extension Service revealed that most people are satisfied with the 
revised approach for dissemination. However, a number of useful improvements were 
suggested by representatives of villages governments and markets involved in the 
project for incorporation in future dissemination activities. These were: 
• To include education on the wider issues of fresh cassava marketing as part of the 
dissemination campaign so as to encourage co-operation and early resolution of 
the key issues that could hamper adoption. 
• To consider the possibility of forming a cassava traders association (open to 
anyone involved in production or marketing of cassava) to raise the profile of 
cassava as an income generating crop, and improve the level of organisation in the 
cassava marketing system. 
• To organise a series of demonstrations of the technology in use in the market 
chain to provide proof of the financial benefit of adopting the technology. 
• To provide ongoing support to users of the technology by integrating the 
technology into the national programmes of the Agricultural Extension Service. 
• To provide short-term loans to groups of potential users to help with the initial 
cost of adoption ofthe technology (purchase ofplastic sheets). 
The suggestion for marketing demonstrations was adopted and included in the work 
programme for the final quarter of the current project. The other suggestions were 
discussed with relevant personnel in the Ministry of Agriculture and two NGOs who 
focus on providing technical and financial support for small groups in both rural and 
urban areas. 
94. As part of the evaluation of campaign to promote wider awareness of the 
potential of low cost fresh cassava root storage technology visits were made to the 
Ministry of Agriculture (Commissioner for Extension, Deputy Commissioner for 
Research and Training and the head of the Farmers Education Unit), the Tanzania 
Home Economics Association (TAHEA) and the Community Development Trust 
Fund (CDTF). At all of organisations visited copies ofthe project poster were seen 
on display in prominent locations. Senior members of these organisations were 
familiar with the technology and expressed interest in discussing ways for promoting 
uptake of the technology. 
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95. The discussions, at TAHEA and CDTF focused on NGOs ability to interact 
closely with the community and the potential for assisting uptake through 
micro finance schemes. T AREA and CDTF support a large number of small informal 
groups around Tanzania, and CDTF has established an extensive microfinance 
network which currently provides loans to group members mainly to finance pre-
harvest activities. CDTF recognised the importance of supporting post-harvest 
initiatives to improve the income generating potential of crops such as cassava. They 
agreed that their micro finance network could provide a means for providing loans to 
assist potential beneficiaries to adopt the new technology. They also felt that their 
support groups could have an important role in disseminating the technology and 
providing post training support to users. 
96. The discussions at the MoA focused on mechanisms for: integrating low cost 
cassava storage technology into existing extension programmes; integration of the 
new technology into the training syllabus of the Ministry of Agriculture Training 
Institutes (MATI); involvement ofthe Farmers Education Unit (FEU) in continuing 
and extending the wider awareness campaign. The representatives ofthe MoA fully 
appreciated the technical and economic importance of the new storage technology and 
felt strongly that the technology should be extended more widely in areas of Tanzania 
where fresh cassava is important either as a staple food crop or as a source of income 
generation. 
CONCLUSION 
97. In the current technology transfer case study fresh cassava marketing in 
Tanzania was used to demonstrate how needs assessment can be used to focus 
technical interventions. The results of the case study demonstrated the effectiveness 
of needs assessment as a rapid participatory method for identifying practical problems 
in both rural and urban communities. The case study on fresh cassava identified post-
harvest losses as the major cause of reductions in income in the marketing system and 
enabled key players to identify criteria for a successful technical intervention. A 
modified version of the CIATINRI low cost fresh cassava root storage technology 
adapted for use in Ghana by NRI/MoF A (Ghana) was identified as being best able to 
meet the criteria identified by potential beneficiaries during the needs assessment case 
study in Tanzania. 
98. Validation exercises carried out in villages in Pwani Region and markets in 
Dar es Salaam showed that low cost fresh cassava root storage technology could 
extend the shelf life of fresh cassava roots from 1-2 days to between 7 and 10 days, 
and fulfilled all of the user defined criteria. Economic studies demonstrated that low 
cost fresh cassava root storage technology has the potential to prevent post-harvest 
losses and improve income levels throughout the market chain. 
99. In the final phase of the case study, participatory techniques were used to 
develop a flexible strategy for dissemination of fresh cassava root storage technology 
in Tanzania. The strategy focused on practical dissemination in two districts 
(Kisarawe and Ruf~i) ofPwani Region, and a wider awareness campaign which 
aimed at sensitising key personnel in targeted organisations throughout Tanzania. 
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Two impact assessments were made to assess the effectiveness ofthe dissemination 
activities and gauge uptake potential and demand for wider dissemination of the 
technology. 
100. In the villages and markets involved with the project, dissemination activities 
had been successful. Potential users had developed a clear understanding of the 
economic benefits of adopting the new storage the technology and were co-operating 
to overcome a number of problems that hinder adoption of the technology within the 
marketing system. Representatives of the market co-operatives in Dares Salaam 
stressed the importance of extending the technology more widely to include Tanga 
Region, Morogoro Region and Mkuraranga District ofPwani Region as these areas 
also supply cassava to the markets in Dar es Salaam. They also felt that the 
dissemination campaign should be sustained within the Districts of Pwani region 
already covered by the project team as this would ensure successful completion of the 
uptake process. 
101. The success ofthe wider awareness campaign can readily be gauged from 
written and verbal expressions of interest received by the TFNC/NRl project team and 
by the level of interest shown by organisations visited by the project team. During 
1997 the project team received written expressions of interest from two commercial 
farming concerns in Tanga Region Tanzania, and District Directors for Tunduma and 
Mafia Island respectively. Verbal requests for information and training were received 
from the MoA authorities in Zanzibar, Lukange Parish (Morogoro) and from 
representatives of the Agricultural Extension Services of Malawi and Zambia. 
Discussions were held with representatives of the Commission for Agricultural 
Extension, Commission for Training, Farmers Education Unit, CDTF and T AREA. 
Representatives of the extension service and NGOs agreed that it was important to 
complete extension of the technology to all areas that supply cassava to markets in 
Dares Salaam, and also suggested that the technology should be extended to other 
areas of Tanzania where fresh cassava marketing is important. In addition they 
suggested that the new storage technology should be incorporated into the curriculum 
ofthe Ministry of Agriculture Training Institutes (MA Tl) as this will help to make 
uptake more sustainable by ensuring that newly trained extension officers are familiar 
with the technology and methods for effective dissemination. 
PROPOSALS FOR WIDER DISSEMINATION OF FRESH CASSAVA 
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
102. The current project has shown clearly that fresh cassava root storage 
technology has both the technical and economic potential to improve the income level 
of anyone involved in marketing of fresh cassava by ensuring that better quality 
cassava reaches the urban consumer. It has also demonstrated that there is a demand 
for wider extension of this technology in Tanzania both from potential users and from 
NGOs and representatives of the extension service. To meet these demands a new 
project is proposed which seeks to build on the achievements of the current project by 
extending the technology more widely in Tanzania, and ensuring sustainability of the 
dissemination process by incorporating low cost fresh cassava root storage technology 
into the Training and Visits programme, of the Agricultural Extension Services and 
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the training curriculum of the MATis. The new project will involve the following 
aspects: 
• Selection of partners and approaches for dissemination. 
• Selection of geographical location and identification of beneficiaries. 
• Development of a sustainable dissemination programme. 
Selection of partners and approaches for dissemination activities. 
103. In the new project it is envisaged that specific training activities will be carried 
out mainly by the Agricultural Extension Services and specific NGOs supported at 
local level by representatives of village governments and key players from the market 
system acting as community trainers. Non Government Organisations (NGO), will be 
selected for their ability to provide support to small groups in both rural and urban 
areas, and in particular for their skills in microfinance schemes. During the current 
project TAHEA and CDTF were identified as likely partners based on their proven 
experience in the desired areas. For promotion of wider awareness of the technology, 
the new project will continue to make use of media organisations within Tanzania and 
also make wider use of the Farmers Education Unit (FEU) of the MoA for radio 
programming, and the production and distribution of dissemination materials. To 
promote participation, ownership and sustainability, organisations and individuals will 
be actively encouraged to become partners in the dissemination process and not to 
consider themselves simply as "consultants" only concerned with a specific activity 
for a limited period oftime. However, to ensure that the overall strategy remains 
coherent NRI and TFNC will continue to fulfill a role as managers/co-ordinators of 
the new project, and also provide technical support as required. 
104. The current project has already developed proven methods and materials for 
dissemination of low cost fresh cassava root storage technology, and identified 
potential partners for wider dissemination. It would be the intention in the new 
project to make use of existing methods and materials with appropriate modifications 
to meet the need for a wider campaign. 
1 05. In dealing with the Agricultural Extension Services it would be the intention to 
integrate the low cost fresh cassava root storage technology into the T & V (Training 
and Visits) programme as this would appear to be most appropriate of the current 
national extension programmes. Training in the technology and approaches for 
dissemination would be initiated at District level by providing training to key 
personnel (District Executive Director, District Agricultural Development Officer and 
District Extension Officer and subject specialist). To optimise use of resources 
training sessions would be organised at a MA TI for personnel from several districts at 
the same time. Initial sessions would be conducted by experienced personnel from the 
TFNC/NRI project team, but later sessions would probably be run by MATI staff. 
Senior District staff would then be encouraged to train field officers within their 
District and ensure that dissemination takes place as part ofthe T&V programme. 
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The project team would monitor and support the training sessions for field officers 
and dissemination activities in the field. 
106. In the case of the NGO's it would be the intention to follow a similar top 
downward approach for training relevant staff within the NGO in various aspects of 
the technology. The major roles of the NGO partners will be: (a). To disseminate low 
cost fresh cassava root storage technology to small groups (these may be youth, 
women's or other groups) ofpotentia1 users within rural and urban communities, and 
to promote and support community trainers to continue training activities within the 
community; (b). To provide post training support for users ofthe low cost fresh 
cassava root storage technology at community level. The nature of this support will 
include provision of loans through existing micro finance schemes to assist users or 
groups of users to purchase materials required for implementation of the technology, 
and access to help and advice regarding any technical difficulties experienced by 
users. 
107. At community level key players from the market chain (farmers, traders and 
market personnel) and representatives of village governments will continue to be 
involved in the dissemination process as community trainers, as this approach was 
found to be an effective way for encouraging ownership of the technology and 
dissemination process at local level. It would also be true to say that trainees were 
more ready to accept that the technology could be of real use when the message was 
delivered by a representative of the relevant market co-operative or village 
government. 
Selection of geographical location and identification of beneficiaries 
108. Cassava is grown to some extent in most regions of Tanzania and thus it might 
appear to be appropriate to spread the dissemination into all cassava growing regions. 
However, the major concentrations of cassava are restricted to Tanga, Pwani, Dares 
Salaam, Mtwara, Morogoro and Mwanza Regions. In addition cassava is grown in 
Zanzibar for export by ship to the Yemen. The low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology is most appropriate for use in areas where cassava roots are consumed in 
the fresh form, and where fresh cassava is marketed from rural to urban areas as a 
source of income generation. For this reason Mtwara Region can be discounted as in 
this Region most cassava is consumed in the dried form. In Mwanza Region cassava 
utilisation is divided between fresh consumption and fermentation into Udaga and 
thus there would appear to be potential for selective dissemination in the Mwanza 
Region. Fresh cassava is very important as a staple food and source of income in all 
of the other regions mentioned above. It therefore seems to be appropriate to target 
wider dissemination activities in Tanga, Pwani, Dar es Salaam, Morogoro and 
Mwanza Regions. To extend the project into Tanga, Morogoro and Mwanza Regions 
studies are required to identify the major production areas and the markets that they 
supply so that dissemination activities can be targeted effectively. 
109. During the current project the TFNC was approached by representatives of the 
MoA in Zanzibar who felt that the technology should be extended to the islands 
because Zanzibar grows cassava for export by sea to Yemen. However, few details 
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were given of the extent ofthe export trade, its economic importance in terms of 
income generation, or the duration of the journey by sea from Zanzibar to Yemen. To 
assess the potential for extension of the technology to Zanzibar, studies would be 
required to determine the extent of production and export of fresh cassava from 
Zanzibar, and quantify losses in economic terms. 
Development of a sustainable dissemination programme. 
110. To make the dissemination programme sustainable it is desirable not only to 
incorporate low cost fresh cassava root storage technology into existing national and 
NGO programmes, but also to ensure that prospective Agricultural Extension Officers 
are given a thorough grounding in all aspects of the storage technology and its 
dissemination during their initial training. If this is achieved it would seem likely that 
awareness and promotion of the technology will be sustained beyond the life of the 
existing project. To achieve this the new project would aim to prepare and implement 
a revised curriculum for the Ministry of Agriculture Training Institutes (MATis) 
which would include training in all aspects of low cost fresh cassava storage 
technology. The revised curriculum will provide training in application and the 
dissemination of the technology, identify likely beneficiaries, stress the importance of 
the technology in income generation, and deal with the wider issues of fresh cassava 
marketing which are likely to impinge on the activities of the extension worker in the 
field. The revised curriculum would be developed and implemented by the Training 
Commission (MoA) in close collaboration with the TFNC who have considerable 
experience in developing and revising syllabuses for the MATis. It would also be the 
intention that initial training for staff at the MATis would be provided by experienced 
staff drawn from the current TFNCINRI project team. 
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Table 1.1. Quality criteria recognised by consumers in Dar es Salaam. 
Characteristic Description 
Freshness 1-2 days old 
Colour White, avoid browning or discoloration 
Absence ofMould Mould is a sign of deterioration 
Damage Absence of cuts 
Size Small-medium roots (dislike fibres in 
larger roots) 
Variety Look for sweet and not bitter varieties 
Cooking quality Cooks soft when boiled 
Table 1.2. Time related value changes for fresh cassava at different stages in the 
marketing chain. 
Time Price per unit Discount 
(TShs) 
Farmer "fresh" 2000 
2 day 1500 25% 
3 day 1000 50% 
>3 days <500 >70% 
Country buyer "fresh" 4500-5000 
2-3 days 500-1000 80% 
>3 days <500 >90% 
Wholesaler "fresh" 6000-7000 
2-3 days 1500-2000 75% 
>3 days 600-1000 90% 
Retailer "fresh" 3-5 pieces (30 
TShs) 
2-3 days 5-6 pieces up to 50% 
> 3 days negotiable 
Note: "fresh" refers to cassava roots which are uprooted and sold the same day or one 
day later. 
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Table 1.3. Summary of experimental design used to assess quality of cassava over a 7 day period at Tandale market, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 
The cassava was one day old after harvest. It was of variety Mkunungu from Tanga Region. Assessments were made after purchase (1 day old) 
and at 8 days old. 
Treatment Assessment at Assessment at Roots per No of roots 
Factors number day 1- No of day 1- No of replicate assessed per 
replications replications replicate 
Root Condition Storage Wash Packaging 
location treatments 
1. Undressed 1. Transported l.Dry 1. Fresh roots 1 xl x1 Full sack 14 
roots 
2. Open Air 1. Dry 2. Traditional 2 xl Full sack 5 
3. Plastic 1. Dry 2. Traditional 3 x1 Full sack 5 
covered 
3. Plastic 2. Water 2. Traditional 4 x1 Full sack 5 
covered drenched 
3. Plastic 3. Water washed 3. Rice sacks 5 x2 Half sack 5 
covered 
3. Plastic 4. STORITE 3. Rice sacks 6 x2 Half sack 5 
covered washed 
2. Dressed roots 3. Plastic 1. Dry 3. Rice sacks 7 x2 Half sack 5 
covered 
3. Plastic 2. Water 3. Rice sacks 8 x2 Half sack 5 
covered drenched 
3. Plastic 3. Water washed 3. Rice sacks 9 x2 Half sack 5 
covered 
3. Plastic 4. STORITE 3. Rice sacks 10 x2 Half sack 5 
covered washed 
3. Plastic 3. Water washed 4. Polyethylene 11 x2 Half sack 5 
covered sacks 
3. Plastic 4. STORITE 4. Polyethylene 12 x2 Half sack 5 
covered washed sacks 
--
Table 1.4. A preliminary assessment of the internal condition of roots stored under 
various conditions 7 days after arrival (8 days post-harvest) at Tandale market, Dares 
Salaam. Details of the trials are given in Table 1.3. 
Storage Physiological Microbiological Browning Desiccation Traders 
treatment category 
In sun 4.3 2.7 2.0 1.2 3.6 
In shade 2.9 1.2 1.9 1.6 2.1 
Chemical 2.5 1.0 1.7 1.2 1.3 
treatment in 
polyethylene 
bags and in 
shade. 
Scores shown are mean values of five determinations along length of single roots 
selected at random. 
Scores: Physiological scores range from 1 to 6. Other scores range from 1 to 5. A 
score of 1 indicates no defect, higher scores denote poorer quality. 
Table 1.5. Links between markets in Dar es Salaam and cassava supply areas in 
Pwani and Tanga Regions. 
MARKET REGION DISTRICT VILLAGE 
Masaki, Sungwi & 
Gumba & surrounding sub-
Buguruni Pwani Region Kisarawe villages 
Kibuta & surrounding sub-
villages 
Pwani Region Rufiji Jaribu , Bungu & 
surrounding sub-villages 
Tan dale Kahuku 
Tanga Region Handeni Kitumbi 
Kwamkonga 
Michungwani 
Korogwe 
Ruftji Jaribu, Bungu & Mjawa & 
surrounding sub-villages 
Tandika Pwani Region 
Kimanzichana & 
Mkuraranga surrounding sub-villages 
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Table 1.6. Distribution of literature and posters on low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology (upto 10/1211997). 
Identity and Number of copies of Number of copies of Number of copies of 
location extension manual user manual poster 
DFID (UK) 10 10 10 
GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS: 
MoA Zanzibar 10 10 3 
Planning Commission 2 2 2 
(DSM) 
Commission for 5 5 2 
Agricultural Extension 
(DSM) 
Commission for 5 5 2 
Research (MoA) 
Commission for 5 5 2 
Science & Technology 
Ministry of Science & 5 5 2 
Technology 
District Executive 
Directors for: 
Kisarawe 5 5 2 
Rufiji 5 5 2 
Mkururanga 2 2 2 
National Co-Ordinator 10 10 15 
Roots & Tubers 
(Ukiruguru) 
Research Steering 8 8 0 
Group 
Market Development 3 3 2 
Bureau (DSM) 
1FNC Management 15 15 6 
1FNC Project Staff 11 11 0 
Farmers Education 20 20 5 
Unit (MoA), DSM 
Ministry of Agriculture 10 10 5 
LibraryDSM 
University of 10 10 3 
Sokoine - Library 
University of 10 10 2 
Sokoine- Dept. Food 
Sci & Tech 
Divisional Secretary 2 2 1 
Tunduma (on request) 
TFNC Library 20 20 10 
MoA Training 5perMATI 5perMATI 2perMATI 
Institutes (MATI): 
Ukiruguru 
Naliendele 
Ilonga 
Uyole 
Tengeru 
Tumbi Total: 40 Total: 40 Total: 16 
Mlingano 
Madaba 
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Table 1.6. Continued. 
Identity and Number of copies of Number of copies of Number of copies of 
location extension manual user manual poster 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION OFFICES -DISTRICT LEVEL: 
Mtwara Region 
District: 
Mtwara 10 10 2 
Masasi 10 10 2 
Nernla 10 10 2 
Tandaimba 10 10 2 
Lindi Region 
District: 
Lindi 10 10 2 
Nachingwea 10 10 2 
Liwole 10 10 2 
Kilwa 10 10 2 
Pwani Region 
District: 
Kibaha 10 10 3 
Rufiji 120 200 20 
Kisarawe 100 250 10 
Mukuranga 10 10 3 
Mafia (island) 20 30 4 
Rwuma Region 
District: 
Songea 10 15 3 
Mbingu 10 15 3 
Tunduru 10 15 3 
Sbinganga Region 
District: 
Shinganaga 10 15 3 
Bariadi 10 15 3 
Karam a 10 15 3 
Maswa 10 15 3 
Kagera Region: 
District: 
Bukoba 10 15 3 
Muleba 10 15 3 
Biharamulo 10 15 3 
Ngara 10 15 3 
Karagwe 10 15 3 
Dar es Salaam 
Region: 
District: 
II ala 10 20 5 
Temeke 10 20 5 
Kinodoni 10 20 5 
Mwanza Region: 
District: 
Mwanza 10 10 3 
Lalita 10 10 3 
Magu 10 10 3 
Ukereme 10 10 3 
Segerema 10 10 3 
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Table 1.6. Continued. 
Mara Region: 
District: 
Musoma 5 5 3 
Tarime 5 5 3 
Serengeti 5 5 3 
Bunda 5 5 3 
Tabora Region: 
District: 
Tab ora 5 5 3 
Nzega 5 5 3 
Igunga 5 5 3 
Urambo 5 5 3 
Morogoro Region 
District: 
Morogoro 20 30 5 
Kilos a 20 30 5 
Mahenge 20 30 5 
Illanga 20 30 5 
Iringa Region 
District: 
Iring a 10 15 3 
Rudewa 10 15 3 
Njombe 10 15 3 
Makele 10 15 3 
VILLAGES & MARKETS: 
Jaribu village Govt 150 250 10 
Bungu village Govt 40 100 20 
Masaki village Govt 80 200 12 
Gumba village Govt 10 30 6 
Pagal village Govt 5 10 2 
Tandika Market DSM 20 30 3 
Tandale Market DSM 20 30 3 
Buguruni Market DSM 20 30 3 
NON GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS: 
Christian Council of 20 20 10 
Tanzania DSM 
Tanzania Home 10 10 5 
Economics Association 
CDTF 10 10 5 
CARE 5 5 5 
RIPS (Mtwara) 5 5 5 
CARITAS 5 5 5 
Research Planning & 20 20 5 
Projects Association 
SARRNET (Kibaha) 4 4 2 
Lukange Parish 15 30 2 
MEDIA: 
Radio Tanzania 2 2 0 
lTV /Radio 1 4 4 0 
Majira Newspaper 2 2 0 
EVENTS: 
World Food Day 620 65 10 
Farmers Day (Arusha) 100 200 20 
TOTAL: 2080 2365 410 
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Figure 1.1. Fresh cassava marketing chain 
+-----Farmers Local 
Consumers 
Village traders ________ .,. 
Cooking vendors 
1 
Consumers 
Wholesalers/ 
commission agents 
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Country Buyers 
Retailers 
1 
Consumers 
Plates 1.1 & 1.2. Theory session on low cost fresh cassava root storage technology 
being conducted at Buguruni market, Dares Salaam by market commission agents 
from Tandale and Tandika markets. 
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APPLICATION OF LOW COST FRESH CASSAVA ROOT STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
Plates 1. 3 to 1.10 show villagers at J aribu village participating in a practical training 
session, the individual steps of the technology are illustrated in plates 1.3 to 1.8. 
Plate 1.3. Uprooting cassava. 
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Plate 1.4. Sorting cassava. 
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Plate 1.5. Cutting away damaged tissue from cassava roots. 
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'r. ' I • :> 
Plate 1.6. Dipping cassava roots in water and packing into sacks. 
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Plate 1.7. Closing sacks of cassava. 
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Plate 1.8. Sacks of cassava wrapped in a plastic sheet. 
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Plate 1.9. Examining cassava after seven days storage. 
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Plate 1.10. Examining cassava after seven days storage. 
,· 
Plate 1.11. Typical (Tanzanian) open packaging for cassava known as a lumbesa . 
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APPENDIX2 .. 
ECONOMICS OF MARKETING FRESH CASSAVA 
FROM VILLAGES IN PW ANI REGION TO 
DARES SALAAM. 
(Text of Marketing Development Bureau Report) 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL FOR 
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SUMMARY 
This report focuses on the economics of low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology. The work reported here was undertaken by the Marketing Development 
Bureau (MDB) in collaboration with the Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC) 
and the Natural Resources Institute (NRI) of the United Kingdom. This study formed 
part of a project entitled "Transfer of needs assessment methodologies and post-
harvest technologies for non-grain starch staple food crops in sub-Saharan Africa" 
which was funded by the Department for International Development (DFID) of the 
United Kingdom. 
A micro-survey of the marketing chain for fresh cassava from villages in Pwani 
Region to markets in Dares Salaam highlighted the major post-harvest problems 
faced by key players in the marketing system and the financial implications of these 
problems in terms of reduction in income. The major problem faced by farmers was 
damage to roots during harvest which often lead to a 5 to 10% loss of marketable 
cassava. Country buyers were affected by delays during transportation and in the 
market, and by damage caused to cassava roots during transportation. Root breakages 
during transportation could lead to losses ofbetween 6 and 10% ofvalue ofthe 
consignment. Losses due to delays varied according to the severity of the delay. 
Market personnel were affected by losses due to delays in marketing and 
transportation problems. 
The results of the present study showed clearly that post-harvest problems and income 
levels from fresh cassava marketing are closely correlated with the time of harvest. 
Although cassava is available in the markets throughout the year three distinct cassava 
seasons were distinguished. These were; January- May, June- August and 
September- December. The factors of volume, price and quality were all subject to 
seasonal variations. 
A comparative economic analysis indicated that low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology has potential to improve nett income levels for all of the key players in the 
marketing system. Incomes for farmers could be improved by 5 to 10% dependent on 
season. In the case of country buyers, in the January to May season application of the 
technology could improve profits from 6.9% to 8.7% (expressed as a percentage of 
the total cost), in June to August profits can be increased from 1.2% to 5.8% and from 
2.4% to 4.4% in the September to December season. For retailers in the January to 
May season application of the technology could improve profits from 14.3% to 16% 
(expressed as a percentage ofthe total cost), in June to August profits can be increased 
from 8.5% to 13% and from 10.5% to 12.5% in the September to December season. 
Farmers, country buyers and market personnel interviewed during the study 
highlighted several potential problems that might hinder successful uptake of the 
technology, and made several recommendations which they felt would enhance 
uptake of the technology. These were: (a) an effective dissemination campaign is 
required to sensitise people at all points in the marketing system, (b) farmers should 
be given training in agri-business management and (c) farmers, country buyers and 
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market personnel should be encouraged to form co-operatives or trading associations 
for cassava. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Needs and loss assessment studies carried out by the Tanzania Food and Nutrition 
Centre (TFNC) and Natural Resources Institute (NRI) in 1993-1994 identified 
reductions in income resulting from post-harvest losses as a major problem facing 
stakeholders involved in production and marketing of fresh cassava roots from rural 
production areas to markets in Dar es Salaam. In the period between October 1994 
and December 1995 adaptive research was carried out in Tanzania by the TFNC and 
NRI to enable the transfer of a technology for low cost ambient storage of fresh 
cassava from Ghana to Tanzania. The results of this work clearly indicated that the 
technology was appropriate for local conditions pertaining in Tanzania and had the 
technical potential to reduce post harvest losses associated with marketing of fresh 
cassava. 
The present study was initiated as a collaborative venture between TFNC and the 
Marketing Development Bureau (MDB) to assess the economic potential of the low 
cost fresh cassava root storage technology for improving income levels within the 
marketing chain by reducing post-harvest losses normally associated with marketing 
of fresh cassava. 
Terms of Reference 
The terms of reference for the study were as follows: 
(a). To describe the marketing chain. 
(b). To make a simple analysis of the economics of :fresh cassava marketing at 
different points in the marketing chain (farmer, country buyer, transporter, 
commission agent and retailer); so as to determine which problems face 
particular players in the chain and what the financial implications of these 
problems are for each player. 
(c). To assess the likely costs of using the storage technology versus reduction in 
financial losses during handling and marketing, and to predict the likely 
economic benefits of adopting the technology for different players in the 
market chain. 
(d). To investigate seasonality of supply versus quality and prices. 
(e). To provide best and worse case (for example; delay at farm level, transport 
difficulties and marketing problems) scenarios of :fresh cassava marketing 
from the supply areas to the markets in Dar es Salaam, with an indication of 
how the low cost storage technology could have reduced losses associated 
with these problems. 
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METHODS 
For this study, an urban to rural approach was adopted to trace the marketing system 
linking the markets in Dar es Salaam with their main supply areas. Visits were made 
to Tandale, Tandika and Buguruni markets as these are the principal markets for fresh 
cassava in Dar es Salaam, and had also been involved in validation and dissemination 
of the low cost fresh cassava root storage technology. Following discussions with 
representatives of the market co-operatives visits were made to three villages in Pwani 
(Coast) Region that supply cassava to these markets namely; Masaki (Kisarawe 
District), Bungu and Jaribu-Mpakani (both ofRufiji District). The survey team 
comprised of one food scientist from TFNC and an agricultural economist from the 
MDB. Primary field work was carried out in April1997, with follow-up visits in 
December 1997 to take account of seasonal effects. 
Primary data collection and analysis 
Primary data collection was largely based upon individual and group interviews with 
key informants along the marketing chain. In villages visited, two farmers, two 
traders and two transporters were sampled for interview. In each market, two 
retailers, two commission agents and two transporters were sampled. Informal semi-
structured interviewing techniques were used to maintain flexibility the discussions. 
Check lists were used as guides during the interviews so as to ensure that information 
obtained was relevant and consistent. A cost benefit analysis was used to analyse the 
data, and determine whether low cost cassava storage technology has potential to 
improve incomes within the marketing chain by reducing losses normally associated 
with marketing of fresh cassava. 
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SEASONALITY OF SUPPLY 
Fresh cassava roots can be obtained from the markets in Dar es Salaam throughout the 
year. However, the present study demonstrated that supplies vary during the year and 
identified three main seasons for cassava which were: (i) January- May, (ii) June-
August and (iii) September - December. The seasonality of supply of fresh cassava 
correlated with volume, price and quality. The correlation between the three 
components is illustrated in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. Ranking matrix for fresh cassava traded in Dar es Salaam markets. 
January- May June - August September - December 
Volume ******* **** ********* 
Price ********** ********** *** 
* * * ** 
Quality ******* ********** * *•* * 
Note: The number of stars denotes changes in variables from season to season. In 
relation to price, each star represents 500/- (TSH) on the average wholesale price per 
bag of cassava. For quantity (volume) each star represents one truck with a capacity 
of 36 bags of cassava. The star index also gives a rough indication of seasonal 
changes in quality but cannot be used to derive absolute values. 
Volume seasonality 
Discussions with farmers in Masaki, Jaribu and Bungu villages, and traders in Dares 
Salaam markets revealed that the highest volume of fresh cassava is supplied between 
September and December. The reason for this is that cassava is easier to harvest 
during this period because the short rains have rendered the soil wet and loose. In 
addition the yield per plant is also higher at this time. In contrast the lowest volume 
of cassava is seen in the period between June and August when dry conditions make it 
difficult to harvest cassava. 
Quality seasonality 
Quality of fresh cassava is closely correlated with the time ofharvest. Farmers 
interviewed during this study disclosed that cassava harvested during the dry season 
(June- August), just after the end of the long rains is of the highest quality. These 
roots have a high starch to water ratio and exhibit good cooking and sensory 
characteristics. Cassava harvested during the short rains between September and 
December were considered to be of the poorest quality. These roots have a low starch 
to water ratio and consequently exhibit poor cooking and sensory characteristics. 
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Price seasonality 
The price at which fresh cassava is sold at any point in the marketing chain depends 
mainly on the quality of quality of fresh cassava supplied. High prices usually 
indicate good quality but may also result a shortage of cassava in the market. Cassava 
harvested between January and May commands the highest prices, prices peak during 
the festival of Ramadan when demand for cassava is also at its highest point. Cassava 
supplied during September to December commands the lowest price because of its 
poor quality and ready availability when compared to the other seasons. Cassava sold 
in June to August also commands a low price. This does not correlate with the 
principle of supply and demand illustrated by the other seasons. During this period 
cassava prices are depressed because sweet potato is readily available in the markets 
ofDar es Salaam. 
Marketing chain for fresh cassava 
Fresh cassava is marketed through various intermediaries from the farm gate to the 
ultimate consumer in urban areas. A schematic representation of the marketing 
system is given in Figure 2.1 
Figure 2.1. Fresh cassava marketing chain. 
---Farmers 
Consumers I 
conunission agents 
I 
CoiiSIII!lers Consumers 
Although various options exist for marketing of fresh cassava (Figure 2.1) the 
majority of farmers interviewed preferred to sell cassava directly to village traders, 
local consumers and country buyers. In a few cases the farmers took responsibility 
for harvesting and transporting the cassava to the urban markets for sale through a 
commission agent. However, in the majority of cases the responsibility for harvesting 
and transporting the cassava falls upon the country buyer. On reaching the markets in 
Dar es Salaam, country buyers hand over the consignment to market commission 
agents who are responsible for the wholesale section of the market. The commission 
agent charges a commission fee to sell the fresh cassava on behalf of the country 
buyer to either fresh cassava retailers or vendors of fried cassava. Thereafter the 
retailers and vendors sell the cassava on to the ultimate consumers. 
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Post-harvest problems (losses) 
Qualitative and quantitative crop losses in handling are indicators of inefficiency; 
physical and quality losses imply additional costs and reduced income (Ndunguru et 
al; NGSS 94/95 IC3). Assessment oflosses involves establishing the cause, location 
(within the marketing chain) and significance of the loss. 
At farm level, the two primary causes of post-harvest losses were identified as root 
breakages during harvesting and the absence of reliable transport systems in rural 
areas. Approximately 5% of roots are broken when harvesting is done during the wet 
season, in the dry season this rises to 10% because of the difficulty of harvesting 
cassava from dry sun baked soil. Country buyers reject broken roots because these 
tend to deteriorate more quickly than whole roots. These harvest problems result in a 
loss of income but the broken roots are not wasted because they will be consumed by 
the farmer or sold locally for immediate consumption or processed into makopa (sun 
dried cassava). Unreliable transport represents a much more severe problem as it 
could lead to an almost complete loss of income in some cases. Interestingly many of 
the farmers interviewed in Jaribu, Bungu and Masaki did not consider transport 
problems as representing a loss because the roots could still be processed into 
makopa. However, in economic terms the loss in income would still be very high 
because makopa has a very low value when compared to fresh cassava. 
Post-harvest losses were also observed to occur during transportation from the 
production area to the markets. These losses were due to damage to the roots 
resulting from poor handling practices compounded by the generally poor condition of 
the roads. Most damage (mainly crushing injuries) was likely to occur in loading and 
unloading of oversized packages. According to country buyers interviewed in J aribu, 
Bungu and Masaki about 6% of roots in a consignment will be broken or crushed 
during transportation. 
At the markets in Dar es Salaam, country buyers and commission agents highlighted 
delays in selling of cassava as the most important cause of post-harvest losses. It 
became clear that this a common problem that varies in importance according the 
harvesting season. Losses resulting from delays in selling ranged from 1 0% in 
January- May to 15% of roots traded during September and December when the 
supply of roots greatly exceeds demand. No delays in selling were reported during 
June and August because only small amounts of roots are traded during this period. 
The post-harvest losses mentioned above contribute dramatically to price discounting 
where cassava loses value due to deterioration. Even under ideal conditions it is quite 
normal for a commission agent to require 4 days to sell all the bags in a typical 
consignment of cassava. Over this period the quality of the cassava will deteriorate 
thus leading to price discounting. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FRESH CASSAVA MARKETING 
A detailed study of marketing operations, characterisation and profit margins for 
different players in the cassava marketing chain was made by TFNC, NRI and MDB 
in 1994 (Ndunguru eta/, NGSS 94/95 IC3). This study provided useful baseline data 
and information of relevance to the present study. Information from both studies was 
combined and used to make an economic analysis of post-harvest problems occurring 
at different points in the marketing chain, and the financial implications associated 
with each problem. The results ofthe economic analysis are summarised in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.3 provides an indication of the financial implications of applying low cost 
fresh cassava storage technology at different points in the marketing chain. It is 
important to realise that from a technical point of view to be effective the technology 
must be applied at the point of harvest and maintained until the roots reach the 
consumer. 
Economics of fresh cassava marketing without low cost fresh cassava root 
storage technology 
Farmer 
The major problem facing farmers is that of root breakages during harvesting as this 
accounts for a 5 to 10% reduction in the volume of salable cassava dependent on 
season (Table 2.2). In financial terms the loss of income for the farmer resulting from 
root breakages amounts to 100/- TSH per bag in September- December, 150/- TSH 
per bag in January- May and 250/- TSH per bag of cassava during the dry season. 
These losses are taken into account by the country buyer when negotiating a purchase 
price with the farmer, thus in many respects the farmer may not be consciously aware 
of the financial implications ofbroken roots during harvest. 
Country buyer 
Country buyers deal with farmers directly and take responsibility for arranging for 
harvest and transportation of cassava to the market in Dar es Salaam. At the market 
responsibility for wholesale marketing is handled by market commission agents who 
charge the country buyers a commission fee for each consignment of cassava. 
Aging of cassava roots caused by selling delays at the market as well as breakages 
during transportation and harvesting of cassava roots were reported to be the key 
problems facing the country buyers. Traders and commission agents at Dar es Salaam 
markets estimated the loss resulting from delays in selling to amount to 15% of the 
value of the consignment, which is equivalent to 500/- TSH per bag for cassava traded 
in the January- May and September- December seasons (Table 2.2). Traders 
reported delays of 2-3 days as being most common in the Dar es Salaam markets. 
Breakages associated with transportation resulted in losses of 6% and 10% of the 
consignment in the wet and dry seasons respectively. When expressed in monetary 
terms breakage's represent a loss ofbetween 100/- and 750/- TSH per bag of cassava 
dependent on season. Price discounting also had an impact on losses associated with 
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breakages and delays in selling. During the two wet seasons, the discount applied to a 
bag ofbroken cassava was 1500/- TSH. In the dry season the discount increased to 
2500/- TSH. 
Despite the numerous opportunities for losses in income, country buyers continue to 
realise a nett profit from trading in fresh cassava. Nett profits varied according to 
season from as little as 70/- TSH per bag in June- August to as much as 420/- TSH 
per bag between January and May (Table 2.2). 
Retailer 
In financial terms retailers lost between 100/- TSH and 250/- TSH per bag of cassava 
during the wet and dry seasons respectively as a result of breakages during 
transportation. Delays in selling accounted for a 12.5% of income, which is 
equivalent to a loss of 300/- per bag of cassava sold. Table 2.2 shows that inspite of 
these losses retailers still realised nett profits of between 550/- TSH and 1000/- TSH 
per bag of cassava dependent on season. 
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Table 2.2. Costs and benefits associated with trading of cassava from villages in 
Rufiji and Kisarawe Districts to the markets in Dar es Salaam using conventional 
harvesting and handling procedures. 
Using conventional harvesting and handling techniques 
Season I Season II Season III 
(Jan- May) (Jun- Aug) (Sept- Dec) 
TSH/bag TSH/bag TSH/bag 
Farmer Producer price 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Post-harvest losses 150 250 100 
Revenue gained 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Selling price 6,500 5,800 5,200 
Operational Costs: 
Buying price 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Uprooting & packing 200 200 200 
Loading 100 100 100 
Carriage to collection point 130 130 130 
Village levy 50 50 50 
Transport to market 1,200 1,200 1,200 
Unloading 100 100 100 
2 empty bags 400 400 400 
Country Commission fee 170 170 170 
Buyer Market levy 100 100 100 
Security charge 30 30 30 
Sub-total 5,480 4,980 4,480 
Post-harvest losses: 
Breakage's (X) 100 750 100 
Delays 2-3 days (10-15%) 500 0 500 
Sub-total 600 750 600 
TOTAL COST 6,080 5,730 5,080 
NETT BENEFIT 420 70 120 
Selling price 8,000 7,000 6,300 
Operational Costs: 
Buying price 6,500 5,800 5,200 
Market levy 100 100 100 
Sub-total 6,600 5,900 5,300 
Retailer Post-harvest losses: 
Breakage's (XX) 100 250 100 
Delays 2 days (12.5%) 300 300 300 
Sub-total 400 550 400 
TOTAL COST 7,000 6,450 5,700 
NETT BENEFIT 1,000 550 600 
Source: TFNC/MDB Survey December 1997 
Note: (X)= Breakage's during season I & III is 6.25%, and 10% in season II. 
(XX)= Breakage's during season I & III is 6.25%, and 10% in season II. 
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Economics of fresh cassava marketing with low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology 
Farmer 
The first step of new technology involves using careful harvesting techniques. If 
these are used correctly losses due to breakages and cuts will be minimised and the 
farmer will obtain a greater marketable yield per field of cassava. The increase in 
income for the farmer will amount to between 5 and 10% dependent on season (Table 
2.3). This improvement in income should involve very little extra effort by the farmer 
as harvesting is normally the responsibility of the country buyer. It is also possible 
that some of the improvements in income seen further down the market chain might 
filter back to the farmer. However, it is more likely that country buyers will argue 
against this on the grounds of increased costs involved in applying the technology. 
Country buyer 
The low cost fresh cassava storage technology has the technical potential to 
dramatically reduce post-harvest losses associated with transport problems and delays 
which normally face country buyers. However, application of the technology requires 
some initial investment (purchase of plastic sheets) and also increases the operational 
costs of the country buyer (Table 2.3). Fortunately the increases in operational costs 
are outweighed by improvements in nett income when the technology is applied 
(Table 2.3). The level of improvement is dependent on season ofharvest. In the 
January to May season application ofthe technology improves profits from 6.9% to 
8.7% (expressed as a percentage of the total cost), in June to August profits can be 
increased from 1.2% to 5.8% and from 2.4% to 4.4% in the September to December 
season. 
Retailer 
Retailers in the urban markets face problems associated with losses due to breakages 
during transportation and delays in selling the cassava in the market leading to price 
discounting and sometimes complete loss of the consignment. The new storage 
technology has considerable potential to reduce the problem of breakages and reduce 
the impact of selling delays by keeping the cassava fresh for a longer period oftime. 
Application of the technology in the market should be very simple as it will only 
involve keeping the sacks of roots moist and storing them in a shady place wrapped in 
a plastic sheet. However, to be successful the retailer must be able to obtain fresh 
treated cassava from the country buyer thus placing the onus on the country buyer to 
ensure that the cassava is handled correctly from point ofharvest onwards. If fresh 
cassava storage technology is being used effectively throughout the market chain 
retailers in the markets can improve profit margins for a relatively small increase in 
operational costs (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). As with previous examples the level of 
increase is dependent on harvest season. In the January to May season application of 
the technology improves profits from 14.3% to 16% (expressed as a percentage ofthe 
total cost), in June to August profits can be increased from 8.5% to 13% and from 
10.5% to 12.5% in the September to December season. 
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Table 2.3. Predicted costs and benefits associated with trading of cassava from 
villages in Ruf~i and Kisarawe Districts to the markets in Dar es Salaam using low 
cost fresh cassava root storage technology. 
Using low cost fresh cassava root storage technology 
Season I Season II Season III 
(Jan- May) (Jun- Aug) (Sept- Dec) 
TSH!bag TSH!bag TSH!bag 
Farmer Producer price 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Post-harvest losses 0 0 0 
Revenue gained 3,150 2,750 2,100 
Selling price 6,500 5,800 5,200 
Operational Costs: 
Buying price 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Uprooting & packing 200 200 200 
Loading 100 100 100 
Carriage to collection point 130 130 130 
Village levy 50 50 50 
Transport to market 1,200 1,200 1,200 
Unloading 100 100 100 
2 empty bags 400 400 400 
Country Commission fee 170 170 170 
Buyer Market levy 100 100 100 
Security charge 30 30 30 
Sub-total 5,480 4,980 4,480 
Cost of using technology: 
Water 50 50 50 
Plastic sheet 300 300 300 
Sorting, cleaning and 150 150 150 
dipping in water 
Sub-total 500 500 500 
TOTAL COST 5,980 5,480 4,980 
NETT BENEFIT 520 320 220 
Selling price 8,000 7,000 6,300 
Operational Costs: 
Retailer Buying price 6,500 5,800 5,200 Market levy 100 100 100 
Plastic sheet 300 300 300 
TOTAL COST 6,900 6,200 5,600 
NETT BENEFIT 1,100 800 700 
Source: TFNC/MDB Survey December 1997 
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COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LOW COST FRESH 
CASSAVA ROOT STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
The findings ofthe present survey are summarised in Table 2.4 for comparative 
purposes. Table 2.4 clearly shows that although application of the technology 
involves increased effort by users and higher operational costs, it still has considerable 
potential to improve the incomes of each of the key players in the market chain. The 
data provided in Tables 2.2 - 2.4 presents an average case where delays in selling due 
to transportation and marketing problems amount to 2-3 days. If the delays in selling 
are greater than this, the potential profit margin with the technology will also increase 
because of the reduction in level of price discounting. If the delay in selling is 
prolonged beyond the effective limits of the technology (7-10 days post-harvest) the 
benefits of using the technology will be lost. It is very important however, to 
recognise that to be successful this technology must be applied from the point of 
harvest through to the point of sale to the final consumer. It is therefore vital that all 
players in the market chain recognise the financial benefits of the technology and co-
operate to ensure its use at all points in the marketing system. 
Table 2.4. Cost benefit analysis of using low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology in the market chain between Rufiji and Kisarawe Districts and Dar es 
Salaam. 
Using conventional methods Using new storage 
technology 
Jan - May Jun - Aug Sep- Dec Jan-May Jun - Aug Sep- Dec 
TSH/bag TSH/bag TSH/bag TSH/bag TSH/bag TSH!bag 
Revenue 3,000 2,500 2,000 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Farmer P-H Losses 150 250 100 0 0 0 
Rev Gained 3,000 2,500 2,000 3,150 2,750 2,100 
Revenue 6,500 5,800 5,200 6,500 5,800 5,200 
Country Total Cost 6,080 5,730 5,080 5,980 5,480 4,980 
Buyer Nett Benefit 420 70 120 520 320 220 
Profit%* 6.9% 1.2% 2.4% 8.7% 5.8% 4.4% 
Revenue 8,000 7,000 6,300 8,000 7,000 6,300 
Retailer Total Cost 7,000 6,450 5,400 6,900 6,200 5,600 
Nett Benefit 1,000 550 600 1,100 800 700 
Profit%* 14.3% 8.5% 10.5% 16% 13% 12.5% 
Source: Tables 2.2 and 2.3. 
Note: P-H Losses= Post harvest losses due to breakage's. The level ofbreakages in 
the June - August season amounts to 10% of each cassava consignment, in the other 
seasons only 5% of cassava will be lost through breakages. 
*=Profit expressed as a percentage of the total cost. 
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Problems associated with application of low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology 
During the present study fanners and traders highlighted a number of potential 
problems which they felt might interfere with successful uptake of low cost fresh 
cassava root storage technology within the marketing system. These were as follows: 
• The new technology is time consuming, and time spent on the storage technology 
could be used for other income generating activities. 
• During the dry season water may not be readily available in many rural locations, 
and might be at a premium in the markets. This would make the technology 
difficult to apply and increase operational costs. 
• Some potential users felt that the technology would be difficult to use effectively 
because successful application requires patience and commitment for some of the 
steps (careful uprooting, sorting, wound dressing and careful handling during 
transportation). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The present study confirmed that low cost fresh cassava root storage technology has 
the economic potential to improve incomes for all key players in the market chain by 
alleviating or preventing current post-harvest problems associated with the marketing 
of fresh cassava. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although, the technology has the technical and economic potential to alleviate current 
post-harvest problems and improve incomes throughout the marketing system, it was 
evident that a number of factors need to be considered for successful uptake of the 
technology. To promote uptake ofthe storage technology the following are 
recommended: 
• An effective dissemination campaign is required to sensitise people at all points in 
the marketing system as to the financial and technical benefits of adoption of the 
technology and the need for co-operation between fanners, country buyers and 
market personnel. 
• Fanners would benefit from training in agri-business management as this would 
help them to understand the importance of efficient harvesting and handling 
practices in income generation. 
• Farmers, country buyers and market personnel should be encouraged to form co-
operative societies or trading associations for cassava as this would encourage co-
operation between the different players in the marketing chain and thus ensure that 
the technology was applied and maintained from harvest through to the consumer. 
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APPENDIX3. 
MEDIA COVERAGE IN KISW AHILI AND ENGLISH. 
LIST OF ARTICLES 
I. Matangazo (women's page) Namna ya kuhifadhi mhogo mbichi. - Majira 
28/06/97 (Kiswahili). Article describing the technology published in the 
women's special interest section ofMajira newspaper and aimed at urban 
consumers. 
2. TFNC yatoa mufunzu ya hifadhi ya muhogo. - Majira 08/07/97 (K.iswahili). 
General article on low cost fresh cassava root technology published after the 
TFNCINRI press briefing. 
3. Technolojia rahisi ya kuhifadhi muhogo mbichi ni ukombozi kwa mkulima.-
Majira 21107/97 (K.iswahili). Article on training activities in Jaribu and 
Bungu villages. 
4. NRI is working with TFNC. - Africa Analysis 08/08/97 (English). 
5. Kuhifadhi na kuchachusha muhogo. - PASUA 30/09/97 (K.iswahili). 
Magazine article on low cost fresh cassava storage technology, cassava 
processing, konzo disease and potential for new products from cassava. 
6. A look at the technology that keeps cassava fresh. - Daily News 21111/97 
(English). Article on the technology and project activities aimed at policy 
makers in Tanzania. 
7. Wakulima wa mihogo wapatiwa mufunzo.- Majira 01/12/97 (K.iswahili). 
Article on training activities in Masaki village. 
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8 Jnajira Jumamosi, Juni 281997 
~----~------------~~~~·~~~~~s~wt"~s~~Rt~f!·.~sr.~g ... ~il.r------------~----~ I t) TAASISI YA CHAKULA NA LISHE .·TANZANIA I 
NAMHA YA KUHIFADHI MHOGO MIICHI 
Mhogo ni zao Ia Chakula linalofahamika na waiU wengL 
Majani yake yanatengeneza mboga safi ya kisamvu, au 
yanaweza kukaushwa na ku/engeneza sansa ambayo 
hulumiwa na wenyeji wa kanda ya ziwa vic101ia na sehemu 
zinqllle za nd11 yelll. Pia mhogo mbidli unaweza ki.CIIemshwa. 
kllCMmwa. kukaangwa na ku.tengeza makopa kwa ajili ya 
kusaga unga wa kutengenezea ugafi. 
Tatizo kubwa INiihbill zao Ia mhogo ri kuharibiKa haraJ(a 
baada ya kuwnwa. MltJ yeyote anayekwenda kLilunua au 
lc\lllza~Mogombidiisokorianajuakwambamrogo~ua 
flll'l!a mfllpi kuharibil<a. Wakati mwL~ine inakuwa ligumu 
ku11!'3 mho<jo bora/mzuri kabka soko. 
Njia ya kiasili ya kuzuia kuharibika kwa mhogo mbichi ni 
klJoi!mll~ shlmo na kuuzika ~ufllnika kwenye udongo) lakiri 
~a hii ina ugumu wa kui/umia, kwani inaltlmia muda kwa 
hucllimba shimo na kufukua wakati unahil~ika kupika. Pia 
kunaweza kuwa na tatizo Ia wizi kwa VIle mho<jo utalcuwa 
~J~~e~a ~e. na ni \'igumu pia kupata sellemu za kuchinba 
hasa sehemu za mjiri. I~ kulatua tatizo hili Taasisi ya Chakula 
na Lishe kwa kushirikiana na Taasisi ya Maf!aSili {NRf) ya 
lhlgetezakwa ~usaldiwa / kufadhi!iwa na seril<ai ya Uingereza 
ld¥a Maendeleo ya Kimataifa warneln.ili leknolojia ya ~ 
nafuu ya kuhifadhi mhogo mbichi ambayo kwa sasa imeanza 
hutwnika nchini Techn~lojia hii ya gharama nafuu ni rahisi 
kuitl.mia mahai popo1e na huweza kuV.eka mhogo wako mbidli 
kwa kipindi cha siku saba {wiki moja) tofauti na mihogo 
Urolli!ad~Wa bila ya teknolojia ambayo huduma kwa siku moja 
Mdl mbili lu. Teknolojia hiyo hutumia waa o,ya ghamanafuu 
na hupalikana kwa urahisi. Vifaa hi\1 ni kisu, 1!1afi, gunia {au 
ll!oba) na turubai au kalatasi ya nailoni. 
Ttknologta hi hlllanya kazi kwa kuufanya mhogo kuwa katika 
/lali ya jato na unyewnyevu. Hali hii imeooyesha lwhifadhi 
linai mhogo kwani hulerxjeneza ~ufanya) mazirx]~a {hali) 
kaina mhogo unapokuwa chini ya ardhi {ndani ya udongo). 
T~iai)Sni rrulimu kwani inaondoaUM~buiiJ wa kwenda 
klmuN!a mhogo sokoni kila siku na kuondoa tatizo Ia kuoza I 
~~hanb1ba t1yiJIIlbad au sokoni. 
IU KUTUNZA MHOGO WAKO UIAKIE MIICHI 
KWA WIKI MOJA UNAHITAJI KUFANYA 
YARIATATO:· 
1. Uchambuzl 
4. Uwokajl kwonyo Vlroba 
Tenganisha mihogo illyoharibika Pliyokatwa,Baadaya kui¢a :mhogo kwenye m~•. iwe e kwenye woba 
ii¢.ubuka.l.llkwarullka na iiyopasuka} na ie l')'O milmah.Jdj Wi ella ~u kuJUngwa muri. HalO!cisba ~a 
k~a mafllogu mawili lofauti. IB!ogo iyoharibill:a ~aikiasidlakusabablshalllilnlboJI:owalla!iwakl.t.rlga. 
~usafiShwa .idonda wakati ambapo ile mlzima irlallitafunaelekezwa~uwamilloqoiri)'Oharibi~namizima""farN3 
kunyunyiziwa maji r>a kuwetca llwenye viroba·hama kiele!ezo MWfe woba 10!auti na kama imeshindikana. weka (113logo 
kinayoorlye:sha. iliyohari ika liwenye klto!la juu 1 iweze kuondolewa na 
2. U&aftlhajl .. YWo.la 
Koosha au kusafisha Wlond.a kwa kisu kikali iu kufanya mkato 
wa san bapa na kuondoa sehemu iliyoharibika. Sehemu 
iliyohlwa iachwe mpaka ikaulie ii lartoruhusu maji yapenyeze 
kwenye muhogo wakati utakapotumbukizwa kwenye m~i. 
Kusafisha ni mlllimu kwa vile kunazuia mho<jo wenye kidonda 
kulumiwa mapema hbla ya ile mizima. 
3, Kutumbuldza llwHJ• Majl 5. Ufun.ikajl wa Vlrobal Magunla JD 
Mimina maji kwenye ndoo au beseri halafu twnbukiza mihogo Mih~t~o 
ifiyolMisha d1ambuliwa na kusafishwa na uiache kwenye maiiwakati woba -.ya mihogo vimehifadhiwa juu ya mbao ri 
kwa dakiiGI moja. lloe rnihogo kwenye map kunJhusu majinajiiazima vifunikwe vyema kwa karata.si ya nailoni. Karatasi 
yafiyo kwenye muhogo yarudi kwenye ndoo. ya nailoni huepusha upote~i wa maji maji kutoka kwenye 
Kwa maclczo zaidi wasiliana nasi 
mihogo na hi-.yo kudumisha ubora wa mihogo. lkiwa hakl.lla 
kalatasi ya nailoni unaweza kUilimia magunia au viroba o,ya 
zamani kwa k!Mshona pamoja. 
P. 0. lox 977 DAR ES SAlAAM, TANZANIA 
SIMU : 2962112/3 Telegnlphk AddNu: ~HE" 
Tela: IlL 41210 Fa: 255-Sl-44029 
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TFNC yatoa malUI1Zo ya hifadhi ya muhogo 
TAASISI ya Chakula na Ushe Tan- Na Jablr ldrlsa, Rufiji kwa wakulima wa Jaribu Mpakani 
zama (TFNC) 1meanza kampem ya . waliokusanyika kwen h 1 
kutoa ehmu ya teknolojia rahisi ya taas1si h1yo inaer.eza teknoloj1a hiyo msingi ya Jarib k'lo yet 5 k u :h ya 
kuhlfadhl muhogo mb1chi vijijim. ambayo 1meshafany1wa utafitl wa kutok .. . Muk, 1 ml a a aa 
Kikundi cha wataalamu wa kutosha nch1n1 Ghana. . a mtmi uranga, muhogo 
chakula cha taasisi hiyo kilitoa Bw. Ndunguru alisema kuwa uklhlfadh1wa kwa kutumia teknoiOJia 
matunzoyasikumbllimapemaw1k1 teknolojia niyo imeanza kutum1Ka hlyo rah1s: , unaweza kukaa bila 
ihyop1ta kwa wakul[rr.a wa muhogo kwa mud a sa sa nch1n1 humo kuhanb1ka kwa Zaidi ya w1ki mota. 
wa k11iii cha Jarlbu Mpakan• kallka ambapo wakulima wameonesha '"Teknolopa h1i unaweza kudham 
w1laya ya HufiJI, Pwani. kundh1shwa nayo kwa v1!e ha1hlla1i kama ni mzaha Jakim wenzetu wa 
Kikundi h1cho chini ya Mene!a gharam.a kubwa kwtum•a. Ghana wameanza kuta11:!1ka nayo 
wa mrad1 wa kusambaza teknolopa Ail>t!ma !dknoloil.l h1'{.) na wanaj:vun 1a mdt<JniJa kw 3 
h1yo, Bw. Gab.,el. NIJUilQuru. •nacnolllldJIZdllll mbali11a g11ardma kwtumid • dl sema 
k1hluatdna na waandishi wa habari n<Jogo za kuh1ladh1a ~ao i111o m · 1 · 
ambao watasaiJia kutoa elimu ya ua'lg.ll:lu I~ kuanz:a w~k:Jti 'wd Naye. :ntaa/amu wa Taas .~• ya 
teknoiOJid kwa wakullma wa zao /uio uvundJI . rnpaka rnull·'l,)O Mali as II ya IJHI•JP.reza ..1k11.Jd 
ncntm kote. unapoftKtshwa sok~.~ni KL..u.!'w.:i. chai"lgamct.J kwa wak~.Ji•ma w.=t.kdtl 
AkiZUilgumza kat1ka mafunw Alisema hoiaJtn ya "'"'"•·JI.l "''" wa rr.alu:1£J r,ayo, a!;~am.J 
va teknolup;! yanavotolewa kupl!ld teknolopa hoyo, lllaupa "''"' Zu.dl t .. knolvj·~ h f'l :ndlaa Tar.~~:~,.J 
mrad• huo unaofallhliiwa na Taas:s1 n1unoao arnOdO kwa •.o~w.J .. ja .JColiJ<syu "' "'"f'l ta nch• za 101.1 
• ya fV1311as:!i ya tJif'lqe!'el3' ~NRI) ·· hauwez1. kuwd mz1ma Z.:il\.ll .,. .... -:;;K~4 .llr..l.~c;>po[e.!J. ~ .. 4s1 k!~ ~; ON4,Cl •d la.J · ·rr~.l'!'~~~a~.!·s~·~~a· ria>·0'k·.''Ar;'frg·,... -··.~ b'u:.· · , · . . i~1iu muflnih .. ~\-"'~ Ta,tct.ha~a·.~~li<ci; 1 
' ''J,.-\~~~~:n • '3~ :· ;.,.allf1(lufU dliSdiTicl · ·~).,~:. i".'i .'.-....f ~'f .d ··.~~~~-:~·-."' · :;~'"•: • , tfd_ tip;~:""-·~ · ·.~~ -~~~.,;:_3~~~a·.: :;.,-_· ' 
. ·.:· ·'. ,; .. , .•. . . . ... ·' ,, .... : ., . ·' ... . 
SHABANI Ngamba (si jina halisi) 
amekeli barazam Kwake akiwaza 
eha kulanya. A"iwa na lam•lia ya 
ml-:e na watoto slta, analikui m Vlpi 
atajiOkoa na balaa Ia lcuikose!lha 
lam ilia yaka mahila,i mummu ya Wlki 
inayotuata. 
Wakali huo, wakulima w&nzake 
~~t1::U~ j:C,~~~;a~:: 
kaciQ .qy-. yaRufljlmka~nl Pwam. 
w11m0 ~b1on• ._wend• uvuna tli 
~~: b~~eesw:::~~ mazao yao 
Woll waliokuwa wak1pita hapo 
walistkika wak&msabal'u kama 
kawaida ila wali'cuwa wakttoa 
matamshi ya kumhwaza bila shaka 
::.=~~;,;;:lr!utokana na 
NQ3r'l'lbi tUholHb~luwa na 
mufl090 tncMtrM gun.1 votato.to 20 
='~!•o~~s~~~'! t:t~~ha 
Kaw;uda va muhelgo mbicnt , 
hauhtm•h kukaa kwa zoudi ya s•ku 
mbll• bila kuhanb•ka na rs•loshe 
huoza kabrsa uk•lika slku ratu hadi 
lane amDBDO unakuwa haufa1 lena 
kuliwa kwa ku~ukwa labda kwa 
matum•z• meng1ne. 
Kwa kukosa usal~ri wa 
kuu~l!ka sokon•. Ngamba ahkuwa 
amekumbwa na mllos• wa kupala 
hasara kubwa •nayoashina hali 
ngumu kwake k111ka ku•hudum•a 
lamtlia yak a. 
"Nina tatiZO kubwa linanrSumbua 
na kwa kw~li nimeshmdwa Ia 
kulanva: alimwereza wam yake 
.1hocmuullu "'"' saba~ y.1 kuwa 
mnyonge. 
Ngamba alisema muhogo 
aliomkuta aktng'oa shambam kwaka 
s•ku za nyuma ulish•ndikana 
kupalekwa sokon• kwa sababu 
usa lin alioutazamta haukupar•kana. 
Htlo m mota ya matuluo kadhaa 
~~~~~C:.,~':~~~epao 7,~~~~~~~:~~~ 
mWing• kupolea. suala Ia Mad hi dunt 
ya munogo lrmez•d• ll;uc;nang•a kwa 
~1as1 k•kubwa lcupotea kwa tan• 
kac:Jhaa za zao nile, 
Kwa kuz•ngal•a taiiZO tulo 
llnalowakumr:ta wakuhma wengt 
wanaohtegemea kwa ma&sha zao 
h•lo, Taas•s• va Chakula na L1sha 
Tanzan•a (TFNC) •meanz1sha ellmu 
·t:J :ekno101•a mpya ya kuh•fadh• 
munogo mDu:nt 
Te•no•o,•a n•vo ratns• •meonesha 
mal-'3nlkJO maiCJJb¥~~a ncr-u·~o Ghan"-
b~.ac:Ja ..,a lf.uan~;'\ ~•Jil&m•oo:~ iJ;·,y:~ 
~ : , .... 
MUHOGO nl maja y• m•zao makuu y• c;:hakula nchlnl na kallka 
baadhl ya nchl za Afrika. Pamoja na umuhlmu wa zao hllo, bado 
wakullma wake hawa)apata nfla bora ya kuuhlt•dhl kwa muda 
mrelu. Hlvl karlbunl Ta.slal y• Chakula na Usha Tanzanla(TFNC) 
nlfanya maJariblo ya teknolojll mpya ya hlfadhl yamuhogo kwa 
wanakiJII cha Jartbu-Mpaicanl wllayanl Rullfl Pwanl na kuonuh• 
malckeo m•zurt . Mwandlshl We1u JASIR !ORISSA. allshuhudla 
m•Jarlblo hayo na anayaeleza• katUu1 makala hll. 
muda mretu katika nchi maarufu 1cwa 
ki~mo cha muhogo z!lizoko Amanka 
ya Kus•n•. 
Baada ya kuvunwa kwa 
uanoarilu mkubwa iii kuepusha 
kuuhanbu muhogo huwekwa kahka 
ndoo ya maji sali y:t bandi na kisha 
kw~ye woba vya plastiki amb&mo 
baada ya kufungwa v•zurt, 
huh•ladhiwa sehamu iStVO na 1010 1li 
kuzwa unyovu l("'penyL 
M\11'\0gO rnbttc;"' i UfiOf'!tl.:tCf~ •WI 
.. w.a lllla'lo~la tuyO.l'\IIJ~~~ """'' siku 
111.:. au s11b1 l'l:(l•oo utung uU•• ,il 
unapofunguliwa. unakuwa na hali 
yake ya ub•chi kama v11e ndiyo 
kwanza umavunwa. 
ToJa.Sisoi ya c;hakula na lishe nd'lini 
inaendasha taknolojia l'liyo kwa 
-ustun•uan• n~ w•1111amu wA 
Tla:IQ:I ya Mtb$111 y.a U.no«e:o~­
N~ttlf.V Ra~•s lrtstllut• (NRII 
mr.Jdi'frloa 
~ ... 
ya Kisarawe mkoani Pwani na mtezi 
mic;:hache iliyopita kwa 
wafanyabiashara wa muhogo 
~:e~kola~~~ik~H:;.inJ 
Kinondoni. 
Kwa kuwa teknolojia yoyote 
kuhusu kilima in.~paswa kuwafikia 
walculima werrye-we :NaKtl:o, taasisi 
hizo z•mean.zisha mpango wa 
kuieneza kwa wakuloima vijijini, hasa 
kwmtre ~iji murufu kwa k!IUT~o cha 
muhogo. 
Kwa siku mbai kuanz1a mapema 
mweZI huu. watutamu wa taas•SJ 
h1~:~ wafil\weruta \;~1-jl cha Jaftbu · 
~p.1bnj '(utoa malt.mro ym 
tellno~ tvyo. Buell y• ~!'untO 
ya nadnlli-1, wotltl,nya r.,\IIBrlbiO 
Wm~nt na ltuJUOm ma~y•li:e 
baad.a ya ~u sAL 
KafJk..ll mat•n'blo tqvo, ,. .. ~., 
lflbkn. ulig1w...,.....• ILIII•IIo11111ll.undi 
manne: ullo nil wakati '*• 
kung'olewa na kuwekwa kwanye 
Saadhl y~ w~nakijiiJ wa J•ribu•mQ~k~ni wilayanl Ruliji, pwani wakit•ngilnisha tnul'logo mzuna na 
ullov1..m1ika kaOia ya lcuuhiladhi lc\'(il kutumtJ !eknolojia t:JI'Iisi. (Pich;, kwa h1sani ya TFNCJ, 
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m•i nc:lipo ukahitadhiwa; uliohanbilta 
na ukasatishwa k•teknoJotlil; ulio salt 
bila ya kulanyiwa teknolojia na 
~~.ik.a bila kulany•wa 
Man~~~a~~:~ulc~:~~o;}C::C.a e": 
Gabnel Ndunguru na Ok. Andrew 
Gliltfham k:utoka NAI wa+tporudi na 
kulunqua vlgu,la , wnuhma 
=~~ttud;. mvhooo l.*nwa Cado 
Kullkuw• na llifl •u\a Yl 
tn:tfli"''O 'n¥.10 1'\.0 kwiJ Wf ~~tlf 
yao """'' tleu .bily41nil kuwa 
watncuw1 wiJmtl,tn<lmna n11 
Wtn01n0 Wllflilll'olll tllloW.tkullm lnl 
~~~~::::.r:=::•w•, m~IO~CO 
wt~11~:!:. ~I:~~.:~J:~~~t.!,.0s'!.Z: 
W.tO w,kat; W811\&IW'lJ:O ill M.tCI\ftta 
kuw·a kwt kow~ m~ ""O<ht: 
~~!~~~=~~ k':!~ ,:~:;~j .... ~~ 
•ngesaJdi• lil uur uQI•I~I· • "'uh090 
ut'lald~wok"•. 
Mlfen•lluo ya malunro y.LI 
teknoiOII oll reti~St ya IUII"hl !f,'l :'~b:'~~r~:: !::~~: · 
JNmu l"v011f.Q11'1ShWII rw;:IIIN Ghlln.l 
j !Jionesh.a J•n.s i flllnO I~Ii• Puyo 
lnavyotuml lll• nulieo na ff'IIIC)ICeO y»o. 
tun:::~!~~ =~~u ,;::~"~.::.,,.~·,~ 
'two~~ muda mlr.ltu~ te~nofOill 
C!~~=·,.~~::::.= 
~e1u liluwa 4tUUrd1a \uul"uladtu 
muttOC}o ambao kwe~U' "" tt:Qtff1eo 
!a.lbw-a kltnaiSI\3. • ILlS~ a Bw. AbOu ~~!4'~: :,!!::~x~~~~d: ~~' 'l,',,c~~ 
tvvo. 
8•-.na S~tJ~ •-a ....- I'Mcho, Sw, Orgenes $eben® n.t,..lh~.,..-.­
na ha-y~ v.a~u~Mma:.:"H11tM ltltnofOIII 
~t~aVOwaiJ.a hna walalllma welt~ 
~"-;~~~ \~::!~a;~ll~~~ 
IU11'1trl414tlt.J ,:~a .. 
Matuma11n1 kama hayo 
yameetezwa na w"lanyatmtshata 
wa munoQO mo•eh• wa soil:o •a 
Bu9urun1 aml:lao walip;'l!a malunz? 
aM¥0 Mutoka kwa madalah Bw Kal'l 
~%~~~~::~~~~~~a Bw. MWidild• 
Kwa ,.ns• wal(uhma na 
walanyi'ID•asl'lara wa z:to ndo 
walfVVOOnelfana c,,,.ookll!a leknc1C't•a 
h•yo. kuni'l m"ruma•n• maltubw.l 
~tuw-1 •klfl'!nfjei~ZW-" kw"' kulokod''""O\ 
~...,,, w:._•O?~~:·~~ ::'!lr,~ ·~ a '.J,..,,r:oz• 
~ 
l 
: 
i 
~Q.RE:v.::l ·. "'~O-W ·~. ,. :):::1 ~ ""'~· j>":t.r \,. ~~--~c.-~ ~f v~ 
, Land and Development P$"'""" ~~ ,,, . 
MBAB:NE~:o~y~:~e~o~o.~m~~~;,~;sob<to~~ :,:.~=:~:'~'' :a~:~C; 
miners working ino.Jiviuual claims at Thescientistsalsopointouuhatthe productive and lc~s prouuctive water & . ·\c 
the Kao uiamonu mine are causiu~ auuition uf funher sill could cause within the Katse lakecoulu be affected. C ·'< 
extensive pollution to waten:ourscs th .at serious problems for SA ' s aln:ady The probl~m coulaJ worsen, as mi,n-
feed the Lesotho Highlanus Wot"r turbiu Vaal river, (into which the high- ing activity is expamling rapiuly; ~ 
Project (LHWP), soon tu be a key !anus scheme feeds). miucrs have moved in, using canll 
source of supply for Suuth AfricJ. The lack of dbcharge ponds at the movers to shift even larger quantities 
Worst affected are the rivers Kao and Kao mine, a pick-and-shovel affair of rock anu soiL Kao's onisanal alig-
Malibamat'so. which feed the rescr- 3 ,000m~tresupinthemountains,means gers insist they are too poor to build \ 
voir behind Katse dam. that tine sediment seeps into the neigh- appropriate slimes dams. 
Scientists employeu on the wato: r bouring river system, which is used for 
project warn that the operational ion- drinking, washing and swimming by SA hOUSing \. 
gcvity of th~ Jam cnultl be reduce.:; local villagers as it trJvels 40km from 
indeed. Lesotho might even prove 1111- Kao to Katse. b •td \ 
able to deliver to SA the nuninuun Woterprojectscientistssaythesilt Ul s up '\ 
contracted quantities of goutl quality has killeu the naturJI ecosystem in the 
water envisaged in the two coun tri<s' rivers anu is now piling up in the Katse Steam : 
bilateralagreem.:ntonthcwatcrprojcc:. Llam lake, ncar the pipes and tunnels 
That woultl lead tu a fall in royalty thwugh which water bound for SA will PRETORJA. The pJce of house con-
stfliCtion in South Africa is expe~tcd to 
ac~~lerate overcoming months, thanks 
to an easing of log-jams in the subsitly 
system. Some 594,000 government 
subventions have been acconJcd, anti 
there are reasons to believe thut oftic ial 
figures for the number L>f homes com-
pkt~d understate I he real position. 
Commercial hopes for 
tough Mbeya bean 
DAR ES SALAAM. Researchers 
studying fanns around Mbeya in south-
west Tanzania have found a small brown 
bean which resists two of the most 
imponant bean cJtseases worldwide-
halo blight and :unhracnose. Only one 
resistant bean had previously been 
found, in El Salvador. from which a 
commercial breeding programme has 
been ueveloped. 
Halo blight is a bacterial disea:ie; 
anthracnose is fungal. Both attack in 
the cool, damp we:~ther of higher alti-
tudes. They are carried by the seeals, 
build up from year to year. and can kill 
seedlings. Nonh American and Euro-
pean growers protect themselves from 
seed-prone disease by planting secus 
r~ised in dry area.s such as the state of 
Idaho. But in the rest of the worltl, 
fann.:rs gcner.;lly plant seed kept fwm 
their previous year's crop (thus passing 
on infection). 
The bean resists nin.: strains ofh<~lo 
bl ight anu four of onthracnuse; it wos 
fo und in :!% of the fa m1ers' crop ma .~ ­
tures tested by Dr Dawn Teverson, a 
sci.:ntist fro m Britain's N;atural Re-
sources Inst itute (N RI ). 
Ho wever. omung l o~a l buyers, 
brown beans are less popular than yel-
low ;anu sp.:ckletl red varieties. ;although 
prd.:rences vary from area tu area. 
Plant br.:euers ;at Arusha ;a1'e now try1ng 
to trans f.:r the res&>tance tu a much 
nm re popu lar purple bean knnwn ;as 
k:lblankeu (' small blanke t '). 
Farmers pl;ant mix ture ' <> f hc;an 
vaneti es. se\ecteu fur the1r taste , y1dJ 
onu l.jU al!ti.:S when >tmeu. but they • re 
t ~ 
under commercial pressure to grow However, the: government ~ril 
single-variety crops. because these are se.:ms set to fall well shon of the t~rg 
easier to sell. The NRI is trying to set by housing minister Sank e 
encourage them to continue growing Mthembi-Mahanyele- a million n w 
lltixc:U crops. cu COit:~ervc Lhc:: fuii tilllgt: huntes in iivc )c..L!S. tviwty vi lu: 
of varieties. subsidies will go into 'site andserv e ' 
Ease African bean varieties have schemes rather than actual buil n:;s; 
their own names: one brown one is the unbuilr sires are then occ icLI by 
known as mususu ('chicken dung'); a shacks. 
small white bean cultivated in Uganda Morcover,thepace Lievelopment 
is commonly known as 'bachelor's has slowed in rece months, despite 
friend' . because it cooks quickly- a min' suy asS~Jnmces to the contrary. 
bachelor can get his meal and soon be 0 tci!!iA(g'ures show that plans for 
OUt On the [OWIL · · ~ . . ' aty"2Q • (9 houses wene passed in the -~ · . ·'··. __ ;,;_~;,;;:: . :.' -: .-'; ;:: :~·c-; .•.. :: r~ li ve months of this year- some 
0 NRI is working with the Tanzania ' 1,607fewerthaninJanuary-May 1996. 
Food & Nutrition Centre and local co- The Central Statistical Service says 
operatives ro promote a new technique , only 150,000 houses were built be-
for conserving cassava, to help keep it . · tween the 1994 gener:1l election and 31 
freshdnringthejoumeyfromvill age to .. March this year. However, the true 
city marketplace. The cassavais dipped picture is probably more encouraging 
in water and then put in sacks - a chan this, as a third of homes arc com-
system ueveloped in Ghana and South pleted without being recorded as such 
Am.:rica. ~ .: .ami the real total should probably be 
· :t.:" ·• ·· ~' ~ ~ 200.000. This means the: housin1r min-
"..,.JN BRIEF isrry's claim that :!40,000 hous~s are 
LONDON. Anglo-AustrJiian mining 
group Rio Tinto Zinc can be sueu over 
health Llamage by a form~r British 
employee at its R,lssing uranium mine 
in Namibia, Westminster's House of 
Lords h;as rulctl . 
The plannetl action by cancer suf-
fere r ELi ward Connelly (Afri<·u Anul_v-
sis, f>tlHilll) may open the way for 
Namtbi;mmincrs also to seek compen-
sati'"' tluough the British cuuns. Min-
ers' traJe uniuns elsewhere in Africa 
might ;:,~~k UJmag-c:!i fur similar cas~~ . 
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finished orund~rconstruction is wholly 
beli~vable. 
Assessing future neeus remains Lli f-
ficult because of uncenainty about the 
size of SA's population. Th.:re is in-
creasing evidence that rhc preliminary 
results from the 1996 census- which 
put total population ;at 37.9m. rather 
lower than the 42m previously thought 
- may be too low. Olticials have 
a<lmitteLI failings in supervision; 111 
some cases uata may nor have been 
co\lecteu ar all anu th.: tru.: populatl<lO 
may in fact be clos~ m-IUm. 
S August !997!.4f rica Anulr.ris 
-.-J 
0\ 
KUHIFADHI NA KUCHACHUSHA MUHOGO 
l(ilt•ntla\'t ili. .. ,.T ego1 .... .lun mhuga, katikali kuni, chini 
ugali = l\luhngu . 
•:.,·.,_ [llp ... t' , . . 
li 
1\'a loH•ph Jlagungila 
;\lulwgu ni zan :1111halu li111c:111l:l 
l.;.nliun\a h:ipa n~.:hini mial>a mingi 
ili~npila. I\1111L'a hun asili ,al\l' ni 
ha1':1 Ia :\IIIL'I il~a ~u"iini. hususan 
m:hi ' a Cnlumhia, na ulilt•ln a h:u a 
Ia :\fdka na nasaliri na Kilcnu 
k:u•nc k:ulhaa t.ilit.upiea. 
llivi sa sa muhogn un;-.lilll\\;;t k\\J. wing.i 
salla/\f1ib)at'>.l;1gh:uihi •tapa Llnl:mia 
7.JLl hili linalillll\il .;;;:ula kaub mikna 
inayo1U11guf..a 11\oll.iwa. .\h\OIIll<l 
Shill)anga. f\l:ua p.unoja ua 1\IJ...ua \\il 
Hm·umJ I Iiiia hil ~ ll . lllUhn,go unaliul\\il 
~ 
( ;tlbl id ,\'.hlll,l!./1111, .\lAIII/ II II l\ .. /ll'II',.!O! /w f '/ufud/11 II t1 ( "Jlirkrd,t ~IIIIAd 
~~~~~ /,{., lo~ ( hdl.lll.t 1111 [_,,;,,. 
brilm nchi nzimJ ingawa ni kwa vh\ango 
vidogn vi.dogo ikilinganislm·a na sehr:mu 
1ilizotaj'"" 
Mil:t llil dcsturi zimckwish:t j~ngeka 
kat1b ma~abil:1 mcngi t..uhusuu7alishilji . 
au ulimnji wa~c ullif<.~dhi p;:unnjil na 
Uli1) :arishaji '' 11k~ J..tuna ch;1kula f\.latumiLi 
111.1~uu) a 11111hogu ni l..ulnyouisha iltl kupika. 
ugali ambacho mlicho chakula kikuu cha 
makabila ml!ngi hasa )ale yomayoishi 
kusini Ill\\ a 1 ;utzania kama vile Wangoni. 
K \\a •nmla mrcfu 5asa Seriknli 
im~kll\\ a inaliJ m~azo na kuhimiza ulimaj i 
\\:t muhogo kv.·a ajili ya kinga )'il njaa 
l..ufu.llia miaka kaJim }'CII)C uhaba wa 
nn ua. lli1la hivyo, \\ataalamu wengi 
wanaona kw<tmba wananchi wanajua 
umuhimu wa zao hili. ht~sa katik<J vipindi 
V) a upnngufn wa vynkula vinginc has a 
mahimli ;~mh;tlo ndi) o Zi\O kunia clmkula 
'Leu9a ·~e~dwa. ea. 
«ta{lti «<eao{aueti4a. 
~et4etdet neet&o9a .ei 
~«waweJed4a. wata 
~eu~tet~ttia. oc.jwzi 
;aldi' 
nchini pntc Kinachohitajikil SilSil ni 
l..u'' ildimisha '' omanchi njia bora zaidi za 
m~.-li<ihaji.na uhifnlllu \\a zno hili pamoja 
na nji,, l1or.1 za Ulil)"iHi5hnji \\ i1 chakula nil 
bidhaa II) inginc "utnkilna na zao hil i. 
Shirika Ia Chill..ula llil l.ishc:o Tanzania, 
lina)u prugl<mm mahwmsi ya Ulaliti jun 
y;~ lihl hili Ia muhugo. NLiugu Gabrid 
Ndunguru, amb;Jyc ni 1\lkuu wa Kitcngo 
ella Uhifadhi Wil Chakula katika Shirika 
hilu .mankhukua kallka sarari va knnn:1 
l1atua111bali mb:1li t.ilit.oli"i\\il kal•ka lllalili 
an;wlilll)il juu ~il lo-ululaJhi muhogo 
mhtrhi , 
lumclil..a lo-atilo-a nlio;;i 1nkc z!litoko 
1\W-tH.:hcn• 11\llllla l..1do~o ~oa lllil"at.i \::I 
H;lis l\l:.ta;•fn·. - - · 
Ali llassan f\.h,imi Olhi hizi ndizo 
mailhara7a Shir1J...ali1 i.i<ihc Kwcli Ndugu 
Nllllln!nrtl ni nllaliti . Llfisi ~oakc j;j ., 
\h:ld~/n "'ntc \\,1 l..a7i Ta(c K1mi1 
.;.mtpuh mh.~ lt mba i1 lJ •m!.!a \\;1111Uhn!!,o . 
p1Lhol/IIIMOI1111g· llli,Jillo-Uii~ll/lll,l011~ c~IJ;l 
. :-:-=::-.~-
•~' .. - ~ 
-,. 
-...1 
-...1 
.aina mh~li mb:1li lil mime;t y:t l:lO hili 
Vi1ahu vime-p;m~:,n;, k'~cn~.: \...ah;"tti ua 
omai1id~n. J.;,,,;unhil ,. ,nl~h'' \o .. inadc,;-~ 
kuhnsu Muhugo t\~lakilil J:,,cnyc kili 
Mc1.;mi kwake kuna Ko111p~u1a udog~l . 
men1o muhimu k\\it m1:1liti \ C\OIC k:uika 
niakoui hizi zalcnolojiil )il kiSas:J. 
· ·Lengo kuh\\illa utal'iti un;wfiln~ ika 
kuhU!!itl muh(1g.o ni kuwa\\C7c<>h:'i \\;Uu 
J..un111111ii1 \ 1/llfl Z<lilli ' Olll;'IIH.IIHIH:l. lla 
anacndclca 1..11'\t:lllil "''amha. 111iln nil 
dcsturi !.illlllpO bttka 11h11111 :1ji '' ;1 101u hili 
zmapas''" J..ut-ureslma l:'lidi Kw,l hi~n 
utilliti huu un:1angalia m:u:uizo yali~ opu 
k ;nika maHnn;l.i Y" muhog.o na moj" ku\m" 
ni jinsi >" lwuhifadhi mnho~o mhichi 
uw~.:7~ kuJ..a;1 7ailli ~il sif...u o;aha hila 
J..uh:u•h•ka 
,,,,,, oh;unu J..uh\\ a ,.,n,l' .ll..nL'IltiL·IL·.l 
kuni.:ll'lJ juu ~il utafitl lnw , la~1111 
n.un\.. :lti/:\lltlt'gn 1h \...1lll.1 ':1 ~ ·'h.' ,uu .. .- l~.: t·: 
ut~lill \\,1~~ huu 1mahu~11 .111 un ; 11 . 111~ 1~.1 
J..,lll~:llll,\.:lll"U g_:IJII ~ illl il~ lllllll\\il/:t~l hill 
\naltll-.1/l;t lll:tllll' lnlo!!n ''•\.• ... h.11.,1 
:!1\,IIJIUI:'I r ·l \..tr.l\l/1:1 ";un .l mlu 
.11 \l.'lumhu~.l pml'-o :dituJ..u•\.1 
• ,\m(!l,:lh;Jtl 1110\'lil.'llli\, '' h:1p11 I l.tr l''li '·•· 
1.1:1111 illdlt•!..!n 111 .1f..tn:1 J..utt•k .• \\ rl,,, ;1 ;a 
Hutip 11.1 "'" '!·'''\.' .uub.•t' '' hulil,1.1 ·•'"-" 
Ul'fmaj1 m:w i 11 a mulmR,o 
Ia ramlik<l s,,~,, Ia 1 mul,1lt: lmpo~Cil 
11uhngo lwtnka l.1ng.a 1111 ~loru\:!oro. na 
~olnla Bug.urun1 hupotl'illlllhngo J..uhJI..il 
1\.ior;aril\\~ kupllia Gongn In 1\lhuto" 
An~emkll!~. •· J.;,,q upa11Jc wa utilliti . 
1\LilJIO:llllilflllllil J..,\lik:l vijiji \·~a f\1il5il~i. 
(ju1nb:~n:t Sung\\i \\·ila~ani 1\.is;H<l\\\.'_., 
S.t ... l ni~.t' ' ·'' :11 i I::JI'i '\ ,1 kuo:;il.ili7a 
ni · Ca:~c.uea 
euaku&ura a-az'uurle 
t-u(/e9ef ~-rettli na 
wa~ateen.;re 
&rra<lhaurtla o/ao. 1 
l...nhu.;u 111.11\lltto ~.lllil ~ t'h'k''il . l.ll.1111 
Ndu~u ~tlun~Lull •tunt;-~ml••a \...'' aml•.1 th 
111'\o..'/l' 1--.th.'k\\,t !:lldl .ll :tl, l \~ 11\l l'k / .1 
.u1 .11•11t 111 mnhitllll :mil:lh.unto,lil· k"an/.1 
--
\\i\ 1Cl0 llili. 
Anil<ll17.a. Oil mimi namsikiliZ:l bil, 
~umk:~tio.;h.l ''Kw:lnZ;I rnulw~o l:u.SIIlWII 
k;nika lt:.li) a joto. ••nyevun}e\ u n~ udongo 
laini na h:mhitaji kuongczewa aina )'tybtc 
)II mhole" K:nika ukaru.Ja wa rw~n i 
miho11-o hukomna b'aada ya 1nwaka mmoja , 
nmh;1pn killik:t sdu:nn1 za harilli kidngo 
J...;una Son~ca luu.:hnku\\:l rninka mhv11i 
"Kuu:~ milmgo111i1amu na midumg.u. n.:t 
ilc midnmgu1un:ltuJ...ua nnula 111rcfu tai\Ji 
fwliJ..u mihugn mili,llllll. I 
''Z:t idi ~a h:t}o.'' ;macndclca Ntlugu 
NtJungur·u bHI rnakini kahisa knml 
mwalinm anilrtlkm\'a dilrils:mi. · 'ni 1:-.:z_imiiL 
\\;1J..ulima \\;IIUillic mhcgu nzuri n:t 
'' :1~ ahmt\.' nw:oh:uuha ~;ttl k'~n ku~·np.t lil i~ 
~ '' ,, ,,aJ,;,,~i llil J..U) alimla ~lhidi ~·a w~tu~:un.D 
,,,.h;uihil'u. h.tsa ngur••''c.·· an;unali(.) 
f...n·t.'lll.ltl.l an.u•ian~!alia l,.\\illltakini. hib 
\h:J.kil illlalil-.:iri niliJ..:tma <Ji'iikilil.i 
:tn:t ~ tlllld\.'J;J. \naninli7:t. ~ · 111l.u f):ltnrJjn 
"" ;ut l ' n;unfihu •· N0101nt •· 
\~tal;lhil!'illl111: na ~uniuliza J..ama 
nm~ ~·1'0.: 111b J..up.11.1 f..tkwnl•\.' tlia J..iiliil\\01 
k.1hl1 h:tlllf,\cml·.:k.l Nal..uh:th, n;1 111:11.1 
Ill llllhl\ Pl:..'ll. ~ IIIII'LII t...lll~,l 11/.llhli.llll'nl 1 ... jUiP 
• - -- T _,.,. •-r• •~------·• ,__ - - -. 
I' \ ' I \ .... . . ... . u .. ...... 1) • . z_; 
anaaoka nj~ ~a olisi iii kwend11 kuto::. 
mailgizo Anaing13 m~ichana. mfupi kwJ 
1 
•• metho9o mdit.hi 
e~etw.eJa. ~e~~aa. dcta. 
~etka~~~~wa metda. 
wa ~ati <fa. di4u dada. 
«a. ~etmi tau9u 
e~ti.jtotoeewa 
dkamdaui. 1 
"'astani, m:1ji ya kumJe, ame:vna gilUlti 
rangi ya zambar:lll ili)oi\'a mneb~ba 
'vikombe viwili \l}'<t kahll\\:l isiyo na 
mar.iwa. · ·Karibun1'' . <\na~cmt\ \.. \\:\ sauti 
~il chmi kidog.o 
··Sa sa nnona tuong~e tuu ~a malimzo' · 
an:Jsem;l htla luon)t:Shi1 Jal1li 7i1 l..uchoka. 
Kwanza kabi~a :unmickza kwamba 
telwolojia inayolmnil..a J..01tiJ.." kuhifadhi 
muhogo mbichi imetnkca piil ColumbiJ, 
na inatumik" ~<lll:l nchini <ih3na 
AfYA 
kalikil matumizi Y" tcknu1oji3 hi' : 
ilnani3mbia :· 
I . Ng'oa ~wa u:mg;1lifu hul..u miho~o 
ikib:tki kwen) e milshina yakc. 
2. Chagu3 na kutcng.<lnish<l mihogo 
Jlnh:~~o haijah.1H1ukan:'ltl~ tlt~(lharthika 
l..a!JJ..amal'11ngu ma\\ilr 
j o.;illi'\11,1 \ idt~llli;J 1..\\o..'ll~o..· nuhog'' 
ili)t'harih1l..:t 
I LILIIhll~ll:l llllhO'!•I 11\llllllll 
I..\\\!II~C m;qi l.\\il J ,tJ..tl..,l tlltlj,\ 
~ \\ cJ.,,,\...\\~11~~ \ iu,h:l 
6 \\ l'lil 'irnh,l '~ :1 nuhngu juu ~ .1 
lll;l~ti=Ul..\\1.'ll~ t: J..I\Uii 
7, funila \~cma ,irllhi\ '~almho~u 
l..w:tl;uat<lsi ~ a llillhuu •· 
kw;unba mnltunit.i m:.1kubw11 ~a 
muhog,u ui k111n~~rish:t ung_a ''a kupil..i;t 
u~ali, ing3\\3 pi<.t muhog,o hupikwa au 
kuchomwa. Ha~ il ni llli\lum11i 
luli~o~aw.:a . ·· anast:nlil ··tiJta hi,~o. · · 
Nililg:ma nil Ndu~u Nduugmu hulu 
tukirilrilib l..uonana ten a kt!~llo kulc suku 
Ia Ou~uruni 
Hap01 Stlkoni Uuguruni . n:unl..uta 
NL.Iugu Ndunguru aJ..iwa nJ 
WO'Ifan~ ;lhia,h<Hil w;Htafun7i 
,.,;,t.:ikh;unbu:l nul11.>gH Hihifatlhiw;l k\\a 
1 7etnati4ket~etut daua. 
S~i~~a. eetu ea. Lia~e 
~wa. ~et(e~(etea 
te~uofojla kli . . 1 
uk,\eli uHokli''<TO· na 3mmi3mbia. ··ran a 
llllizungumlil Silni1. leo ni hcri uongee na 
hawa tuliO\\<lfundisha·· Nakubali . 
Nin<l) eong.e:) nJ}e n1 Ndugu Sa1cti 
J101bibu ilmbaye ni Mwenyekili wa 
\\ilf<ll1 ~0l bi;1Shilra wa or;nko Ia Ouguruni 
lcn~c \\:\f.,ny:~bi;,">h<U:J.Uilli ya mia l:'lno. 
l•nnd.ili'l l\\1.!'11:-c olisi yake:. ilmba~o ui 
ndu~u "'''a n11t'.1'>1 . f..unillll(l':J mnja nil\ iii 
'1\\ ~i. l..unnJil chake na ~.:ha pili nimcf..alia 
11111ni K''"" "ilc .nt:za nt ndogo tumt'k<la 
IILIII~iln ~ ;~li.1ni1 l..\\<1 karibu kama vile 
''UJaa{~iM. kwa metda 
wote wam~wa 
wakita tl(fakula 
~ctiU~o~~a~ltu4ltwa 1 
tunachc1a kara'il 
f\I\\Cilyt.'l...i'i huyo. mzaliwa wa 
1-\.is;ua\H', kijt~nil wa miaka lhelalhini 
anasema kwamh;t katika soko hi\o kuna 
"ilf:tny;ahia\hara wil mihogo ishirini na 
killi ~a h.1u si1a wamcpi1liWtllllilfun7.0 hilyo 
na kali) a hilu yq·c: ni nnnoja wao ingawa 
;,nafanyil biash:ua ya kuuu kuku W<J 
kicll)t:ji 
··Tunashul..uru saua Shiri\:a 1ctu Ia 
lio;hc kwa buulclcillc~noll'jii1 hii, hvi1ni 
ilatufilnya wungc:~.c lllil!JiiiiO kwa kuwe7a 
l...ulaa IIi\ mthugt> yclu kwa mu,la mrcfu 
Jilitli, ·' auas~m.l llahihu huf..u a!...inn)·t: :o;hil 
dhahiri t..wamba Jnaung\.':t f..w.1 niaha y:1 
---
Hapa l'mtto.miil.l\lal'tn~z.o au matumizi 
~ a 1cktt1lloji3 hii ina~hilrilmho,a na 
Mt~shirika 11101\\ 1li) a Kim~laifa. Overseils 
D~ve1opme:nt Ag.\.'ncy (OOA) na Naluri11 
Rcsourc..:~ lmtuutc (NRI). Majarihiu ~" 
k\\:107:1 ~alit:1n~iJ..:1 mwak;, 199) katika 
soko Ia T:mtl;1l~ ,,;, ~.,lim,yc~lla tl1olfilttikio 
ambapo muhugn mhichi uli,\e7.il J..ubil 
bil.t ~uh;u ihih.a h.'' a IIHttb "i1 kati siku 
~;th<l llil \..m1111.111::uu\tpuluk" il\h:uuhani 
1\aada ~·' malan1~- io ha~o mal:• mm 
~ alian/.a l..ufan~ 1J..a h. nil \\ill..ulinla. lll\\:Jl:-t 
I'IW• J..atik:t 'ijtji ,. ~:1 'bs.!l...t Ciuanh:lna 
Sung\\i \\il;t~:tni Kis;ll:l\\C lli\i ~~~sa 
IU<IIIIU/.11 h.1~0 ~,111,1t'an~iJ..a l.,\\il 
\\iii.HI~ilhia,h.na Ha uuhuo;\' h.illlk.t ,,,\,.,, 
Ia Bugmuni lliJini lht C'i S.ilo~.nn 
\ 1utl;"t \\nt..: huu. n:mhil..tti t.a "''""~"' u 
hntu ~;JI.unu' :-~n~!llllt.l\\ d.l J...muhul..tunhu 
... itu ... ah:l l..\\:t 1d.ntllu1ia mp~a '"' ''"' 
amho~ ; 11 lliluladhi\\ il htla nt;lillannt 
\\cmuh: l tl lauli t...11i ~il lli.li..UL\lh h:1~:1111 
~ a ''ati l:tlusa 1\liho~o min~im: 
inh:h.u1hd\:1 tt.l f..ugl'uk.t rang1 ~:I f..l(~llli 
;unbitp111111Llg_lll-: b.HIU 1111111hidllllil ~ t:ll~ 1.' 
UIIIIH\ II 11.1 lll:ljllll·ljl l..;ull.l \·lk 
lllll'll~ tlk\\,l '\ hiilllll,jlll.i\UiliiiLihil i'-Hdl, 
Ill\\ l'll ~ C lll iH: IIu h.l.lltthi\\ I ,,,,, 1,11111i 
uim..--.iiJII..I , nim..-lhlhlli ... h.l f..\\:tlllh.l 
1.:\.. lhllttliil 1111 Ill '),Jhthl 1\,llll.ti.U 
·--·· COSEKE 1 
'OIIAI.ITY MF..\NS NU t :OMPRC">~IISF. 
t,l'\1 t.:l •T\,...7,,\NI \JII'IIli·JI 
E.XIIIJ (lll.tSIIOI'!'It 
llllllll.C"'R 
..,,, ~ t· un \\n.\ ,F. 
I'~ ' lit I'( """ 
- .. ..... t :·, · ·· •• • • , ...... ,t ... ~ . \ , , "• •·' I 
· AFYA 
• 
wanachama wake:. 
··Hebu niel~ze~ k\\i1 kifupi juu y&J 
te:knolojia hii. ·· narnuulil:t ~h,cn~ck1tl iii 
nrone koun<J JmcT.in~:JIIi\ yotc 
aJi,o(undish":t. I!Jsiti h:ttJ kiJo!.!V. 
;:m~nipa rnach:zo k"·3 ufasaha '':1 ,;1111 
ana~esoma kit<Jbu. Kwt:li ann:fuzu, 
PJ.moja na rnr:.di ~uo unaocndt:shHil 
niaCTIRDO). \\;Jkattillo.ifung.u.J mahojiano 
~etuna~ck:nikil olisr ZJ Sirikahriozilizoko 
~h:Jsilni mjini Oi\r es Silli1am. 
Kablil ya kucndelt:a kunielczil 
\..inachut:,n~ ik;;t L:attki1 utaliti, huo. Dk. 
NjJu ;m:1.m!.'lci.J k\\ilmbil mr:1Ji huo 
una~h;aimi\q n:a Jumui~a ~ 3 Ulay3 na 
unttl:,n~ i!..a J...H a ushrri~i:mo \\:1 nchi k:aJhaa 
za ,\frikJ ambazoni Gh:tna. Ourk1n.t Fa so. 
K<n~ i1, ~ig.cnil. Zimb;;tbwc nil TJnz:~nia. 
Dlt G ;\'jau: Mk11r~tg1!n:i wa Urajili TIRDO 
na S~irika Ia C~akula na Lis~e katika 
kutafiti nji11 bora za kuhit":ldhi mhogo 
mbichi, kuna utafiti rnwin~ine unaot:1nyik:l 
hJp:1 nchinijuu)':l njiil hora za kuch;tchusha 
vy;JI..;.ula, 
•·Kuling:m.l na nuha ::~o . \\'.1a!n~a 
w:unekU\\:'1. k\\;, muda \\tHe. \\il\..il.t 
vy;'lkula ,j]a .. ~tH.:h:.~chuc;h,\a .'' 
3nilyeyasl!m:1 ha~u ni D\.. <i ~J.III 
llapa Tanzania. ut:J.Iiti huu unahusu 
muhugo 
J\.uni1 nji;;, mbili kuu ambazo 
7.in;uun11ka hi1pJ fJnzan1a k;Hik3 
kuura,arisha muiH'!.!n iii U\\1'! chilkula. 
ln!!a"·a muh,l~n l11q·~h." :1.m hu~hcmsh\\J 
1-..;ahl" ~a \..uJj,, , , rnarumir.i ha~a si~o 
makllb'"a san~a i\..•lm~:ll11~hwan:lrni11Un117.i 
~.tlr..c ~ .tl.....· k;101:' u:;:th \.,uik.l ma\...1h1b 
J , \...)L .""\. ~CIHCIIIIJU -'U• &~7 1 
tatu au lano iii uvunde na. kulainika na 
kish;J hutolewa na ku:~nikwa . Vile vile 
muhogo huvundikwa kwa kuufunik3. na 
m:1j:mi baada ya kumenY'va na baada ya 
siku mbil i ilU t.3lu hutolewa ukiwa umeota 
'1tjia Mi ~ 
~«ckdaJk:. ~ 
&a~a.~ 
d«Ht«. JifiJOHI4 ~uka 
m«.k9a~wa 
JU«t.~p · ~'1«. 
mt-Uaji 
ukungu mw~usi na huanikwa juani. 
H.3ta hivyo urafiti huu unajihusisha na 
kupata njia zilizo bora za kulowcka 
muhogo iii kupata unga ulio na ubora wa 
hali ya juu. "Njia ~ii ya kuthachw~a 
mu~ogo kwa kuulowcka ~uondoa sumu 
zilizomo katika muhogo mbichi na 
zinazoweza kumdhunJ mtu'' anasema Dk. 
Njau. Anaendelea kusema kwamba 
ugonjwa ulioitwa KONZO ulitokea mwaka 
1988 huko Mtwara. ulitokana na watu 
kutumia mu~ogo ambao ulikuwa 
~aujachac~us~wa vya kutos~a iii kutoa 
sumu. ••Kwa hiyo utatiti huu ni muhimu 
sana ·· anasisitize~ Dk. Njau. 
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ClOp 
.snd h.aJo 311 C\ltt in· 
CrC"~Jns Tmpol1.:lncc nnt only for 
(ood J«Ut'hJ' but ~ho U ) Ulh 
crop whkh c:m hnpro'\C" the- in· 
came of r.,mcu :t.rou."d D~r n 
Sal:aam aod o1hcr m:ajor •owm; 
.v.d vitl;2gu. 
Much or lho po~ulo•hy or 
C'iltUVol is dUC' 10 the: e.IIIU' of 
prodtn:l lon or the crop (it will 
a•ow on poor li\nd not surtcd for 
f!1hu crup' !ouch as m3i~c :~nd 
i'lo lOicunl o( tJtOII};hU .1nd ih 
t."crutllity u a food til c..:~.n be 
botltd, roaJ~td. (rird. or sun· 
~.fr ied 01nd pounded rot ln~Jkins 
cassava ugali). 
impon'"' ciop is iiJ hlsh ten· 
dc11(y to pc:rhh. Fruh c:anaYJ 
.t.t11U 10 1poi1 immt4iriii.Ltly liliRet 
h:.rvut And will dctc:• toJ~Ic from 
hJJ;h to poor qu~ l ily ~hhin rwo 
d..J)'l of UPfOOi inl,. 
in 19QJ lho Tanunlo foad 
.,nd Nuuilluu C'cn:re (TFNC) in 
coll13boutton wid, the Nalurtl 
Rt::SOUKU ln~1iu.1:~ (NK.t)o(the 
Unhcd " i,,,dom m:acfe liJn U· 
seumll!l•· of lhc needs or thot t: 
in'f'OI'icd in l_hc m~rkclina o( 
ft-C'Jh casuv• from Co;ul t~nd 
T:ans~ u&ions. 1o lhe m;,rkclJ in 
O;,r o S.llunl i1nd ehewhcrc-. 
round th~l spuilaac: wu lht 
nujor ptoblctn f.acina an)'one 
CUUYI. 
futh nnava dcleriorales 
npidll arte r h:ar'f'CSI, which 
mak~J II 1 difficu11 C1op to mat-
kel (rom Nrat artis in10 l.hc chy. 
u·~ tunspot1 r~Hs to .urivc or 
brnk.s down. or &he cu-smva 
doCJ nol icll quic-.kly in lhc city 
m~kcl ot C'IJ.c\Nhuc, q·ualhy wiU 
b< I,O>I ""d 110 sole p1lce will foil 
lndint: to scfious economic 
loS~Ii fiH the (unu:r, Uldct mar• 
Jc c l MOU:Itl' Uld ftCIIitC:IS . 
The problem or CISU~ta 
spoilasc o~ho arreeu; urb•n 
hou,C\vivu who .somcllmu 
h••• dilneully findina good 
qu•H1y cau1va In 1hc mt.rkcl 
and n1un viJiC &he m&rkc:l every 
day beca\ne e:a.s!na orutol be 
kept f1t1h in l.hc home. 
TDdllional Ttnunia.n .soru-
t1o~:~s lO lht problem o( fre.1h 
cuu. ... .a spOUaae include bu-ry• 
Ina: the. e-us_;ava in phs or JUn· 
dry1nB 1hc.rn 10 m.a.kc: "'maAopa .... 
ShGWO 
people irwoiYcd in 
save- I. SUOI'IJ indlcJiian 
porcnllal ror lhc new storage 
tec-hnology~ 
Mr NdunguuJ emphas ized 
the slmplkhy or the low cosl 
« ByComspondtni ANDIU:WGRAFFliA.III ] 
tn ~uth AmrtiC1 rru.fl canaYa 
Cor ••port Is pte.lcrvcd by Crecz-
ln& or by dlpplns lh< 1001s In 
hoi wu ml•ed wilh fVnsfcldos. 
lfowe.ver, lht:te solutions do 
nol mc:c:t lhc needs orTan.un;iln 
f.a~me-rs ~nd Uadt:rs. The ro,dgn 
soluliont illrt 100 ucpef'IS(¥e .and 
lhe 1n.dition111h.oluuon,_ 1rc cl· 
1htr vnJuHable for c:ommcrcJal 
uu (ph f.IOn&c) or rc:dun lhc 
value of the: n.s.sau (~tdlopo 
produtdon). 
Wllh lhis In mind TFN<; 011d 
NRI "llh fonds Ctom lhe B•ilish 
r~::~~:toc;a·;·o~::.~:;:::.' i~r. 
li;atcd a proJc.et 10 lde.nlify and 
drvclop a 11mplc tow cosl e:.s· 
n\41 (rub root J(Of'IMC: tcctmol· 
~f.~ foe lnlcodutlion 10 T~Jnzl\• 
A Ocr eOMuhotionJ. a s1m-
p1c l«hnvloay. which hl.d been 
Otigln•lly 4ovelopcd by lho In· 
lcJnatlon.tl Cenue for Tropical 
A&rioutruro (CIATl and NRI In 
Colot;nbfaand lhcn succe:ssruny 
modified and h'andr:ttcd 10 
<lh•n• by "'• mlnilll)' or food 
11td Agrlcultutc (Oovt"rnnK'fll o( 
Oh1n.a) in tollabor..llfon whh I he 
Nation•J Rcsou,C'e. lru.litul.c. was 
scletled. 
According co lh< TFNC 
proj«'' fietdmonogor, Mr G•b<lcl 
Ndunauru. chc lirsl objtcll>tc: of 
t)u:: project owu tO CYiliUatc: lhc-
ncw lechn;ola&y under riC'Id 
condltlon1 in T.anunia. field 
Ui11J ~ttlcd 01JI ~tWCetl 19.1)" 
and 199$ in Tondalnnd Tandika 
ntaJ-ktts In lhc cily of On c-s SJ. 
lnm and lh rtc vilbgH (M:rnki. 
Suncu·( and (jumb.at ln Klnn\Wc 
Oisttlcr proved hithfr succcn:· 
M. 
N1U only w.as. the lcchnol· 
- ..... t ......... '" be suilahlc for 
CASSr1 VII roo/5 normally ddttiDrtlle quickly lo~ing both nutritional quality t1nd 
mnrket ••nlru:. (Filt p/rofo). · ' 
l<:h.u.awc OlstfiCl .and l;andik-3 
1n:ukc1. 
When lfNC: aud NRI r< · 
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Wakulima wa mihogo wapatiw~ mafunzo 
Na Abdul Njaidi, Kisarawe 
WAKULIMA wa vt jiji mbalimoali 
wtlayam hapa wam epali wa 
mafunzo ya Teknolotia ya gharama 
naluu JUU ya namna ya kuhifadhi 
munogo mbtcnt. 
Mafunzo nayo yahyoendeshwa 
na mtaalamu kutoka taasisi ya 
chakula na lishe nchtni na 
kudhaminiwa na taas1s1 ya Maliasili 
ya Uingereza. yahcnukua siku talu. 
Katika siku moili za kwanza. 
wakulima hao walifundisnwa kwa 
nadhana ambapo mtaalamu kutoka 
Taas1s1 ya Lishe, Bw. Euniace 
RWJza aliwaelezea faida ya njia hiyo 
ya kunifadhl muhogo, ambapo 
aliwaeieza kwa njia hiyo muhogo 
huweza kukaa kwa siku 7 mpaka 
1 0 Oila kunaribika. 
Mafunzo hayo yana lengo Ia· . 
l<uinua vtpato vya wananchi ambao 
zao Ia munogo ndilo unalotegemea 
kuwamg1z1a fedha. 
Mihogo ikihifadhiwa kwa njia 
hryo inaweza kukaa kwa siku nyingi 
bila kuharibika kwa hiyo kufanya 
mkulima Kuuza mihogo il1yo 1<uuza 
kwa bei ile ile. 
Kwa kawaida mihogo 
ikivunwa hukaa kwa siku moja 
·hadi tatu na baada ya hapo 
huharibika. 
Mafunzo hayo ambayo 
yaliwahusisha wataalamu mbali 
mbali kutoka wilayani Kisarawe na 
madalali kutoka masoko makuu 
ya jijini Dar es Salaam ilifanyika 
katika kijiji cha Masaki, ambapo 
shamba Ia Mwenyekiti wa Kijiji 
hicho, Bw. Said Mwanahombaza 
lililumika kwa mafunzo. 
Aki lunga mafun zo hayo, 
Oiwani wa Kala ya Masaki. Bw. 
Hamu Klnogile allwataka waiu 
wote waliohudhuria mafunzo hayo 
wakatoe utaalamu huo kwa 
wananchi wote wa wilaya hiyo. 
Mafunzo hayo ni sehemu ya 
mpango wa Taasisi ya Chakula na 
Ushe wa kutoa utaalamu huo kwa 
wakulima wa mihogo nc~ini. 
- I LGI I 
mar ahimiza u 
MAKAMU wa Rais, Dk. Omar Ali 
Juma amewaagiza wenye vi wanda 
nchini kuweka mfumo bora wa 
uzalishaji wenye lengo Ia kudhibili 
uharibifu wa mazingira. 
Ok. Omar ali loa agizo hila jan a 
baada ya kutembelea viwanda 
vinavyomilikiwa na makampuni ya 
Abood vinavyozalisha sabuni aina 
ya Komoa na mafuta ya Asante 
Maproco. 
Aliyapongeza makampuni hayo 
kwa kutekeleza maagizo ya serikali 
na Baraza Ia Mazingira nchini kwa 
kurekebisha mfumo wa uzalishaji 
katika viwanda hivyo kwa lengo Ia 
kudhibiti uchafuzi wa mazingira. 
Dk . Omar aliwataka wenye 
viwanda na wawekezaji wengine 
Na Said Mtalaam 
katika sekta hiyo k1 
serikali kwa kuchar 
mazingira kwa kuten 
mapato kwa viwat 
kuboresha mazing1ra. 
Dk. Omar aliw 
viwanda wajali na WaL 
mazingira iii kuf 
kukumbwa na janga 
maz1ngira. 
Alisema suala 
lisionekane kuwa b 
wafanyabiashara " ' 
wengine na alisem.::: 
mazingira huathiri afy· 
uchumi wa nchi. 
Halmashauri 
Na Keneddy ~ 
Sumbawa 
HALMASHAURI y; 
Sumbawanga imeku~ 
4::> ~RR ilti101::. ni ~-
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PROJECT PROPOSAL: 
THE PROMOTION AND DISSEMINATION OF A 
STORAGETECHNOLOGYTHATIMPROVESTHE 
LIVELIHOODS OF PEOPLE DEPENDENT ON THE 
MARKETING OF FRESH CASSAVA IN TANZANIA. 
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PROPOSAL 
PROJECT TITLE: The promotion and dissemination of a storage technology that 
improves the livelihoods of people dependent on the marketing 
of fresh cassava in Tanzania. 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Andrew John Graffham 
ADDRESS: 
COLLABORATORS: 
Natural Resources Institute 
University of Greenwich 
Central Avenue, Chatham Maritime, 
Kent, ME4 4TB 
Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (Mr. G. Ndunguru) 
Ministry of Agriculture - Tanzania (Mr. B. Rwenyagira) 
Tanzania Home Economics Association (Mrs. F. Chale) 
Community Development Trust _Fund (Mrs. A. Mgaya) 
TOTAL COST OF PROJECT: £118,000 
DURATION OF PROJECT: 2 years 
DATE OF SUBMISSION: March 1998 
LOCATION OF PROJECT: Tanzania 
BACKGROUND 
In this proposal all references to work already undertaken refer to the DFID funded 
Regional Africa Project on Non Grain Starch Staples (NGSS). This project was 
implemented by the Natural Resources Institute (NRI) and Tanzania Food and 
Nutrition Centre (TFNC). 
During this project, participatory needs assessment studies identified the marketing of 
fresh cassava as an important source of income for people in Tanga, Pwani (Coast), 
Dar es Salaam, Morogoro and Mwanza Regions. In the market system centred around 
Dar es Salaam, trading in fresh cassava accounted for between 30 and 80% of 
estimated household income. The studies showed that post-harvest problems 
significantly reduced income levels for key players at all points in the market chain 
(Ndunguru et al. 1998). To address these problems, a low-cost fresh cassava root 
storage technology (developed by CIAT and NRI) was selected for testing and 
adaptation under Tanzanian conditions. 
This is a simple technology involving: good harvesting practice; separation of 
damaged and undamaged roots; removal of damaged tissue from roots; dipping roots 
in water; packing roots into closed sacks; wrapping sacks of roots in a plastic sheet; 
and keeping packages of roots in the shade. 
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Testing demonstrated that the introduced storage technology could maintain the 
freshness of cassava roots for 7-10 days under field conditions, as opposed to just 1-2 
days using traditional techniques. Farmers, buyers and market personnel agreed that 
the technology was simple, easy to apply and only required limited materials (water 
and plastic sheets). 
An economic evaluation of the potential ofthe technology demonstrated that it could 
significantly improve the nett income of the key players in the market chain regardless 
of the harvesting season (Mashamba 1997 and Ndunguru et al. 1998). The potential 
maximum increases in profits were as follows: 
Key Players Percentage increase in profits using new storage technology, 
taking account of seasonal variations. 
Jan to May Junto Aug Sep to Dec 
Farmer 5% 10% 5% 
Buyer 24% 357% 83% 
Retailer 10% 45% 17% 
Source: Mashamba (1997) 
NB: The figures for June to August could not be achieved in practice due to the 
difficulty of harvesting cassava during this season. 
During the final phase of the project a sensitisation campaign was carried out to 
promote the new technology, and in particular to deliver the technology to the three 
major cassava markets in Dares Salaam and selected villages in two Districts of 
Pwani Region. The campaign was developed and modified in partnership with 
representatives of formal and informal organisations and entrepreneurs over a period 
of 18 months. 
The level of interest in the technology increased to the point where the village 
governments and market co-operatives had assumed ownership of the technology and 
were collaborating together to promote uptake in the market chains from the target 
villages to Dar es Salaam. Particularly encouraging was the introduction of new 
bylaws for fresh cassava trading in Jaribu Ward following discussions between the 
village governments of Jaribu, Bungu and Mjawa, and representatives of the market 
co-operatives in Dar es Salaam, TFNC and the Agricultural Extension Services. 
The success ofthe sensitisation campaign in Pwani Region indicated that the new 
storage technology has the potential to achieve significant impact in all regions of 
Tanzania where fresh cassava marketing is important for income generation. 
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A new project is proposed to consolidate the previous sensitisation campaign and 
promote the uptake of the storage technology, to potential beneficiaries in Tanga, 
Pwani (Coast), Dares Salaam, Morogoro, Zanzibar and Mwanza Regions of 
Tanzania. These are the Regions of Tanzania where fresh cassava marketing is most 
important for income generation. The new project proposes to use a participatory 
approach to focus dissemination activities at the community level, and to promote 
wider awareness of the technology throughout Tanzania. The main dissemination 
campaign will encourage participation and ownership among the entrepreneurs 
involved in marketing of fresh cassava. Support at community level will be provided 
by appropriate NGOs who already work within the target communities and the 
Agricultural Extension Services ofthe Ministry of Agriculture. NRI and TFNC will 
provide technical support and will also play a co-ordinating role to support working 
partnerships between potential beneficiaries, NGOs and formal institutions involved 
in the promotion of the storage technology. 
PROJECT PURPOSE 
The purpose ofthis project is to improve the livelihoods of those involved in 
marketing fresh cassava in Tanzania, by promoting the uptake oflow-cost fresh 
cassava root storage technology. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Participatory dissemination of low-cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology to beneficiaries in Pwani, Tanga, Dar es Salaam, Morogoro, Zanzibar 
and Mwanza Regions 
1.1. To carry out stakeholder analysis studies in Pwani, Tanga, Dares Salaam, 
Morogoro, Zanzibar and Mwanza Regions to assess the importance of fresh cassava 
for income generation in these areas, identify production areas and urban markets, 
characterise the market chains and identify key personnel for future dissemination 
activities (these studies will build on the needs assessment case studies made in 
Tanga, Dares Salaam and Lake Zone during the DFID-funded Regional Africa 
Project on NGSS). 
1.2. Partnerships will be established with NGOs working within the target 
communities. Technical backstopping will be provided by TFNC and NRI. Financial 
support will be provided using existing micro-credit schemes. NGOs will be 
encouraged to integrate the storage technology into their work programmes with 
community groups in the targeted areas. 
1.3. At the community level, key players from the market chain (farmers, traders 
and market personnel) and representatives of village governments will be encouraged 
to take an active role in the dissemination process by acting as community trainers. 
1.4. Partnerships will also be established with the Agricultural Extension Services 
in the target areas. The MoA personnel are envisaged as having a role in promoting 
wider awareness of the technology (and implications for fresh cassava marketing) 
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within the target areas through existing mobile education support units, existing 
national programmes and promotional literature such as the farmers magazine 
(Ukulima Wa Kisasa) and extension newsletter. 
1.5. To promote wider awareness of the low-cost storage technology, media 
representatives will be encouraged to publicise project activities through the use of 
radio, newspapers and television. 
1.6. In their co-ordinating role, TFNC and NRI will: provide technical 
backstopping; agree a series of time-bound milestones with each partner organisation; 
and assess progress in the dissemination of the technology at regular intervals. 
2. Establishment of support groups for new users ofthe technology 
2.1. In areas targeted for dissemination activities, use will be made of existing 
networks of groups (supported by the partner NGOs) to provide training and technical 
and financial support to users of the technology. The financial component of the 
support package will involve making loans to individuals or teams within the group to 
purchase materials required to use the storage technology. Loans will be provided 
through existing micro-finance schemes established by the partner NGOs to support 
the activities of the community groups. The loans would involve small sums 
(typically 3-5 thousand Tanzanian Shillings), but are needed to enable entrepreneurs 
to purchase the plastic sheets required for application of the technology. 
3. Integration of low-cost fresh cassava root storage technology into existing 
work programmes of partner NGOs and MoA to promote sustainable 
dissemination. 
3 .1. Training packages will be developed to promote integration of the storage 
technology into the existing training and dissemination programmes of the partner 
NGOs. 
3.2. To revise a small part of the curriculum of the Ministry of Agriculture 
Training Institutes (MATI) to include fresh cassava marketing, low-cost storage 
technology (including technical and economic benefits of the technology) and 
approaches for dissemination. 
3.3. Training packages will be developed to integrate dissemination of the storage 
technology into the existing T&V (Training and Visits) programme ofthe 
Agricultural Extension Service. 
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OUTPUTS 
1. Low-cost storage technology disseminated to identified beneficiaries in Pwani, 
Tanga, Dares Salaam, Morogoro, Zanzibar and Mwanza Regions. 
2. Support groups for users established within existing systems to provide 
training, financial and technical support to new users of the technology. 
3. Low-cost storage technology integrated into work programmes of partner 
NGOs, curricula ofMATis and national extension programmes to ensure 
sustained promotion and support for the technology. 
CONTRIBUTION OF OUTPUTS 
The outputs of this project will contribute significantly to the uptake of a technology 
developed initially using DFID RNRRS funds that has demonstrated positive impact 
on the livelihoods of poor people in Tanzania. 
BENEFICIARIES 
The principal beneficiaries will be those people whose livelihoods depend on the 
marketing of fresh cassava roots. 
The other beneficiaries will include the Ministry of Agriculture and selected NGOs 
whose capability for making post-harvest interventions will be strengthened. 
RISKS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
It is assumed that: 
• representatives of all informal and formal groupings and individuals targeted will 
be willing to co-operate in the proposed activities; 
• that fresh cassava continues to play a significant role in income generation in the 
areas targeted for dissemination activities; and 
• that key players in targeted market systems will be willing to collaborate to 
implement the storage technology at all stages in the system (preliminary findings 
indicate this to be the case). 
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INDICATIVE FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
FY 1998/1999 FY 1999/2000 TOTAL 
Staff costs 20 20 40 
Travel 6 6 12 
Dissemination 13 17 30 
Materials* 
Local Travel & 13 17 30 
Per Diems 
Internal Airfares 2 4 6 
TOTAL COSTS 54 64 118 
* =includes micro-finance schemes, training activities, leaflets and posters. 
NB: All figures are in thousands of Pounds Sterling(£). 
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OUTLINE PROJECT LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
Narrative Summary Objectively Means of External 
Verifiable Verification Risks and 
Indicators (MoV) Assumptions 
(OVIs) 
Goal 
Purpose Purpose to 
Goal 
To improve the livelihoods of those involved in marketing fresh 
cassava in Tanzania, by promoting the uptake oflow-cost fresh 
cassava root storage technology. 
Outputs Output to 
Purpose 
I. Low-cost storage technology disseminated to identified 
beneficiaries in Pwani, Tanga, Dar es Salaam, Morogoro, Zanzibar 
and Mwanza Regions. 
2. Support groups for users established and integrated into existing 
networks and micro-finance schemes established by the partner 
NGOs. 
3. Work programmes of partner NGOs, curricula of MATis and 
national extension programmes revised to ensure sustained 
promotion and support for the technology. 
Activities Activities to 
Outputs 
1.1. To carry out stakeholder analysis studies in key Regions to 
identify potential beneficiaries in these areas. 
1.2. To form partnerships with appropriate NGOs to enable them 
to integrate the new storage technology into their work 
programmes with community groups in the target areas. 
1.3. To form partnerships with key players at community level, 
and encourage active participation in dissemination activities and 
ownership of the technology by beneficiaries. 
1.4. To form partnerships with the Agricultural Extension Services 
to promote wider awareness of the technology in the target areas. 
1.5. To promote wider awareness of the technology in Tanzania 
through the use of radio, newspapers and television. 
1.6. To provide technical backstopping, agree time-bound 
milestones with each partner, and assess progress at regular 
intervals. 
2.1. To establish community groups and provide training, 
technical and financial support to group members adopting the 
storage technology. 
3.1. To develop training packages to promote integration of the 
technology into the work programmes of the partner NGOs. 
3.2. To revise a small part of the curriculum of the MATis. 
3.3. To develop training packages to promote integration of the 
storage technology into the T & V programme of the MoA. 
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APPENDIX6. 
PROJECT DISSEMINATION MATERIALS 
1. Reproduction of"A3" format laminated promotional poster illustrating low 
cost fresh cassava storage technology (Kiswahili version). 
2. Reproduction of "AS" format brochure for potential users of the low cost 
fresh cassava storage technology (Kiswahili version). 
3. Reproduction of"A5" format manual for extension workers on the low cost 
fresh cassava storage technology (Kiswahili version). 
4. Reproduction of"A5" format brochure for potential users of the low cost 
fresh cassava storage technology (English language version). 
5. Reproduction of"A5" format manual for extension workers on the low cost 
fresh cassava storage technology (English language version). 
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JINSIYA 
KUHIFADHI 
MHOGO MBICHI TMSISI YA CIIAKULA 
NA LISIIE TANZANIA 
HIFADHI Y A GHARAlVIA NAFUU YA MIHOGO MlBICHI NI 
NJIA ILIYORAHISI NA HUTUMIA MAJI, MAGUNIA NA 
KARA TASI ZA NAILONI NA HUTUNZA MffiOGO KW A 
lVIUDA W A Sll(U 7 HAD! 10 IKIW A MlBICHI I(AMA 
ILIVY OVUNvV A. ZIFU ATAZO NI N JIA ZA KUFU ATA 
KATIKA I(UHIFADHI MlliOGO MlBICHI. 
1. NG'OA MHOGO KWA 
UANGALIFU SANA ILl 1\UZIZI 
JUAKJE IMESIIIICAMANA NA 
SIIINA. TENGANISIIA I\11110GO 
NA SIIINA KWA KUKATA KWA 
UANGALIFU. 
2. TENGANISIIA i\IIIIOGO 
,\llZII\IA NA ILIYO IIARIIliKA 
KATIKA i\IAFUNGU i'IIAWILI. 
3. TUMIA KISU KIKALI 
KUKA TA NA KUONDOA 
SEHEMU MBOVU WAKATI 
UNAPOSAFISHA VIDONDA 
KWENYE MIHOGO. Hn NI 
PAMOJA NA KUFANYA USO 
BAPA. 
4. MIMINA MAJI KWENYE 
NDOO AU BESENI KUBWA 
UALAFU ZAMISHA MIHOGO 
KWA DAKIKA MOJA NA 
KUITOA. 
Kwa maelezo zaidi wasiliaua 
Mkurugenzi Mtendaji, 
Taasisi ya Chakula na Lishe 
Tanzania 
S.L.P 977, 
DAR-ES-SALAAM 
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5. WEKA MIHOGO 
ILIYOLOWANISIIWA KWENYE 
VIROBA. 
6. FUNGA VIROBA VIZUIU 
KWA KAi'11BA. PANGA VIROBA 
JUU Y A MAGOGO KWENYE 
IGVULI. FUNIKA VIZURI 
VIROBA VYENYE MIIIOGO KW,\ 
KARAT AS! YA NAILONI AU 
VIPANDE VYA VIROBA 
VILIVYOSUONWA I'AMOJA. 
Andiko hili ni matokeo ya mradi wa 
uhamishaji wa tcknolojia kanda ya Afrika 
uliofadhiliwa na ldara ya Maendcleo y> 
Kimataifa (DFID). Hata hivyo, idara hi yo 
haitakubali kuhusika kw> habari au maoni 
yaliyotolewa. 
\0 
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Andiko hili ni matokeo ya mradi wa uhamishaji 
wa teknolojia kanda ya Afrika uliofadhiliwa na 
ldara ya Maendeleo ya Kimataifa ya Uingereza 
(DFID). Hata hivyo Shirika Ia Maendeleo Ia 
Uingereza halitakubali kuhusika kwa habari au 
maoni yaliyotolewa. 
Mradi wa Uhamishji wa teknolojia umetekelezwa 
na Taasisi ya Chakula na Lishe Tanzania na 
Taasisi ya Mali As iii ya Uingereza (NRI). 
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TMSISI :Y A CIIAKULA. 
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JINSI YA KUHIFADHI 
MHOGO MBICHI 
Tcknolojla ya gharama naruu ya kuhiradhl mihogo miblchi 
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1. NG'OA MIIOGO KWA UANGALIFU SANA ILl 
MIZIZI IBAKIE IMESHIKAMANA NA SIIINA. 
2. TENGANISIIA MIIIOGO NA SIIINA KW A 
KUKATA KWA UANGALIFU. 
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ILIYOIIARIDIKA 
3. TENGANISIIA MIIIOGO MIZIMA NA ILIYO 
IIAIUDIKA I(ATIKA MAFUNGU MA WILl. 
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4. TUMIA KISU IOKALI KUKATA NA KUONDOA 
SEIIEMU MUOVU WAKA TI UNAPOSAFISIIA 
VIDONDA KWENYE MIIIOGO. lin NI l'AMOJA NA 
KUFANYA USO DAPA. 
RUHUSU SEIIEMU ILIYOKATWA IKAUKE VYEMA 
· I(ADLA YA KUTUMDUIOZA KWENYE MAJI. 
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5. MIMINA MAJI KWENYE NDOO AU llESENI 
KUDWA IIALAFU ZAMISIIA MIHOGO KWA DAKIKA 
MOJA NA KUITOA. 
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6. WEKA MillO GO ILIYOLOW ANISIIW A KWENYE 
VIRODA. 
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9. FUNIKA VIZURI VIROBA VYENYE MIIIOGO KWA 
KARATASI YA NAILONI AU VIPANDE VYA VIROBA 
VILIVYOSIIONWA PAMOJA. 
Kwa maelezo zaidi wasiliana na: 
Mkurugenzi Mtendaji, 
Taasisi ya Chakula na Lishe Tanzania 
S.L.P 977, 
DAR-ES-SALAAM 
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Andiko hili ni malokeo ya mradi wa uhamishaji wa teknolojia 
kanda ya Afrika u\iofadhiliwa na ldara ya Maende\eo ya Kimataifa 
(DFID). Hala hivyo, idara hiyo haitakubali 
kuhusika kwa habari au maoni yaliyotolcwa. 
Mradi wa Uhamishaji wa tckno\ojia umetekelezwa na Taasisi 
ya Chakula na Lishe Tanzania na Taasisi ya Mali ya Asili ya 
Uingereza (NRI). 
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T AASISI Y A CIIAKULA 
NA LISIIE TANZANIA 
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JINSI YA I(UHIFADIII 
MHOGO MBICIII 
KWA 
KUTUMIA 
Teknolojin ya ghnrnmn nnfuu 
Mwongozo kwa 
Wafanyakazi wa ugani na Elimu kwa uma 
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UTANGULIZ.I 
Ni rahisi kupanda muhogo, lakini ukishavunwa huchulma muda 
mfupi kuharibika (siku 1-2). Kuharibika haraka na kushuka 
thamani ni tatizo linnlowakumba waku.lima wa mikoa ya Pwani na 
Tanga nmbao huuza muhogo wao kwa masoko ya Oar es Salaam. 
Kadri muhogo unavyochcleweshwa kumfikia mlaji baada ya 
kuvunwa, thamani yake inazidi kupungua na hivyo kupunguza 
palo kwa wnkulima, wafanyabiashara na madalali . 
llif:tdhi yn ghnrnmn nnruu yn muhogo mblchi ikoje? 
Hifadhi ya gharama nnfuu ya muhogo mbichi ni njia iliyo rahisi na 
hutumia maji, mngunia, na makaratasi ya nailoni na kutunza 
muhogo wetu kwa muda wa siku 7-10 ukiwa kama ulivyovunwa. 
Njia hii huzia muhogo kupoteza ubichi (m11ji maji) na husababisha 
hali kuwa kama muhogo unavyokuwa kwenye udongo (unyevu na 
vuguvugu). 
Nnni Rli:IJIIISWR kuturnia njia ya ghamma naruu yn lnthifdhl 
mnhogo mbichi? 
Kwa tcknolojia kuwa ya manufaa zaidi inapaswa ianze kutumika 
pindi tu llaada ya mihogo kung'olewa 1111 mkulima/mfanyabiashara 
nn kuendclezwa (na msnfirishaji, mchuuzi na mfanyabiash11ra reja 
rcjn) hmli mihogo imfikie mlaji. Walaji w:maweza kuhiradhi 
mihogo yno kwa kila kaya kadiri ya mnhitaji. 
JE KUNA MATATIZO GANI WAKATI WA KUUZA MUIIOGO 
MOICIU? 
Mihogo huvunjika vunjika wakati wa kuvuna na kusatirisha. 
Mihogo huoza na kupoteza ubora wake kutokana na kuchelewa 
kuuzwa sokoni. 
Nl YEPI MANUFAA YA KUTUMIA TEKNOLOJIA YA GIIARAMA 
NAFUU YA KUHIFADIII MIIIOGO MIOICIII? 
Hupunguza hasara kwa wale wote wanaohusika na biashara ya 
mihogo hadi mlaji wa mwisho. 
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MAIIITAJI KWA IIIFADIII YA MUIIOGO MBICIU 
I. Kim kikali- Kwa kukata muhogo toka kwenye shina 
baada ya kuwna na kusalishia vidonda. 
2. Maji- Kulowesha/kunyunyizia muhogo kabla ya kupakia 
kwenye gunia. 
3. Chombo- Ndoo au bakuli kubwa ya kuhifadhia maji ya 
kulowesha mihogo kabla ya kuhifadhi. 
4. Gunia - Kwaajili ya kupakia mihogo kamba kwaajili ya 
kufungia gunia lililojazwa muhogo. 
5. Knrntasi ya nniloni- Ya kuli.mikialzungushia gunia 
lililojazwa muhogo. 
6. Mngogo - Kwaajili ya kuwekea magunia ya muhogo na 
kuzuia yasigusane na udongo. 
7. Kivuli- (Chini ya miti) kuzuia muhogo usikauke kwa 
kuchomwa na jua . 
JINSI VA KUIIIFADIII MIIOGO MIBICIII- kwa kutumia teknolojia 
ya gharama nafuu. 
Vlpengele vyn teknolojln ya gluuama nnruu ya hiradhl ya 
mihogo miblchi. 
1. Ng'oa kwa uangalifu huku mihogo ikibakia na mashina yakc . 
2. Chagua na tcnganisha mihogo ambayo haijaharibika na ile 
iliyoharibika katika mafungu mawili. 
3. Safisha vidonda kwenye mihogo iliyoharibika. 
4. Tumbukiza mihogo mibichi kwenye maji kwa dakika moja . 
5. Weka kwenye viroba. 
6. Weka viroba vya mihogo juu ya magogo kwenye kiwli. 
7. Funika vyema viroba vya mihogo kwa karatasi ya nailoni. 
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I. UVUNAJI/UNG'OAJI 
IIi kupala mihogo ambayo haijaharibika, tifua ardhi kando kando 
ya mmea wa mhogo, halafu n'goa kwa kuvuta shina Ia mmea wa 
mhogo kwa uangalifu. Tenganisha mihogo na shina kwa kukata 
juu kidogo ya mahali ambapo mizizi inaposhikana na shina kwa 
kutumia kisu kikali. 
Ung'oaji/uvunaji kwa uangalifu ni muhimu sana kwani mihogo 
ambayo haijakwaruzika hudumu kwa kipindi kirefu zaidi 
inapohifadhiwa kwa teknolojia ya gharama nafuu na hununuliwa 
kwa bei nzuri sawa na iliyong'olewa siku hiyo hata kama 
imehifadhiwa kwa zaidi ya wiki moja. Uvunaji kwa uangalifu pia 
hupunguza upotevu wa vipande ambavyo vingekatwa na kutupwa 
wakati wa kusafisha makovu. 
Daada ya zoezi Ia uvunajilung· oaji kukamilika hatua zinazofuatia 
(yaani kuchambua, kusafisha makovu, 
Kunyunyizia maji, kuweka kwenye viroba na kufunika kwa 
karatasi ya nailoni) hufanywa bila kuchelewa, kwani mihogo 
hupoteza haraka ubora wake pindi inapovunjwa kwa kupoteza 
unyevunyevu ulionayo. Upoteaji wa maji katika mhogo unakuwa 
mbaya zaidi mihogo inapoachwa kenye jua baada ya kuvunwa. 
Kwa sababu hiyo, rnihogo inatakiwa ivunwe mapema asubuhi au 
jioni sana wakati jua siyo kali sana. Panapowezekana mihogo 
iliyokwisha vunwa iwekwe kivulini huku ikiwa imefunikwa kwa 
majani hadi itakapochambuliwa tayari kwa kuhifadhiwa. 
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ILJVOMIZIMA ILIVOIIARIDIKA 
2. UCIIAMDUZI 
Tenganisha mihogo iliyoharibika (iliyokatwa, iliyochubuka, 
iliyokwamzika na iliopasuka) na ile iliyo mizima katika mafungu 
mawili tofauti. Mihogo iliyoharibika inahitaji kusafishwa vidonda 
wakati ambapo ile mizima inahitaji kunyunyiziwa maji na 
kuwekwa kwenye viroba. 
.. 
3. USAFISIIAJl WA VlDONDA 
Kuosha au kusafisha vidonga kwa kisu kikali iii kufanya mkato 
safi bapa na kuondoa vipande vilivyoharibika. Sehemu iliyokatwa 
iachwe mpaka ikauke iii kutoruhusu maji yasipenyeze kwenye 
mhogo wakati utakapotumlmkizwa kwenye maji. 
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4. KUTUMDUKIZA KWENYE MAJI 
Mimina maji kwenye ndoo au beseni halafu tumbukiza mihogo 
iliyokwishachambuliwa na kusnlishwa na uiache kwenye maji kwa 
dakika moja. Hoe mihogo kwenye maji na kuruhusu maji maji 
yaliyo kwenye mihogo yarudi kwenye ndoo. 
f!!!J 
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5. UWEKAJI KWENYE VJRODA 
Baada ya kutoa mihogo kutoka kwenye maji, iweke kwenye 
viroba hadi kiasi cha kuruhusu kufungwa vizuri. Hakikisha kiroba 
hakijai kiasi cha kusababisha michuboko wakati wa kufunga. 
Inaelekezwa kuwa mihogo iliyoharibika na mizima hujazwa 
kwenye viroba tofauti au kama imeshindikana, weka mihogo 
iliyoharibika kwenye kiroba juu iii iweze kuondolcwa na kutumiwa 
mapema kabla ya ile mizima. 
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6, JINSI YA KUI'ANGA VIROBA 
Kij ij ini/soltoni: 
llikuhakikisha ubora wa mihogo mibichi inadumu, viroba lazima 
vihifadhiwe kwenye kivuli na visiwekwe/visilazwe kwenye udongo 
mbichi au wenye unyevunyevu. Kuepusha viroba vya mihogo 
kulokana na jato Ia jua na udongo wenye unyevunyevu, laza 
viroba juu ya magogo kwenye kivuli. 
Usnfirishaji ltwn barnbnrn: 
Mhogo unaposafirishwa kwa barabara, viroba vyenye mihogo 
iliyojemhiwa vipangwe karibu kabisa na juu ya viroba vingine vya 
mihogo mizima na upakiaji na upakuaji ufanywe kwa uangalifu 
kupunguza uwezekano wa kuongeza uharibifu zaidi. Baada ya 
kupakia viroba, mihogo ifunikwe kwa ukanda wa majani ambayo 
husaidia kupunguza uharibifu zaidi. Karatasi ya nailoni ifungwe 
kwa kamba kusaidia kufunika viz.uri. 
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7. UFUNIKAJI WA VIRODA VYA l\11110GO 
Wakati viroba vya mihogo vimehifadhiwajuu ya mbao au wakati 
vikiwa kwcnye gari, ni lazima vizungushwe ndani ya karnlasi ya 
nailoni. Karatasi ya nailoni hucpusha upoteaji wa maji kutoka 
kwenye mihogo na hivyo kudumisha ubora wa mihogo. 
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MANUFAA VA KUTUMIA TEKNOLOGIA YAGIIARAMANAFUUYA 
KUIIIFADIII MUIIOGO MDICIII, 
Gharama ya kununua na kuuza muhogo viroba 12 bila kutumia 
teknolojia ya gharama nafuu 
shs. 110,940/= 
Gharama ya kununua na kuuza muhogo viroba 12 kwa kutumia 
teknolojia ya gharama nafuu 
shs. 125,540/= 
Mapato ya kuuza muhogo kwa siku 4 sokoni ni kama 
ifuatavyo: -
Dila tcknoloj in 
Siku ya kwanza viroba 
4 x 12,000 = shs. 48,000 
Siku ya pili viroba 
3 x I 0,200 = shs. 30,600 
Siku ya tatu viroba 
3 x 8600 = shs. 25,800 
Siku ya nne viroba 
2 x 6000 = shs. 12,000 
Jumla 
Faida 
116,400 
5% 
Kwa kutumia tekno1ojia 
4x 12 = shs. 48,000 
3 x 12 = shs. 36,000 
3 x 12 = shs. 36,000 
2 x 12 = shs. 24,000 
144,000 
12% 
Je hifadhi ya gharnma nafuu lnawcza kntnmika nyumbnni? 
Njia hii inafaa kuanza kutumika mara tu baada ya kuV\ma na ni 
muhimu hifadhi hii iendelee mpaka muhogo unapomlikia mlaji. 
Je hifadhi ya gharama nafuu inaweza kutoka nyumbani? 
Ni njia rahisi, kwani unahitaji maji, plastiki na nailoni iii 
kutunza muhogo wako kwa muda mrefu. 
Kuvuna kwa uangnlifu kuna umuhimu gaui? 
Ukivuna kwa uangalifu utapata muhogo mzuri usio a makovu 
wala kuvunjika. Hivyo utapata bei nzuri ikilinganishwa na 
muhogo uliovunjika na kuchubuka. 
Je Dila kusnfisha mnkovu hifndhi yn ghnrnma nafun itaknwa 
sawa? 
Ni muhimu kusalisha makovu kwenye muhogo wetu, kwani kuoza 
huanzia kwenye sehemu iliyokuwa na kidonda na kuenea kwenye 
sehemu zingine. Kama vidonda havikusafishwa njia hii haitasaidia 
kuhifadhi mihogo hiyo. 
Je tunahitaji mnjl kwn ajili ya hifadhl ya gharnma nafnn? 
Njia hii inahitaji maji na jato joto iii tuweze kupata hali ya 
uvuguvugu kama inavyokuwa kwenye udongo. Dila maji hifadhi 
hii haiwezekani kwani muhogo utapoteza maji (ubichi) na kukauka 
kwa kupoteza ubichi. 
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Tunas1nswn kutumbukizn kiln mzizi kwenye mnji au 
kunyunyizin mnji juu ya viroba vya mihogo? 
IIi njia hii ya hifadhi ya gharama nafuu ifanye kazi yake kwa ufanisi 
zaidi. Uso wote wa mzizi lazima ugusane na maji. Hii inaweza 
kufanywa kwa kuturnbukiza rnizizi kwenye maji au kwa 
kunyunyizia maji kidogo juu ya viroba vilivyojazwa mihogo. 
Unyunyizaji maji juu ya viroba vilivyokwisha jazwa mihogo na 
halafu kuizungushia ndani ya karalasi ya nailoni ni mzuri kutumia 
sokoni. 
Je kulumlmkiza kwenye mnji kunaweza kusnbnbisha mihogo 
kuozn? 
lkiwa mihogo italumbukizwa kwenye maji na kutolewa na maji ya 
ziada kuruhusiwa kuchuruzika kiasi cha kufanya ngozi ya 
juu kubaki na unyevunyevu hakuna uwezekano wa kuoza iii mradi 
vidonda vimesalishwa na mihogo mizima na iliyojeruhiwa 
imetenganishwa. 
Jc, tuuns1nswa kuhifndhi mihogo kwcnyc virobn 
vilivyofungwa au vilivyo wnzi? 
Hifadhi ya gharama nafuu ya mihogo mibichi hufanya mazingira 
(vuguvugu na unyevu) kando kando ya mizizi yafanane sana na 
yale wakati mihogo ingali bado chini kwenye udongo. Kwa hiyo 
yalupasa kuhifadhi mihogo kwenye viroba vilivyofungwa iii 
kudumisha hali ya uvuguvugu na unyevu katika mazlngira ya 
mihogo. Viroba vilivyo wazi huruhusu joto na hali ya 
unyevunyevu kutowcka, hali inayofanya teknolojia kutofanya kazi. 
Je lunapaswa kutenganisha mihogo mizlmn nn ilc iliyo nn 
majerahn wnkati wa kuhlfadhi? 
Ndiyo, tunapaswa kutenganisha mihogo rnizima na iliyo na 
rnajeraha kwani uozaji huanzia kwenye mihogo Hi yo na majeraha 
na kuenea hadi kwenye rnihogo iliyokuwa miz.ima. Iwapo 
italazimika kuhifadhi mihogo mizima na ile iliyo na majeraha 
pamoja, basi mihogo mizima iwekwe kwanza kwenye kiroba 
ikifuatiwa na iliyo na majeraha iii wakati wa kutoa kutoka kwenye 
kiroba itolewe.na kuuz.wa kwanza na muuzaji wa reja rcja. 
Kwa nini turunike viroba vya mihogo katika knratasi yn 
nailoni 1111 turubai? 
Karatasi ya nailoni au turubai huzuia upotevu wa joto na 
unyevunyevu na hivyo kufanya mihogo ibakie kuwa katika 
hali nzuri hata baada ya kipindi kirefu baada ya kuvunwa. 
Je, tunnwezn kutumia majnni kufunikin viroha badnla ya 
knrntasi ya nailoni? 
Majani hayawezi kutumika badala ya karatasi ya nailoni kwani 
hayawezi kuzuia upolevu wajoto na hali ya unyevunyevu. Kuzuia 
upotevu wa hali ya unyevunyevu, yatupasa lutumie karatasi ya 
nailoni au vipande vya viroba vilivyoshonwa parnoja. 
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Je, nyakatl ra ukamelkiangazi tunaweza kutumla majani 
makavu kufunika viroba vya niihogo? 
Majani makaw hayawezi kutumika kufunika viroba kwani 
hayawezi kuzuia upotevu wa bali ya unyewnyew katika 
mazingira ya mihogo iliyo kwenye viroba. 
Je, lwnpo karntnsl zn nalloni hnzitakuwepo tnnaweza kuhmlia 
vlpnnde vyn vlroba vilivy.oshonwa pamoja? 
Vipande vya viroba vilyivyoshonwa pamoja vinaweza kutumika 
sawa na karatasi ya nailoni iii ntradi havina matobo ·mengi. 
Jc, ni WAJll knralnsi za nniloul zinnJlnliknnn IIA kwa bei gnnl? 
Karatasi ya nailoni zinapatikana katika kiwanda cha Tegry Plastics 
kilichopo barabara ya Nycrere au maduka ya reja reja 
jijini Dar-es-Salaam. Karatasi hizo huuzwra shilingi za kilanzania 
elfu moja mia nne hadi elfu moja mia sita (1400-
1600 /-). Kwa mita za mraba mmoja na nusu {l.Sm2) na 
hutosbeleza kufunika viroba viwili vya 1.nihogo mibicbi. 
KUMDUKUMBU 
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Kama uCnkuwn na swnlllolote nu ulnhienjllnnrifn/hnbnri 
zozote lnayohusu hlfndhl yn ghnrnmn nnruu ya mihogo 
ntlbichl, wasillnnn nn: 
Mkurugenzi Mtendaji, 
Taasisi ya Chakula na Lishe Tanzania 
S.L.P977, 
DAR-ES-SALAAM 
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FRESI-1 CASSAVA 
LoiY Cost Fresh Can:l\'a Root Stonge Technology 
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1. HARVEST CASSAVA CAREFULLY WITII ROOTS 
INTACT ON TilE STEM. 
2. CUT THE ROOTS OFF TilE STEM CAREFULLY. 
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UNDAMAGEJ) 
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DAMAGED 
3. SEPARATE DAMAGED AND UNDAMAGED 
ROOTS INTO 1WO HEAPS. 
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4. USE A SHARP KNIFE TO CUTAWAY DAMAGED 
-PIECES FROM DAMAGED ROOTS IIY MAKING 
CLEAN SMOOTH CUTS. ALLOW CUT SURFACES 
TO DRY DEFORE DIPPING ROOTS IN WATER. 
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5. POUR WATER INTO A BIG CONTAINER, 
AND DIP ROOTS IN TilE WATER. 
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6. PUT DIPPED (WET) ROOTS INTO SACKS. 
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9. WRAP SACKS WITII PLASTIC SHEETS OR 
SHEETS MADE FROM OLD KIRODAS SEWN 
TOGETHER. 
For furthet· information please contact either: 
The Managing Director, 
Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC) 
PO Box 977, 
Dar-es-Salaam 
TANZANIA 
m· 
Dr Andrew Westby, 
Natural Resources Institute 
Central Avenue, Chatham, 
I Kent ME4 4TB 
1 UNITED KINGDOM 
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This publication is an output from the Regional Mrica 
Teclmology Transfer Project funded by the Department for 
International Development (DFID) of the United Kingdom. 
However the Department for International Development 
can accept no responsibility for any information provided 
or views expressed. 
The Regional Mrica Technology Transfer Project was 
implemented by the Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre 
and the Natural Resources Institute (NRI) of the 
United Kingdom. 
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HOW TO STORE 
FRESH CASSAVA 
USING 
Low Cost Fresh Cassna Root Storage Technology 
A manual for 
Agricultural Extension Officers and Community Trainers 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cassava is very easy to grow, but spoils quickly after 
harvesting (within 1-2 days), Rapid loss of quality and 
hence sale price is a major problem for farmers in Pwani 
and Tanga Regions who supply cassava to the markets in 
Dar es Salaam. Any delay in getting the cassava from 
the field to the consumer in the city will reduce its quality 
and sale price, and thus reduce the income of the farmers, 
traders, commission agents and retailers who supply the 
cassava to the consumer . 
What Is low cost fresh cassava root storage 
technology? 
The low cost fresh cassava root storage technology is a 
very simple method for keeping cassava roots fresh for 
7-10 days using water, sacks and a plastic sheet. 
This method keeps the cassava fresh by preventing 
water loss from the roots, and creating conditions in the 
storage sacks which are like those found when the cassava 
is buried underground (warm and moist conditions). 
Who should use low cost fresh cnssnvn root 
storage technology? 
This technique is suitable for use by farmers, 
farmer/traders, commission agents, retailers and 
consumers of fresh cassava. 
For the technology to work properly the storage technique 
needs to be applied immediately after harvest by the 
farmer/trader and maintained (by the transporter, 
conunission agent and retailer) until the root reaches the 
consumer. Consumers can keep their cassava fresh by 
using the technique at the household level. 
What problems are associated with marketing of 
fresh CRSSava? 
Breakage of cassava roots during harvest and transportation. 
Deterioration of fresh cassava roots due to delays in marketing. 
What are the benefits of low cost fresh cRssava 
root storage technology? 
This technology reduces losses incurred by all those involved in 
the marketing of fresh cassava roots including final consumers 
who benefit from a higher quality more durable product. 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR STORING FRESJI CASSAVA 
I. Sharp knife -To use for removing cassava roots 
from the plant stem after harvesting and wound dressing. 
2. w,_ter- To moisten roots before packing into sacks. 
·3. Container- A bucket or large bowl to hold water 
: for dipping roots before packing . 
4. . Sacks - Jute or rice sacks for packing cassava 
·roots, and string for closing the sacks after filling. 
S·. Plastic sheet - Used to wrap sacks after they 
have been filled with cassava roots. 
6. Wooden pallets- Pieces of wood on which sacks 
· of cassava are stored to prevent them coming into contact 
.':with the ground. 
7. Shade - To protect roots from direct sunlight which 
causes roots to dry out. 
II OW TO S'I'OJH•: l' ll i':SII C:ASSII \'A-using the low cu~ l li ·csli 
cassav<1 root storilgc technology. 
S11111ntnry of low cost f•-rsh Cllssava l'ool 
storngc technology: 
I. l·larvest roots carcli•lly wi th roots intact on stem 
2 Sort undamaged (good) nnd damaged ronl s intn 
Ill'(\ pi les. 
J Clciln and dress wounds on damaged rm11s 
4. Dip roots in w<~t cr. 
5. Pnck dipped roots into sacks. 
6. Place sacks on a platform oflogs in the shade. 
7. Wn1p sacks in plastic sheet. 
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1. HARVESTING 
To maintain high root quality loosen the soil around the 
base of the plant remove from the ground taking care to 
avoid damaging the roots (by bruising, cutting or breaking 
roots). Cut the roots off the stem carefully by making a 
clean cut with a sharp knife just above the point where the 
root attaches to the plant. 
Careful harvesting is very important because undamaged 
roots can be kept fresh for longer using the low cost storage 
technology, and will give farmers a better return on their 
investment. Good harvesting technique also reduces 
losses resulting from the need to cut out damaged pieces 
of root (wound dressing). 
After harvesting the remaining steps of the technology 
(sorting, dressing, dipping packing and wrapping) should be 
done without delay because cassava roots lose their 
· freshness rapidly after removal from the ground as a 
. result of water loss. Water loss is made worse if roots are 
lefi in the hot sun afier harvest. For this reason harvesting 
should be done in the early morning or late afternoon when 
the sun is not so hot, if possible cassava should be stacked i 
in the shade or covered with grass and leaves until it can 
be sorted. 
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UNDAMAGEI> DAMAGED 
2. SORTING 
Separate the damaged (those with cuts, tears, bruises, 
abrasions and splits) and good (undamaged) rools into 
two piles. Damaged roots will require wound dressing, 
good roots can be dipped in waler and packed immediately. 
This is an important step because damaged roots need to 
be separated from good roots as they will not keep as long 
as the good roots. 
.. 
3, WOUND DRESSING 
To dress or clean wounds use a knife to make a sharp flat 
clean cut to remove damaged pieces of root, allow the 
cut surfaces to dry before carrying out the dipping step. 
When the cut surfaces dry they seal, and will not allow 
water to get inside the root during dipping. 
Wound dressing is important because rots tend to start in 
damaged parts of the root and then spread to the rest of 
the root. Cutting away damaged root pieces helps to 
prevent rotting of damaged roots. 
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4. I>II'I'ING 
Pour water into n la rge bucket or bowl and dip the soned 
roots into the water ror a lew seconds, remove roots and 
allow excess water to drain back into bowl. 
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5, PACKJNG 
After dipping, pack the roots into closed sacks, and tie the 
sacks securely with string. Care should be taken not to 
overfill the sacks as this would cause damage to the 
surface of the roots (bruising and abrasion). Undamaged 
and damaged roots should be packed into separate sacks. 
If this is not possible damaged roots should be placed in 
the top of the sack, so that they get removed and used 
before the undamaged roots. 
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6. ARRANGEMENT OF SACKS 
Villnge/mnrket: To keep cassava roots in fresh 
condition sacks of cassava should be stored in a shady 
place, and not allowed to lay on wet ground. To protect 
sacks from the heat of the sun and prevent them from 
laying on the ground and getting wet, place them on a 
platform of logs in a shady position. 
Rond trnnspo1·t: When sacks are to be transported by 
road, sacks of damaged roots should be placed near the 
top of the load and care should be taken in loading and 
unloading to reduce the risk of causing further damage to 
the cassava. After loading the sacks should be covered 
with a layer of leaves or grass and a plastic sheet which 
should be firmly secured with ropes. The layer of leaves 
will help to protect the cassava during transport. 
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7. WRAPI'ING SACKS 
When sacks have been placed on a storage platform or 
vehicle they should be wrapped loosely in a plastic sheet. 
The plastic sheet will prevent water loss from the roots and 
so keep the cassava fresh. 
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IMPORTANCE OF DII'I'ING, PACKING ANI> WRAI'I'ING 
The three most important steps are diplling, packing and 
wrapping because they help to create the best condilions 
for root storage. When these steps are properly carried out 
a warm and moist environment is created around the roots 
which prevents loss of water from the roots. Roots remain 
fresh for longer when the low cost storage technology is 
used because the storage conditions are similar to those 
found when the roots are buried underground . 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
How long will cassava roots remain fresh? 
Without the low cost storage technology cassava roots start 
to go bad within 1-2 days of harvesting. When the low cost 
storage technology is properly applied undamaged roots 
will remain fresh for 7-10 days after harvesting. Damaged 
roots wilh dre~scd wounds will remain fresh for 3 days after 
harvesting. 
\\1hal an tht• hrurlils of lhr lrchuolng)' fur· me'! 
This lcchnology will enable you lo keep your cass~va 
in ti·csh condition fm more !han 7 days. lnlhis way 
you will he able lo sell your cassava al a premium price 
in lhe whole period ti·om day I lo day 7. This kind of 
slomge will also help you lo reduce losses which would 
olhcrwisc occur iflhc lcchnolugy w~s nol used. 
Is thr tr<"hnolugy simpl,1' n mrthorl for shading 
cassa\'ll roots frum strung suulight'! 
Sltn(lc is only o11r pari of I he lcchnology. This lcchnology 
is designed lo crealc condilions around I he rools which arc 
similar In lho~l' li1imclwhcn lhe rools arc buried 
underground. To do I his warm and moisl condilions musl 
be crealcd and mainlaincd around !he rools by dipping 
I hem in waler, packing !hem inlo closed sacks and 
wrapping I he sacks in a plaslic sheet. 
Who shuulrl usr this tcchuulogy? 
To keep cassava n·esh for lhe longest possible time (7-
1 0 days afier harvesl) I he lechnology should be applied by 
everybody who handles !he cassava (li·om lhc Iarmer 
lhrough lo I he rclailer) . II is IIIOSI iiiiiHll'lanl n.lr litnncrs, 
tirnner lraders and country buyers lo apply 1 he lcchnolngy 
because !hey store !he cassava for the lnngcsl lime al\cr 
ha1ves1. lflhese people usc !he lechnology corrcclly I he 
cassava should reach I he llllll ket in Ji·csh condilion and 
sell quickly. 
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ADVANTAGE OF LOW COST CASSAVA FRESH ROOT 
STORAGETECIINOLOGV 
The cost of buying and selling 12 bags (viroba) without 
using the low cost technology 
shs 110,940/-
The cost ofbuying and selling 12 bags (viroba) using 
.the low cost technology 
shs 125,540/-
The income from selling 12 bags of cassava in the market 
over 4 days is as follows : 
Without the technology 
First day 4 bags 
. 4 x 12,000 = shs. 48,000 
·Second day 3 bags 
· 3 x 10,200 = shs. 30,600 
Third day 3 bags 
3 x 8600 = shs. 25,800 
Fourth day 2 bags 
2 x 6000 = shs. 12,000 
Total 
Profit 
116,400 
5% 
With technology 
4xl2 = shs. 48,000 
3xl2 = shs. 36,000 
3 xl2 = shs. 36,000 
2xl2 = shs. 24,000 
144,000 
11% 
Can Chis technology be used for keeping 
CIISSaVII fresh al home? 
This technology is easy to use, requires only water and a 
plastic sheet (or a layer of grass or leaves) and will help to 
keep cassava fresh for longer in any home. 
Is careful harvesting important? 
Careful harvesting will improve the income of the cassava 
farmer and trader because it will reduce the numbers of 
damaged and broken roots which sell for a lower price. 
Will the lechnology work if we don't dress 
wounds on damaged roots? 
Wound dressing for damaged roots is necessary because 
rots tend to start in damaged parts of the root and then 
spread to the rest of the root. If wounds on damaged roots 
are not treated the technology will not work for those 
damaged roots. 
Do you need water for the technology to work? 
This technology needs water and warmth to create 
conditions around the roots which are similar to those found 
when the roots are buried underground. If water is not used 
the technology will not work ~nd the roots will dry out and 
lose their freshness. 
When should the technology be used? 
The technology should be applied as soon as possible afler 
harvest and then maintained until the cassava reaches the 
consumer. 
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Do we have to dip each root or could we just 
sprinkle some water over the sacks? 
For the technology to work the skin of each root must be 
moist. This can be done by dipping the roots in water or 
sprinkling a little water over packed sacks. Sprinkling water 
over filled sacks and then wrapping in a plastic sheet is the 
best method for use in the markets where there is no time 
to dip roots and repack sacks. 
Will dipping in water cause the roots to rot? 
tr roots are dipped in water and the water allowed to drain 
so that only the skin of the root is moist there is no risk of the 
roots rotting as long as wound dressing has been done and 
undamaged and damaged roots kept separate. 
Do we have to use closed sacks for packaging, 
or could we use the technology on open kirobas? 
This technology creates conditions (warm & moist) around 
the roots which arc like those found when the root is still 
buried in the soil. This can only be done in a closed sack 
:which traps heat and moisture close to the roots. 
. Open kirobas allow the heat and moisture to escape, and 
the technology is unable to work. 
Do we have to keep damaged and undamaged 
roots separate? 
Damaged and undamaged roots must be kept separate 
because rots tend to start in damaged roots and then 
spread to undamaged roots. If damaged and undamaged 
roots have to be packed into the same sack, pack the 
undamaged roots first and then place the damaged roots 
at the top of the sack so that they can be removed and 
sold first by the retailer. 
Why should we wrnp sacks of cnssavn in n 
plastic sheet? 
The plastic sheet will prevent water loss from the roots and 
keep the roots warm, and so keep the cassava fresh. 
Can we use grass and leaves instead of plastic 
sheets for wrapping sacks of cassava? 
Freshly cut leaves and grass cannot be used instead of a 
plastic sheet because they will not prevent water loss from 
the roots. To prevent water loss use either a plastic sheet or 
a sheet made from old kirobas sewn together. 
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In lhr clry st•nstm rnn WI' usr tlry grnss ror 
wrnpJiing sadts'! 
Dry grnss cnnntll be used lor wmpping sncks ns il wi ll not 
prevcnl wnlcr loss lhun I he roots. 
1r a plnstit sltrl·t is not n\'ailnhlc, ran wr usc n 
shc:rl maclr frmn old hit•oi)ns sewn IOgclhcr? 
A sheet made l>y sewing pieces or old kirol>ns together 
should Wllt k ju~t as well lis n plnslic sheet ns long as it 
doesn't have h><' many hlllcs in il 
Whl'l'l' l'lllt I gd plaslk shrcls, ami how ntuch 
will I hry cost'! 
Plastic ~heel!: arc m·;tilnl>lc lrom ·regry l'lnstics lntlustties 
situntcd along Nycrctc ltoatl (DSM) or retail shops 
in Oar cs Snlaam. The plastic sheets cost between 1400 
and 1600/- Tnnznnian Shillings per I.Sml which is enough 
to cover two bags or Ji·csh enssnva roots. 
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NOTES 
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If you have any questions or require more 
Information on storage offresh cassava 
please contact: 
The Managing Director, 
Tanzania Food and Nutrition Centre (TFNC) 
P0Box977, 
Dar-es-salaam 
TANZANIA 
or 
Dr Andrew Westby, 
Natural Resources Institute 
Central Avenue, Chatham, 
KentMB44TB 
UNITED KINGDOM 
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